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GENEBAL INTRODUCTION

The partial integro-differential equation, known as the Boltraann

equation, is the fundamental equation in the kinetic theory of monatomic

dilute gases. It describes the evolution towards equilibrium of the one

particle velocity distribution function. Despite the fact that this

kinetic equation was first derived more than hundred years ago, almost

no analytical solutions have been found for realistic intermolecular

forces. This is largely due to the complicated structure of the col-

lision term and it calls for the construction of simplified models, in

which as many physical properties are maintained as possible. Desired

properties are: the existence of a unique equilibrium distribution, the

validity of the conservation laws of energy and momentum and that of the

H-theorem.

In the first three chapters of this thesis such model Boltzmann

equations will be studied. A. model can in principle be defined by speci-

fication of an interaction potential, a collision cross section or by

defining microscopic transition probabilities, compatible with the

conservation laws. Perhaps the most important example is the model of
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Maxwell molecules, interacting via a hypothetical r repulsive po-

tential. This yields a collision cross section proportional to the

inverse relative speed g of the colliding particles. For this model

Bobylev [l] and, independently, Krook and Wu [2] have found an exact so-

lution (BKW-mode), corresponding to a very special initial condition.

It is an exact solution of the full nonlinear equation which has

strongly stimulated the developments of the last few years [3], some of

which can be found in this thesis.

We shall only consider spatially homogeneous gases with isotropic

distribution functions. Nonisotropic velocity distributions can be

discussed using similar methods, but the mathematical analysis becomes



technically much more complicated [4]. The extension to spatially in-

homogeneous systems would be much more interesting from a fundamental

point of view, as it includes transport processes and hydrodynamics.

However, it is also much more complicated. Only one rather primitive

one-dimensional model has been solved [5] .

For a spatially homogeneous and isotropic distribution it is very con-

venient to change to the energy representation, eliminating the compli-

cated vectorial structure of the original equation. In chapter I we

perform this transformation and derive the equation for the energy

distribution function F(x,t). It has a much simpler structure than the

original equation since the unknown function F(x,t) depends on a scalar,

the energy variable x. Furthermore, in the collision term only two

integrations are left, thus rendering the equation much more suitable

for numerical calculations. The properties of the model are contained in

the kernel K(xylu), appearing in the collision term, which describes

the rate at which transitions (y,u-y) -» (x,u-x) occur. In general this

kernel can be expressed as a twofold integral over the differential

scattering cross section.

In chapter II we shall turn to a particular class of models: the

persistent scattering models, introduced by Futcher and Hoare [6].

These were initially defined by means of a collision mechanism in which

the energy residing in a subset q of a total of p + q degrees of freedom

is redistributed over the colliding particles. For p»o (no persistence

of state) the models reduce to the diffuse scattering models, solved in

[ 7 ] and known to be Maxwell models. This means that they correspond to a

cross section decreasing inversely proportional to the relative speed g.

We shall show that also the persistent scattering models with pi* o are

Maxwell models and thus soluble by an expansion in eigenfunctions of the

linearized equation.



In chapter III we study the scalar Boltzmann equation, i.e. the

equation in the energy representation, for the simplest possible choice

of the transition kernel: a constant. This choice corresponds to a two-

dimensional gas of so called very hard particles (VHP-gas), with the

special collision cross section I(g,x) * 'gg|sinx|. Here x is the

scattering angle and g the relative speed. We shall solve the model for

general initial conditions.

The energy dependence of the scattering cross section for the VHP-

model is unphysical as it increases as the square root of the energy at

large energies. However, this is not a serious disadvantage of the

model, as the total energy is finite. Consequently, there are almost no

particles to feel this large energy dependence. One should keep in mind,

however that in this model the relaxation times at large energy will be

"typically too small. The reverse is true of Maxwell models and in this

sense real physical systems are expected to lie somewhere inbetween the

two cases.

The fact that the equation can be solved as an initial value

problem is quite exceptional in the theory of the Boltzmann equation.

With the solution at hand we are able to explore features such as the

approach to equilibrium, typical relaxation rates, dependence on the

initial conditions, validity of the linear approximation, and so on.

This can be useful as a guideline when dealing with more realistic, less

tractable, cases.

The second part of this dissertation deals with Smoluchowski's

coagulation equation for the size distribution function in a coagulating

system. It is also a kinetic equation with quadratic nonlinearities and

it contains a gain and a loss term, constructed along the lines of

Boltzmann's Stosszahlansatz for the transition probabilities in binary

interactions. There exist conservation laws rather similar to those for



the Boltzoann equation and, for the case of reversible coagulation

processes, also an analog of the H-theorenu The equation is used to de-

scribe the kinetics of clustering or coagulation processes, as occurring

in colloidal suspensions [8], in aerosols and cloud formation [9], in

polymerizing systems [10] and in the formation of stars and galaxies

through completely inelastic collisions [11]. In all these systems large

particles (clusters) are formed from a collection of primary particles

(monomers). Clusters of different size combine to form larger ones. We

denote the basic process as A.+A -» A. . It is governed by a transition

probability K. jc
k
c»> where K, is the transition kernel and c. the

concentration of A, . In principle there is also the possibility of

reversible coagulation which involves the reverse reaction (fragmen-

tation). This will not be considered here.

The size distribution function c (t), denoting the density of

clusters of size k, evolves in time under influence of the binary coagu-

lation reactions. Its time evolution is supposedly described by

Smoluchowski*s coagulation equation.

In principle the transition kernel K. is determined by various

factors, such as the mobility of clusters and the number of possi-

bilities in which two clusters can form bonds. If the time scales for

the coagulation reactions are much larger than those for diffusion, the

diffusion effects can be neglected (limit of large diffusivity).

The interesting fact about Smoluchowski' s coagulation equation is

that, although simple in appearance, its solution may show a phase

transition (gelation). This manifests itself through a sudden violation

of the mass conservation law - formally derivable from the equation -

i.e. the quantity H(t) • £ kc.(t) starts to decrease after some finite

time t whereas it was constant before. This is interpreted as the

formation of an infinite cluster (gelation), caused by the cascading



growth of larger and larger clusters. For this to happen the transition

kernel K. should increase fast enough with increasing k and £.

For simple choices of 1C. and for the monomer initial condition

c. (o) * 6. ., the equation has been solved [12] for all times, namely for

the following coagulation kernels: K. • 1, 1C • k+i and K, * kJl.

Only in the latter case, where K. . is proportional to the product of the

sizes of the two reacting clusters, gelation occurs at a finite time t .

In chapter IV we shall generalize the corresponding solution to general

initial conditions and investigate how the properties of the system near

the phase transition (critical exponents, etc.) are influenced by the

shape of the initial distribution.

One expects the coagulation coefficients K. to be larger for

larger clusters. In some reactions they may grow like the volume k, in

others like the surface k or like ku (o <u> < 1) in general. This has

motivated the study of the special coagulation kernel K, . cc (kit) , with

o < to < 1. Here we consider such questions as: for which ui-values does a

gelation transition occur; how do the gelation time and the critical

exponents depend on u; can we find exact solutions; do the solutions

have any scaling properties, and so on.

The subject of the last chapter is an extremely simplified, but

exactly soluble model of nucleation, in which evaporation effects are

neglected. Such nucleation models may be described by a kernel K. that

is nonvanishing only for small k- and i-values. A simple example is de-

scribed by reactions of the type A + A, -» A, ., in which at least one

monomer is involved. Nucleation processes are of importance in atmos-

pheric physics, colloid chemistry, crystal growth, etc. We shall solve

the nucleation equation for two special choices of the transition

kernel: K^ « st(Soi + s»5ki w i t h st * ' a n d w* t h sv * k> a n d i

the dependence of the system properties on the supply of monomers, which



can be: (i) in a given amount at t » o, (ii) by a steady source or (iii)

by means o£ an infinite reservoir.
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CHAPTER I

TRANSITION KERNELS FOR THE
NONLINEAR BOLTZMANN EQUATION

For the case of isotropic distribution functions, the spatially homogeneous nonlinear Boltz-
mann equation is transformed into a scalar-type equation, with a mathematical structure simpler
than that of the original equation. The kernel of this equation is expressed in terms of integrals
over the cross-section. In many cases, such as for hard spheres and several types of Maxwell
models, it can be expressed in terms of simple known functions.

1. Introduction

In the recent past considerable progress was made in the study of the
spatially homogeneous nonlinear Boltzmann equation. For Maxwell molecules
a special solution was found in closed form1). Later this solution was
generalized to other so called Maxwell models2). The general solution for
these models was found within a certain Hilbert-space SSf in the form of an
expansion2"3). A different kind of model was solved for general initial con-
ditions4).

Two types of models have been distinguished in the literature. They differ
by their microscopic transition or collision mechanisms. For the first type of
models the collision dynamics supports conservation of momentum besides
that of energy and mass. We call them: deterministic models. They are
specified through a collision cross-section. In the second type of models
binary transitions are allowed violating momentum conservation. These we
call: stochastic models. In general they may be specified through a transition
rate. The emphasis here will be on deterministic models. We shall consider
stochastic models only for the purpose of comparing them with deterministic
ones. For an extensive survey of both classes, see5).

The spatially homogeneous nonlinear Boltzmann equation has a com-
plicated structure, partly due to the fact that the unknown velocity distribution
function ƒ(«, t) depends on the vector t>. A considerable simplification is
achieved if one considers isotropic distribution functions, depending only on
v • |«|. It is the purpose of this paper to show that for such functions the
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Boltzmann equation in standard form can be reduced to one of ? mathema-
tically much simpler structure, referred to as scalar Boltzmann equation. The
transition kernel occurring in this equation can be expressed in terms of
integrals over the cross-section. For many examples such as Maxwell mole-
cules, hard spheres etc., this kernel will be derived in explicit form. Many
results from the literature6'71*) as well as new ones will be deduced here from
the same basic formula. The motivation for deriving a scalar equation is
inspired by the following facts. Mathematically the form of a scalar equation
is simpler so that analytic results might be easier to obtain. Secondly, a scalar
equation is much better suited for numerical calculation9), since in the
collision term at most two-dimensional integrals appear.

The scalar equation has still the difficulty of being a nonlinear one. The
main disadvantage of this equation is that it no longer contains information on
the directional dependence of the velocity distribution function. The initial
conditions have to be chosen isotropic.

Before describing the content of this paper in more detail, we introduce the
basic concepts. The most fundamental one is the nonlinear Boltzmann equa-
tion (for deterministic models) that describes the time evolution of the
one-particle distribution function in a dilute gas. Here we restrict ourselves to
the spatially homogeneous case, where it takes the form

= ƒ dw dnaig, vMv', *)ƒ(*'. 0 - ƒ<», t)f(w, t)}. (1.1)

The distribution function changes only through binary collisions, described by
the differential scattering cross-section I(g, x) or by the collision rate cr(g, μ):

<r(g,lL) = gI(g,xl (1.2)

Here g = v- w is the relative velocity of the incoming colliding particles and
u = cos x = g • A where x ' s the scattering angle in the centre of mass system.

The scattered velocity g' = v'-w' is in the direction of ii. Hats denote unit
vectors.

The collision dynamics is given by

v' =!(» + w) + in\v - w| = G + \gn,

Although we shall be interested mainly in particles with two or three trans-
lational degrees of freedom, it is convenient to consider all vectors as
d-dimensional. The Boltzmann equation (1.1) supports the fundamental laws
of mass, energy and momentum conservation. Suitably normalized, the equa-
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tions expressing these laws read

ƒƒ(*, frfo-l, (1.4a)

ff(v,t)vdv=O, (1.4b)

)<fr=!<*. (1.4c)

The dff-theorem asserts that any given initial distribution function will after a
sufficiently long time approach the unique distribution function

= (2-ir)-*2 exp(- b2). (1-5)

In section 2 we shall derive the scalar Boitzmann equation and obtain an
expression for the transition kernel for general collision cross-sections.

In section 3 we shall consider the reverse problem-i.e. deriving the
cross-section from a given kernel - and develop a method to test whether a
given scalar equation indeed corresponds to the underlying Boitzmann equa-
tion (1.1) for a deterministic model.

In the subsequent section 4 the general expression for the transition
kernel will be studied for different choices of the scattering cross-section. In
man'y cases it can be reduced to known functions. In section 5 we shall briefly
consider the so called Hilbert problem and in section 6 we shall make some
concluding remarks.

2. The kernel of the scalar Boitzmann equation

The spatially homogeneous Boitzmann equation for isotropic distribution
functions f(v, t) can be cast into the form of a scalar-type Boitzmann
equation.

This section is devoted to the derivation of the general expression for the
transition kernel in this equation in terms of a given underlying scattering
cross-section and to the study of the symmetry properties and singularities of
the same. We conclude with some applications to cases where the scattering
cross-section depends in a simple manner on the scattering angle or on the
energy of the colliding particles.

2.1. Symmetry properties

For our purpose it is more convenient to consider instead of the velocity
distribution function the energy distribution function F(x, t), defined as fol-
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lows:

F(x, t) - ƒ dvf(v, t)8(x - *t>2) - fl^(2x)("2W-'/(V2x, t). (2.1)

Here ild = 2itmir{dl7) is the full d-dimensional solid angle. The definition is
such that F(x, t)dx is the fraction of particles having their energies in the
interval (x, x + dx) at time t. As a consequence of (1.4) the energy distribution
function satisfies the proper normalization conditions

jdxF(x,t)=l and ƒ dxxF(x,f) = |<*. (2.2)
0 0

The equilibrium distribution corresponding to the MaxweJlian (1.S) is given by
the gamma-distribution

i (2.3)

The scalar Boltzmann equation has the following form:

m it

^ ^ - ƒ d« ƒ dy{K(xy; u)F(y, t)F(u - y, t)
x 0

- K(yx; u)F{x, t)F(u - x, t)}. (2.4)

The kernel K(xy;u) describes the transition rate for the binary interaction
(y, u — y)-»(x, u — x). It can be derived by multiplying the original Boltzmann
equation (1.1) on both sides with 8(x -|t>2) and integrating over all velocities
v. After elimination of the fs on the right-hand side of (1.1) in favor of F(x, t)
using (2.1) we find that (2.4) holds with the kernel given by

K(xy; u) = {I22

d[4y(« - ,)]««*-'}-' ƒ do dw dn<r(g, μ)

x S(x - Jw^Sty - W^Siu - i»2 - iw2). (2.5)

Here again: p = A 'g = cosx- This expression vanishes whenever x or y lies
outside the interval (0, u). This explains the integration limits occurring in
(2.4).

The kernel (2.5) has the following symmetry properties5):
(a) interactional symmetry:

K(xy; «) = K(u - x u - y; «). (2.6)

This symmetry is a consequence of the identity of the colliding particles.
Interchanging their energies leaves the kernel invariant.

(b) detailed balance condition:

K(xy; u)Fo(y)Fo(H - y) = K(yx; u)F*x)F*u - x) (2.7)
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stating that the rates of the forward and reverse transitions (y, u - y) •* (jt, u -
x) are the same in the stationary state. For deterministic models ihis is a
consequence of the time reversal invariance of the macroscopic equations of
motion,

(c) an additional symmetry:

K(xy; «) — K(x u — y;u) (2.8)

is only implied by (2.5) if the collision rate has the symmetry: tr(g, μ) =
cr(g, -ft). However, since the kernel K(xy; u) appears in (2.4) under integral
signs, only its part symmetric in y and u — y contributes, and we may always
impose the symmetry property (2.8).

2.2. The kernel for a given cross-section

2.2.1. The general formula
The general expression (2.S) may be reduced to more convenient forms,

determined by the dependence of the cross-section on scattering angle and
energy. Here we only sketch the derivation since details are given else-
where5).

Starting from (2.5) we change to the centre of mass and relative velocities -
defined in (1.3)-and introduce variables u' and # through

g = 2VI? sindi/0,

G = VITcos(^), «/r€(O,ir). ( 2 '9 )

The following substitutions can be made in (2.5):

d» dw = K« sin «Jr)*"1 d«/r du' dé dó,

8(u -W-W) = 8(u - u'),

Six -Iv2) = (2/u sin $)8{cos $x-g- Ó), ( 2 > 1 0 )

8(y - V 2 ) = (2/u sin ijr)6(cos % - A • G).

The auxiliary variables 0Z and 6y, lying in the interval (0, ir), are defined by the
following formulas:

cos 0X = (2x - M)/gG * -cos(2a)/sin Ĵ ,

cos ey - (2y - u)/gG • -cos(2^)/sin ^. ( 2 1 l a )

Instead of the variables x and y it is sometimes more convenient to use the
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angular variables a and 0, lying in the interval (0, iir), defined through

x = u sin2 a

(2.11b)

Inserting all this into (2.5) and performing the integration with respect to u'
yields the following expression for the kernel

K(xy; u) = [2ndu"-3l{4y(u - y))'""^ '] ƒ d^(sin *)"-

x il f ƒ dg dG d^«r(g(^),M)5(cos dx - g • G)5(cos 9V - n • <J),

(2.12)

with g(ifr) = 2V« sind»/'). The three angular integrations can be carried out,
yielding the conditions |cosftt |<l and | c o s 0 y | < l . These - together with
(2.11 a)-determine the limits if/- and i^ on the remaining (^-integration. These
limits are the endpoints of the interval within which the relation sin î  >
max{|cos(2a), |cos20)|} holds. They are given by

ifr- = IT - 4>+ » arcsin (1 - 2|), (2.13)

with

f = u~' min(x, y, u - x, u - y). (2.14)

In table I we explicitly give them for various regions of (x, y)-values and
corresponding (a, £)-values.

The resulting kernel becomes

K(xy; u) = [(d - 2)/7r]/id-,Hd-3[4y(« - y)]'-«'M ƒ d^ ƒ d<f>

+_ o

x (sin ̂  sin <f> sin dx sin 0,)d-3cr(g(«/O, μ{^, 4>)\ (2.15)

with

^ ( ^ , <̂ ) = cos 0, cos ey + cos 0 sin 0X sin 6y. (2.16)

The two-dimensional case is contained as the limiting one for which d
approaches 2 from above. In this limit the kernel becomes

K(xy; u) = (2/w«) ƒ d«/Ksin ^ sin 0, sin 0,)~'to-(g(^), μ^jz, 0))

r))]. (2.17)
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TABLE I

Regions in the x>-plane with corresponding integration limits in several variables, used in the
expression for the kernel

Region Mapping X ** I (•-.•*) (•-. 9*)

I x< min(y, u-y)

II y< min(x, u - x)

• / —- ^

III x > max(y,« - y)

IV y> max(x, α-x)

/3>max/a, y— a)

(x, y)**{x, y)

(a, 0 )•+((*, $)

(x,y)**{y,x)

(x, - x. ii - y)

! -"•!-)

(y-2a.y+2a)

Expression (2.15) is most useful in cases where <r(g, μ) depends in a simple
manner on the scattering angle x - arccos μ, as will be shown in later *
applications. However, in many cases <r(g, μ) depends on μ in a complicated
manner, while its dependence on g is simple. For instance for repulsive power
law potentials (V(r)~ r~s) the collision rate has the form

**(g> M-) — g l ~ 2 M ~ 1 W s a ^ ) (2.18)

with a well-defined though complicated function O^μ)10). In such cases it is
convenient to use ^μ, 4>) as integration variables, rather than (4>, 4>), and
perform the integration over i/r first. After straightforward but tedious algebra
one arrives at the following expression5):

K(xy; u) = Md-J(y(« - y)) W I / a i Q(xy; u), (2.19)

with the reduced kernel

f A f A α-sJ d* J d s —
-(«/O, μ)] (2.20)

Q(xy; «) = 2 ;

X [cr(g+(^), μ) +

with the following definitions

(2H)" 2{1 * (2.21)
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A = J(/a+ -

!-2y)±4[j ty(u-

The integration limits μ-t only depend on x/u and ylu.

(2.22)

(2.23)

2.2.2. Singularities in K(xy;u)
Before proceeding with applications we consider a special feature of the

general expression (2.20) for the kernel. In many cases the collision rate
cr(g, μ) will show singular behavior at μ = \ and μ = —1. Since the integration
limits μ± reach these values for x — y and x = u — y the kernel itself may have
singularities in these points. Let us assume that the collision rate behaves as
follows for μ-^l:

<r(g, μ)

where v is a positive number and ƒ some function. For x

μ+ approaches unity from below in the following way:

Analysis shows the corresponding behavior of Q(xy; u) as

Q(xy; H) = C\x - yC"2"*" (x -» y).

(2.24)

• y the upper limit

(2.25)

(2.26)

The constant C still depends on u and y. E.g. for actual Maxwell mole-
cules105) in three dimensions we have v = 5/4 and we find an exponent equal to
-3/2 in (2.26). This agrees with a result found by Ziff, Stell and Cummings").
The singularity in x = w - y can be analyzed in the same way.

2.3. Cross-sections with simple angle- or energy-dependence

In applications where the cross-section has a simple dependence on the
scattering angle, expression (2.15) is most suitable. As an example we con-
sider isotropic scattering (o-(g, ̂ ) = cro(g)). In this case the ^-integration can
be performed to yield

K(xy; u) = (d-

(2-27)x (l/ir) ƒ d»A(sin •/» sin ex sin

In cases where the energy dependence of cr(g, jx) is relatively simple, it is
convenient to start from (2.20), where the integration over the g-variable or
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the closely related s -variable can be performed first. We consider two classes
of examples. For these classes the complicated expression (2.20) can be
simplified considerably. They are the so called Maxwell-models (n0 = 0) and
Very Hard Particle (VHP) models (n<>= 1) corresponding to a collision rate:

<r(g,ii) = (&)*<*(*). (2.28)

For these cases the expression inside the square brackets in (2.20) does not
depend on s and equals 2u"°a(p). The resulting kernel becomes

K{xy'u) * [y(u-y)]<"2W- J BÜid-DMl-nT*-"

with
2(l/2)"'3> (2.30)

This kernel has the following homogeneity property: for any positive number
A:

K(Ax Ay; Au) - A"°-'K(jcy; «). (2.31)

Furthermore there exists a relation between kernels of Maxwell models and
those of VHP-models with the same angular dependence of the cross-section,
namely:

KvHpixy; u) = uKMnv(xy; u) (2.32)

as follows from (2.29).
We conclude this section with some comments. The models of this section

have received extensive attention in the recent literature1"9'11). Some results
are the following: (i) the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for the two-dimen-
sional VHP-model with g(ji) = \ - for which the kernel K(xy; «) equals unity -
has been solved in closed form for arbitrary initial conditions, decreasing
sufficiently rapid at large velocities41213); (ii) the nonlinear Boltzmann equa-
tion for all Maxwell models - including the ones with discrete variable-has
been solved for a large class of initial distributions in the form of a series
expansion in terms of special functions2"3"5131415). Which set of functions one
has to use only depends on the number of dimensions d. The expansion
coefficients cn(t) are solved recursively from a set of differential equations. In
these equations the characteristics of the model only enter through the
quantities //.„*, which are defined as
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ƒ l - M)""*- (2.33)
-i

The μll* also determine the eigenvalues A. of the linearized Boltzmann
equation. These are given by

- μ-o - μ̂ m (2.34)

A given Maxwell model is thus completely characterized by the function
and the parameter d. The latter does not explicitly appear in (2.33) and (2.34).
Consequently, there exist models in different dimensions having identical
eigenvalue spectra and identical expansion coefficients c(J) (for correspond-
ing initial distributions). The collision rate a W ) (cos*) for these Maxwell
models - having the same function Hμ) but different dimensionality - are
according to (2.30) related as

aW )(cos *)/aw<)(cos x) ~ (sin x)w'~d), (2.35)

where the tilde indicates proportionality.
The initial distributions leading to the solutions in the form of series

expansions have to decrease sufficiently rapidly at large energies to ensure
that the expansion coefficients cn(t) exist for all n. However, Cornille and
Gervois1*) have shown for a special Maxwell model with K(xy; u)=u~l - and
their results have been extended to general Maxwell models by the present
authors13) - that one can construct solutions decaying very slowly at large
energies such that not all coefficients c„{t) exist.

3. A test for deterministic models

3.1. Cross-section for a given kernel

In subsection (2.2) the transition kernel was calculated for a given cross-
section and given dimensionality. Here we consider the reverse problem:
given the transition kernel, how to find the underlying cross-section (or
collision rate), if any.

We start by determining the parameter d for a given function K(xy; u).
This can be done directly if we write the detailed balance condition (2.7) as

K(xy;u) _ Tx(u-x)]imi-1 ,, n

K(yx;u)~ly(«-y)J ' w * u

The parameter d can be read of from this equation. In order to determine the
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underlying cross-section we return to the representation (2.5). There we
change variables from (c, w) to (»', w')-defined in (1.3)-and perform the
integration with respect to |v'| and |w'|, using the last two delta-functions. This
yields a factor {4y(« - y)}(l/2W~' and hence the formula

K(xy; u) =* £1? ƒ dn dw dvtr{g, p)S(x -\v% (3.2)

In this expression v' must be interpreted as a function of o, w and n with fixed
moduli |e| = V2y and \w\ = V2(« - y). If we substitute the special value y = w
the integral (3.2) becomes especially simple, since for that value of y we have
w = 0, g = \/2uv and u'2= u(l + v • R). The tv-integration yields a factor ftd

and we obtain

K(xu; u) = O J1 ƒ dri dv S(x - \u{\ + v • n))<r(y/2Ü, v • n). (3.3)

After changing to polar coordinates we can carry out the n-integration-the
remaining v-integration then gives a factor fld-and arrive at the explicit
relation between the cross-section and the given kernel

2«, - I + 2xlu)u2-",

or

K(xu; u)

a(g, cos x) = (g2/4fld-,)(sin x)3~dK(ig2(l + cos *) , |g2; k

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

_^)<"2X3-d)K&i + M),i;i).

The function g(ju.) in (2.30) can be identified here as

For Maxwell-models (no = 0) and VHP-models (no - 1) this can be simplified
further using (2.28) and (2.31)

(3.5)

li),UD, (3.6)

a relation obtained before for Maxwell models'7).
The general relation (3.4ab) together with (2.20) can be used to test whether

a given kernel K(xy;u) actually corresponds to a deterministic model-
assuming that it possesses the necessary symmetry properties. This test
consists of three steps. We (i) determine d using (3.1), (ii) determine <r(g, μ)
using (3.4b) (note that in this equation the kernel K(xy; u) is used for special
values of x, y and u only) and (iii) substitute this cr(g, μ) back into (2.20). If
the resulting kernel is the same as the original K(xy; a), then it has passed the
test and hence corresponds to a deterministic model with collision rate
<r(g, μ). If not, the model cannot be interpreted in this way.
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3.2. Applications

We illustrate the procedure with some examples.
Suppose we apply the test to the function K(xy;u)*l + xy(u-*Xu-y).

We easily deduce that the dimensionality equals 2 and that the collision rate is
given by: a(g, cos \) - g£2|sin \\. Since this is of the form (2.28) we may use
(2.29) instead of (2.20) to find the kernel back. In this way we obtain:
K(xy; u) = 1. This however is no* the formula we started from. Therefore our
first example does not correspond to a deterministic model. Of course it might
still correspond to som~ stochastic model.

A second example is taken from the literature. Consider the so called class
of diffuse scattering models14*5) with corresponding kernels,

K(xy;u)=Wpp(x\u) = [x(u-: (3.7)

The transition rates in these models - referred to as stochastic - are based on
scattering laws that do not support momentum conservation. Applying step (i)
of the test we find d = 2p in this case and from (ii) that the collision rate is
given by

, !d)r'|sin x\-<r{g, cos x) - (3-8)

We write the absolute value to include the two-dimensional case where x ' s

an azimuthal angle running from 0 to 2n. Again the collision rate is of the
form (2.28)-this time with no = O so that we are dealing with Maxwell
models - and we use (2.29) again. The integration can be performed using the
definition of the Beta-function18). Here the original kernel (3.7) is recovered.
Hence these kernels can be reinterpreted as corresponding to deterministic
models with collision rates given by (3.8).

In particular in two dimensions - where K(jcy; «) = «"' - w e find*

) = i|sin^|. (3.9)

The scalar Boltzmann equation for this case reads

X II

= ƒ i f ƒ dytF(y' " y' ° ~ F(JC' ° F ( U -
This is the stochastic model Boltzmann equation for the energy distribution
function introduced by Tjon and Wu9). The present arguments show that the
same equation just as well corresponds to the deterministic model Boltzmann

* For comparison we note the relation gl(g, x)~g|s in;x| for hard disks.
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equation:

%&£ = ƒ dw ƒ dnJlsin x|fj(t>', t)/(w\ t) - f(v, t)f(w, t)] (3.11)

as long as we restrict ourselves to isotropic distribution functions. The
postcollisional velocities v' and w' are given by eq. (1.3), which is in
agreement with the law of conservation of momentum.

The third example we consider is a two-dimensional VHP-model, also
originally introduced as a stochastic model4). For this model the kernel equals
unity and from (3.4b; we find

a(g, cos x) - lg2lsin x\- (3.12)

Substituting this back into (2.29) indeed yields K(xy; w)= 1, as we have seen
in the first example. Hence the original kernel is recovered. This VHP-model
can therefore also be reinterpreted as deterministic. The corresponding scalar
Boltzmann equation,

oo If

^ ^ = ƒ da ƒ dy[F(y, t)F(u -y,t)- F(x, t)F{u - x, f)], (3.13)

is completely equivalent to the deterministic Boltzmann equation

in x\\SW, 0/(w\ t) - , t)] (3.14)

for the case of isotropic distribution functions. We further refer to the
comments at the end of section 2.3.

4. Transition kernels in three dimensions

4.1. Cross-sections expandable in partial waves

Of most interest from a physical point of view are kernels for three-
dimensional systems. Here the general expression (2.15) simplifies to

K(xy; u) = [y(u - y)]""2 ƒ d^ ƒ (4.1)

The limits of integration <K and </»-_are given in (2.13) and in table I, μ(^^, <f>) is
defined in (2.16) and g(«/>) = 2V« sin(^). This formula contains a result
recently derived by Barnsley and Turchetti') as a special case. They con-
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sidered cross-sections expandable in partial waves
a»

gHg, x) ~ <r(g, cos x) = JÜJ <ri(g)Pi(cos x), (4-2)

where the Pi(x) are Legendre polynomials1*). In this case the «^-integration in
(4.1) can be carried out, using the addition theorem for Legendre polynomials

) ! p r ( c o s e")P r ( c o s 0>) e"im*- ( 4-3 )

The Pj"(jc) are associated Legendre functions"). When integrating with
respect to «A, only terms with m = 0 are non-vanishing and with P?\x) = Pj(x)
we recover the result of8):

K(xy;u)= . Y
V V ( H — v) J»o

+-
(4.4)

Here we have kept only terms even in /, since K(xy; u) can be made an even
function of u - 2y according to (2.8).

4.2. Isotropic scattering cross-sections

For isotropic scattering we keep only the term with I — 0 in (4.2). Now
consider model collision rates of the following form:

<r(g, cos x) = Mg) = 8ql(4iT). (4.5)

Comparison with (2.18) shows that this formally corresponds to a power law
potential with exponent s ~ 4/(1 - q). However, among all power law poten-
tials only the hard-sphere interaction (q = 1) actually yields an isotropic
scattering cross-section.

The kernel corresponding to (4.5) is

K(xy; «) - [y(« - y)]~inQ(*y; u), (4.6a)

with

Q(xy; M) = 2 " - V 2 ƒ d*9(sin d)q. (4.6b)ƒ
Note that this kernel is constant as a function of x in the regions II and IV of
table I, as the only x, y and u-dependence enters through the integration limits
^> given in (2.13). This is a feature of all three-dimensional isotropic
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scattering models, which they share with another class of kernels, to be
discussed in section (5.3). Furthermore, in x = y and x - u - y the kernel has
a kink singularity, i.e. the derivative with respect to x is discontinuous in
these points. This is in agreement with (2.26).

Next we discuss some special cases of (4.6).
(i) For the case with q - - 1 the kernel can be worked out. After some

algebra one obtains:
1

Q{.xy;ti)~—T= log8V«

1 _
8Vu

log (4.7b)

The variable £ is defined in (2.14) as a function of x, y and u. From this
definition we deduce the relation

• fis t § \1 j» / * /A O\

siti\i(if/+ — ijf-)i = ¥ 5 , (4.8)

which is helpful when deriving (4.7b) from (4.7a).
(ii) The case with q = 0 corresponds to the three-dimensional Maxwell

model with isotropic scattering, as introduced by Krook and Wu1). Here we
find from (4.6) and (4.8)

Q(jty; u) = &il>+ - $-) = arcsinVi. (49)

This result agrees with that obtained by Ziff7).
(iii) The case with q = 1 describes three-dimensional hard spheres. The

expression for the kernel in this model becomes surprisingly simple

Q(xy; u) = V u{cos(z«fr_) - cos(2^+)} — V 2 K £ (4.10)

in agreement with that obtained by Barnsley and Turchetti8).
(iv) The case with q = 2 describes the three-dimensional VHP-model with

isotropic scattering. Calculation of the kernel yields

Q(xy; u) = {u(il/+ - if/J) = 2K arcsin Vi .* (4.11)

Note the relation between (4.11) and (4.9). It is a special case of the more
general relation (2.32) between kernels of VHP-models and of Maxwell-
models with the same angular dependence of the collision rate a-(g, cos *) .

4.3. Maxwell-models and VHP-models

The expression (2.29) for the kernel of a Maxwell-model (n0 = 0) and of a
VHP-model (n0 - 1), defined through the collision rate (2.28), becomes espe-

*The factor 2 comes from different normalizations in (2.28) and (4.S).
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daily simple in three dimensions. Using the substitution p = cos(20), eq.
(2.29) becomes

K(xy; u) = , "* f de g(cos 20). (4.12)
V y ( K - y ) J

»_
The integration limits 0± are given in table I. For Maxwell models this
expression has also been obtained by Ziff, Stell and Cummings11). They used
it to calculate the kernel and the eigenvalues of the linearized Boltzmann
collision operator numerically, for actual Maxwell molecules.

Unfortunately, the only class of three-dimensional models for which the
scalar Boltzmann equation can be solved are Maxwell models. Even for the
closely related VHP-models, <*. lor hard spheres with the very simple tran-
sition kernel (4.10), no analytic results are available.

5. The Hubert problem

In this section we consider the linearized Boltzmann equation in the energy
representation. If we neglect quadratic terms, the relative deviation from
equilibrium h{x, t)^[F^x)]~\F(x, t)-Ffa)) satisfies a linear equation. This
equation can be cast in the canonical form

ƒ dyF0(y)K(x, y)h(y, t) - M(x)h(x, t). (5 .1)
dt

The function K{x, y) is the kernel of the so called Hilbert-operator. It can be
expressed in the kernel of the scalar Boltzmann Equation:

K(x, y) = [FoOOr1 ƒ d«Fo(« - y)[K(xy; u) + K(x u-y; «)]
M

y+x

- ƒ duK(ux,y + x), (5.2)
o

where M = max(x, y). The collision frequency M(x) reads in terms of the
kernel of the scalar Boltzmann equation

M(jc) = ƒ du ƒ dyK(yx; u)F^u -x) = ƒ F<£y)K(y,x)dy. (5.3)
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For the two-dimensional VHP-model, discussed in section 3.2-for which
K(xy; u) equals unity-they are given by

( 5 . 4 )

and

M ( x ) = l + x. ( 5 . 5 )

The corresponding equation can be solved as an initial value problem. The
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues corresponding to the substitution h(x,t) =
h(x)e~M are known4*13). Apart from the two-fold isolated eigenvalue zero the
spectrum consists of the continuum (1,»). We have calculated both quantities
also for the three-dimensional model of hard spheres. The result for the
Hilbert kernel foUows from (4.13) and (2.14) as:

m

K(jc,y) = (2/xy)1/2[em ƒ e-u-"2dii-im3'2-Mm"2], (5.6)
o

with m = min(:t, y) and M = max(x, y). The collision frequency reads
X

M(x) = (2/ir)"2[e-x + [JC"2 + |JC""2] ƒ e"0»-"2 dw I. ( 5 . 7 )
o

These expressions were obtained before as angular averages over the full
kernel and collision frequency in velocity space and used to study the
spectrum of the collision operator20). Eq. (5J) can be reduced to a fourth
order ordinary differential equation in this case.

In general, explicit knowledge of the kernel K(xy; w) seems to be helpful as
an intermediate step in the Hilbert problem, described by (5.1), if one deals
with isotropic distributions.

6. Conclusion

We conclude with a summary of the results.
i. In any number of dimensions and for arbitrary cross-sections the spati-

ally homogeneous Boltzmann equation for isotropic distribution function can
be transformed into a much simpler scalar equation. This equation, though
still nonlinear, is simpler to analyze mathematically, and easier to treat
numerically. It contains a transition kernel K(xy; it) which has been reduced
to a double integral over the cross-section in the general case. For many
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special cases the kernel can be calculated explicitly.
2. Conversely, for any scalar-type Boltzmann equation the underlying

cross-section - if any-can be derived. Some stochastic models can be rein-
terpreted as deterministic and a corresponding cross-section can be given.

The most interesting cases in this respect are two stochastic model Boltz-
mann equations, frequently discussed in the literature: (i) the diffuse scatter-
ing model of Tjon and Wu with kernel K(xy;u)-u~' and (ii) the two-
dimensional VHP-model with kernel K(xy; i*) = 1. Here we have shown that
both models may also be considered as deterministic, i.e. with conservation of
energy and momentum built in.

3. In a large number of cases the kernel of this scalar equation can be
calculated explicitly. The resulting expression is in general still very compli-
cated and the equation remains very difficult. In the physically important case
of three-dimensional hard spheres the kernel turns out to be surprisingly
simple. This result was obtained before by Barnsley and Turchetti*). The
two-dimensional VHP-model and the class of Maxwell models so far remain
the only cases for which useful analytic results can be obtained.

4. The explicit form of these kernels is also very helpful as an intermediate
step in the Hilbert-problem, where one tries to express the collision operator -
in the linearized equation - as Jh = Kh- M(x)h. We were able to calculate
the kernel of the Hilbert-operator K for hard spheres in a simple way. The
result agrees with the angular average-we are only dealing with |r|-depen-
dence here - of the full Hubert operator20).
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CHAPTER I I

THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION FOR PERSISTENT
SCATTERING MODELS

The nonlinear Boltzmann equation (N.L.B.E.) for the persistent scattering model of Futcher and
Hoare can be completely solved by a straightforward application of the Fourier transform method
for general Maxwell models. It then follows: (i) that the N.L.B.E. for this model possesses the
Bobylev-Krook-Wu mode as a special similarity solution; (ii) that all solutions lying inside a certain
Hilbert space can be given in the form of an expansion in eigenf unctions of the linearized Boltzmann
equation, the coefficients of which can be determined recursively; (iii) that the Cornille-Gervois
solutions-lying outside the above Hilbert space-can be constructed not only for the persistent
scattering model, but also for a general class of Maxwell models.

The above results-valid for models with a continuous energy variable-are generalized to
include the discrete persistent scattering model.

1. Introduction

Futcher and Hoare1'2-3) have introduced a Boltzmann-type equation to
describe the relaxation of molecules with m = p + q internal degrees of
freedom, only q of which are allowed to exchange energy in a binary
interaction, while the remaining p non-interacting degrees of freedom give a
persistence of state character to the model. Such models may be used to
describe the transfer of vibrational energy between polyatomic molecules.

The Boltzmann equation describes the time evolution of the energy dis-
tribution function-denoted by F(x, t) or F(i, t)-which depends respectively
on a continuous and a discrete energy variable. The quantity F{x,t)dx
represents the fraction of particles with energy in the interval (x, x+dx), and
similarly F(i, t) the fraction of particles with energy k0, i.e. possessing exactly
i quanta of energy 60 (i = 0,1,2,...).

The case of a continuous energy variable belongs to the class of so called
Maxwell models, defined through the property that the total rate of outscat-
tered particles is independent of the energies of the colliding particles4).

The purpose of this paper is to show that the general method for solving the
nonlinear Boltzmann equation for continuous Maxwell models0) can be
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straightforwardly applied to the continuous persistent scattering model and
furthermore that the method can be generalized to include the discrete
persistent scattering model. These results can even be generalized further by
constructing soluble discrete models of Maxwell-type out of continuous
Maxwell models.

Using the present method, the results of Futcher and Hoare for the ordinary
moment equations and the similarity solution or BKW-mode, found by
Bobylev6), Krook and Wu7), can be «derived in a simple manner. Furthermore
their results are extended in that we are able to express the solution of the
nonlinear Boltzmann equation for both types of models in terms of an infinite
expansion in eigenfunctions of the corresponding linearized equations. For
discrete models this polynomial expansion constitutes the general solution. For
continuous models, however, this solution is restricted to initial conditions lying
within a certain Hubert space of functions. Solutions decaying like x~a at large x
(with a > 0 ) (lying outside this Hilbert space) can also be found for these models.
This type of solution was first obtained by Cornille and Gervois1) for some
special models of Maxwell type. They apply, however, to all Maxwell models.

2. Kinetic equation for the continuous and discrete model

The time evolution of the energy distribution in the continuous and discrete
model is given by two corresponding nonlinear Boltzmann type equations,
introduced by Futcher and Hoare1-2-3)

d,F(x, t) = ƒ d« ƒ dy [K(xy; «) F(y, t) F(u - y, t)

- K(yx; H) F(x, t) F(u - x, r)], (la)

in the continuous case and

*rF(i, t) - g g [K(ij; k)F(), t)F(k - j, t) - K(ji; k)F(i, t)F(k - i, 1)1 üb)

in the discrete case. The transition kernels K(xy; u) and K(ij; k) represent the
transition rates in the binary interactions (y, u-y)-*(x,u-x) and (ƒ»*~ j)-»
((', k - i) respectively, and are explicitly given as

; «) = ƒƒ dv dw WM(v, y)Wep(w - y, u - y)Ww(x - o, w - v), (2a)

K(ij; k) = 2 WM(l, j)Wv(m -j,k- j)«^(i - /, m -1), (2b)
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with all integrations extending over the interval [0, »] and all summations over
the non-negative integers. The W-functions are defined as

M ( x , y ) - j 0 elsewhere; ( 3 a )
0 elsewhere;

*«« j) - ^ J (p + q)j. (3b)

Here B(p, q) = r(p)r(q)ir(p + q). The combinatorial factor (?) vanishes

unless 0 s£ i ss j, and we introduce rising and falling factorial functions as
(a)» = a{a + 1) . . . (a + n -1 ) = T(a + n)tr(a),
a(B> = a(o - 1) . . . (a - n + 1) = (-)-(-a)». (4)

The definitions of the W-functions effectively restrict the (v, w)-integrations
in (2a) to the interval 0 «E I> « min (x, y) and max (x, y) « w « «, and guarantee
that K(xy; u) vanishes unless 0<x, y <u (In the case of discrete variables
similar relations hold.) Both kernels possess the interactional symmetry, in
the continuous case expressed by K(xy; u) — K(u — x, u — y; u) (a similar
relation holds for K)1). This symmetry implies the conservation laws, which
after proper normalization take the following forms:

« O B

ƒ dx F{x, t) m <l> = l, ƒ dx xF(x, t) • <x> = (p + q)e, (5a)
0 0

g F(i, t) * <1> = 1, o g JF(i, 0 * €o<i> = (p + <J)€. (5b)

The equilibrium distributions Fo(,v,e) and Fo(i;c) can be determined by
requiring the term inside the brackets in eq. (1) to vanish (detailed balance
condition). The result is:

• ) ' * ( 6 a )

(6b)

In the sequel we always choose e = 1 and write Fo(x;l) = Fo(x) and Fo(i;l) =
Fo(i).

There exists a continuum limit, in which the discrete model approaches the
continuous model. This limit is defined in the following way9):
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where Ai = dx/e0. Application of this limit to the distribution function gives

lim F(i, t)Ai = lim F ( - , t) — = F(x, 0 dx. (8)

It may be verified that all equations (b) yield the corresponding equations (a)
in the continuum limit, by virtue of the relation lim eJO')* - x".

3. Moment equations

In the case of a continuous energy variable we define moments of the
distribution function as follows: ' •*•

<9a>

In the case of a discrete energy variable it is more convenient to consider
(normalized) factorial moments, defined as

<9b>

The symbol (.. .)o denotes an average taken over the equilibrium distribution
(6). Consequently M„(«) = MB(°°) - 1. The conservation laws imply the rela-
tions Afo(f) = M,(t) = Mo(0 - Mi(t) = 1.

The equations of motion for the moments may be obtained directly once
the moments of the transition kernel (2) are calculated. Futcher and Hoare12)
have shown that these moments may be cast into the general form

ƒ dxx"K(xy; «) = g Atf "" ' (B - yV, (10a)
o

in the continuous case and

iMK(iy, k) = g AjO-'Kk - j)(l) (lob)

in the discrete case. In appendix A a derivation of eq. (10) is given, showing
that the coefficients Am are identical for both cases. The explicit expressions
for Ank obtained here have a much simpler form than those derived by
Futcher2).

The equations of motion for the moments can be calculated from eq. (1) by
means of eq. (10). As an intermediate result one finds

*"-1) (ii)
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for the continuous case (with a similar expression for the discrete case). The
normalized moments (9) satisfy a set of coupled moment equations which is
the same for both cases:

(12a)

(12b)

(13a)

(13b)

μH,Ml(t)Ml,-,{t),

where according to eq. (A.6-7) the coefficients are given by

On the left-hand side of (12) the relation A«>=Moo= 1 has been used. The
moment equations (12) have the standard form for Maxwell models4). They
can be solved sequentially. For the continuous case a great number of results
are now available: the BKW-mode as a special solution; the solution in the
form of a Laguerre series; the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
linearized kinetic equations, etc. etc. For the discrete case, however, no
formalism has yet been derived that allows one to obtain these results from
the ordinary moment equations.

Futcher et al.910) have discussed the continuous and discrete version of the
diffuse scattering model. These are contained in the persistent scattering
model (see12) for p = 0, as all internal degrees of freedom participate in the
binary interaction. By putting p = 0 all previous equations reduce indeed to
the corresponding ones for the diffuse scattering model. This one sees most
easily using the following relations:

(14)

In the next section we will show that the discrete and continuous variable
case can be treated in a completely similar way.

4. General and special solution for the continuous case

In this section we derive the solution of the Boltzmann equation for the
continuous persistent scattering model. In doing so we also recover the
BKW-mode for this model12). To that purpose we consider the generating
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function of the normalized moments:

B-0 n!
(15)

Its equilibrium value 4>(y, «) — e~y follows directly from the relation MB(») —
1.

The function 4>(y,t) can be seen as an integral transform of the energy
distribution function (referred to as generalized Fourier transform4):

<P(y, t) = (oF\(p + q;—xy)). (16)

This follows from eqs. (15) and (9a) after interchanging the n -summation with
the averaging. pFq denotes a generalized hypergeometric function

2e
B-0

(17)

The function 0 FiO;x) is proportional to a Bessel function11). The inverse
transformation can therefore be found and is given by the following for-
mula4):

F(x, t) = (Hp + q)r2 ƒ dy(xy)p+<'-1oFl(p + q; - xy)<P(y, r). (18)

In order to derive the equation of motion for $ the following expression for
ju.ni obtained in eq. (A.8), will be used:

") ƒ dss'(l-s)"-'K(s,0; 1). (19)

Here K(s,0; I) has the following value:

K(s, 0; 1) = ƒ dr Ww(s, T) W„(T, 1)

= (B{q, <D)-V-'(1 - , q; p + q; I - s),

(20a)

(20b)

as shown in eq. (A.9).
Multiplying eq. (12a) with (-y)"/«!, summing over n and using expression

(19) for μR(, yields the equation of motion for 4>(y, t):

•

(dt + l )*(y, I) = ƒ ds K(s,0; l)4>(ys, t)4>(y(l- s), t). (21)
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The equation of motion for the generating function <P{y, t) has the standard
form for general Maxwell models, treated in4-5) and all results derived there,
apply.

(i) For initial conditions, lying in the Hubert space 9? of functions with
fodx \F(x, O)|2/Fo(jc) - finite, the Laguerre series is the general solution of the
kinetic equation. This is a consequence of the following symmetry property: if
<P(y, t) is a solution of eq. (21), so is ey <P(y, t). Hence, the coefficients c (r) in
the Taylor expansion of ey $(y, t),

4>(y,r) = | o ^ p y " e - y , (22)

obey exactly thé same set of equations (9) as the coefficients MB(r) in the
Taylor expansion (15) of <P(y, t). These coefficients, called Laguerre moments,
have an equilibrium value e*(a>) = 8n0, and the conservation laws imply c<£t) =
1 and ci(t) = 0, so that their equations of motion may be written as

d \ ï^2

^+An j c„ = X μ^c*-,, (23a)

with

AH = μoo( 1 + 8n0) - Mno - μ-m- (23b)

Application of the inverse transform (18) to each term y" e"r in expansion
(22) separately yields the following expansion of the distribution function:

F(x, t) = F<6x)\ I + f cn(t)L{r«-»(x)}, (24)

as shown in appendix B. Here Vf*q~n(x) denotes the generalized Laguerre
polynomial12):

U m - l ) (x) = ̂  ,F,(-n; m; x). (25)

By means of the orthogonality relation for these polynomials12),

^ ƒ dxFoOO.Frf-n; m-.x^FA-k; m;x) - 8Rk, (26)
o

the coefficients cn(t) can be expressed as polynomial moments in the follow-
ing way:

c«(0 = <iF,(-n;p + q;x)>. (27)

The Laguerre series (24) represents the general solution of the nonlinear
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Boltzmann equation (la) for an initial distribution F(x,O) lying within the
Hubert space 3£ The Laguerre moments c(r) can be found sequentially from
the moment equations (23) for given initial values c(0), which are to be
calculated from F{x, 0) through eq. (27).

(ii) The BKW-mode. Eq. (21) has a special solution of the form

y, 0 = [1 - yy(t)] exp[-y(l - y(t))l, (28a)

where y(t) = T\ e~K' with T\ an arbitrary constant and

0;l) = W (28b)

with p2i given in (19).
This has been shown in4-5), and may be verified directly (use μoo =

/o1 ds K(s, 0; 1) = 1). In the present case the value of A is given by (13) as

By applying the inverse transform (18) to eq. (28) we obtain a special closed
form solution of eq. (l)-the so called BKW-mode:

; 1-7(0) {l-T=^ö[p + q ~ r4 ï ï ) ]} ' (30)

where F0(x; e) is defined in eq. (6a). This is shown in appendix B. Positivity of
(30) for all t s* 0 is guaranteed provided 0 < y(t) = TJ e"A' < (p + q + I)"1. The
results (29,30) agree with forms previously obtained1'2).

(iii) The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the linearized kinetic equation
are respectively An and L^*"~x\x). This can be seen by linearizing the
moment equations (23) around the equilibrium solution cn(») = Sn0. In this
case the quadratic term in (23) may be neglected, and the solution of the
linearized moment equations is cJr(t) = cn(0)exp(-A„t)- Combination of this
result with the Laguerre series (24) also exhibits the eigenfunctions Ll"~n(x)
with m = p + q. This eigenvalue problem is a special case of even more
complicated (although nonphysical) models, considered previously by
Rahman").

(iv) Solutions outside the Hilbert space %t. Bobylev6) has found solutions
(eigenfunctions) of the linearized Boltzmann equation for Maxwell molecules
with a power-like decrease at large x. Cornille and Gervois') have constructed
similar solutions to the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for particles with d
translational degrees of freedom, their interactions being described by a
differential scattering cross-section /(g,^) = (sinx)3~''/g- Here x 's the scat-
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tering angle and g the relative velocity. This represents a special type of Maxwell
models.

The above solutions do not belong to the Hubert space "X, the ordinary
moments and the Laguerre moments beyond a certain order do not exist, and
the Laguerre series no longer represents the solution of the nonlinear Boltz-
mann equation. Here we show that the Cornille-Gervois solutions can be
constructed for arbitrary d-dimensionai Maxwell models, for which the
generalized Fourier transform <P(y, t) satisfies eq. (21) and for which the
zeroth and first moment (number of particles and total energy) exist. It should
be noted that eq. (21) can be derived without any assumption on the existence
of moments by applying the integral transformation (16) directly4) to the
nonlinear Boltzmann equation, also for the persistent scattering model.

Suppose we look for solutions of eq. (21) of the form

2) (31)

where a > 1 , since the zeroth and first moment must exist. Then the
coefficients co(f) satisfy the relations:

i

2 {ia + AaCa)ya - 2 ŷ CfcC». fdsK(s,0;l)e*(l-4)»', (32)
o>1 b,V>\ J

0

with Ae defined in eq. (23b). It follows directly from Cornille and Gervois'
arguments that eq. (32) can be solved in a recurrent way if the index a
satisfies

(n =0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) , (33)

where M is a positive integer, and £ > Af. Eq. (32) then reduces to

\ Kubkbh (34)
k+l-n-M

where

Hm + q(/t)).T(m) f „ , \ua(k)(l - «V*0

r(m + a(k))r(m+e(O)J ( ' ' } ( } '

Dn\i) r(m) ce(»>'*^

The system of equations (34) can be solved recursively, once the initial values
b„(0) are given.

Having determined the coefficients b„(0 from eq. (34), we apply the inverse
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transformation (18) to eq. (31). [In the special case of the persistent scattering
model the role of the dimensionality d — 2m is taken over by 2m = 2(p + q).].
The inverse transformation (18) applied to y'e"' yields the Bobylev eigen-
functions of the linearized Boltzmann equation (F(m + a)/r(m))Fo(jc)
iF\(-a;m;x). For integer a=*n the function \FX reduces to the Laguerre
polynomial L(™~1) (x); for non-integer a the eigenfunctions have a power law
decrease like x"""1 at large x.

The inverse transformation (18), applied to eq. (31) with the summation
restricted to the subset a(n) yields the Cornille-Gervois solutions of the
nonlinear Boltzmann equation for Maxwell models, i.e.

F(x, t) = Fo(x) f 1 + f b.(t),F,(-a(n); m; x)]. (36)
l B-O i

Thus we have shown that solutions of the nonlinear Boltzmann equation of
the form (36), having powerlike decreases at large x, and lying outside the
Hubert space 3f, exist for arbitrary Maxwells models.

This section presents in fact the solution for a special model out of a more
general class, already solved in the literature13"18) it is given here, since we
want to develop a solution method for Maxwell models with a discrete energy
variable in complete analogy with the continuous case. This will be done in
the next section.

5. General and special solution for the discrete case

We start again by considering the generating function for the normalized
moments

Since the moments M„ and MB satisfy identical equations, so do their
generating functions. The same is true for the coefficients cn(t), defined in a
manner similar as in eq. (22), i.e. by the expansion:

Therefore all results for $ and cH of the previous section remain valid.
The remaining problem is to relate <5(y, 0 and c(t) to the original dis-

tribution function JF(i, 0- This can be done along lines completely analogous
to the ones in the previous section.
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The function $(y, 0 is a sum-transform of F(\, t)*, i.e.

(39)

This follows from (37), (9b) and (17), after interchanging summations and
using the relation i<n) = (-)B(-i)B. Since the numerator parameter (—i) in tFi is
a non-positive integer, iF{ is a (Laguerre) polynomial of degree i in («oy) (see
eq. (25)). The inverse transformation corresponding to (39) can be found if
one uses the orthogonality relation (26) for the Laguerre polynomials. One
finds:

F(i, t) i; p + q; €Oy)Fo(€oy)<P(y, t). (40)

The corresponding results for distribution functions F(i, t) with a discrete
energy variable may now be derived:

(i) The Meixner series, as the general solution of the nonlinear kinetic
equation, follows by application of the inverse transform (40) to each term
y" e"y in the series (38). The calculations are done in appendix B with the
result

i, t) = Fo(i) p + q, (41)

Here Mn(i, m, c) are the Meixner polynomials, defined on the non-negative
integers i, by the relation

MB(i, m, c) = 2Fi(-i, -n•; m; 1 - c~') = M,(n, m, c). (42)

Their orthogonality relation is expressed by the following formula9)

', m, c)Mk(i, m, c) = SBt, (43)

which is at the same time a completeness relation on account of the property
of self-duality: Mn(i ...) = Mi(n...). With the help of eqs. (42) and (43) one
obtains from eq. (41) the expression

c-»(0 - <Mn(«, p + q, ( 1 + Co)'1». (44)

Hence, these coefficients are called Meixner moments.
The Meixner series (41) represents the general solution of the nonlinear

kinetic equation for a general initial distribution F(i, 0). The initial values for the

* Note that average brackets denote summation with respect to i in the discrete case.
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Meixner moments can be determined with the help of (44) and the moment
equations for c„(f), which are identical to eq. (23), can be solved sequentially,

(ii) The BKW-mode can be obtained by applying the inverse transformation
(40) to eq. (28a). It has the following form:

^ ^ ] } (45)
where 7 (0 is given below (28a). The derivation is given in appendix B.
Positivity of (45) for all 12= 0 requires 0 «s 7(0 = r\ exp ( - At) «£ min (1, (1 + e0)
(p + q + 1)~'). The result (45) has previously been derived in12).

(iii) The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the linearized kinetic equations
are the quantities A„, given in (23), and the Meixner polynomials Mn(i, p +
q, (1 + €o)"') respectively.

We finally observe that the continuum limit, defined in eq. (7), transforms
the results (39M45) into the corresponding ones of the previous section by
virtue of the relations:

lim iFi(-i; m; eoy) = oFi(m; -xy), (46)
X

lim Mn(i, m, (1 + eo)~
l) - Hm :Fi(-i, -n,m; -€o) - iFi(-n ; m ;x). (47)

X X

The class of solutions (41), lying inside the Hilbert space of square-summable
functions defined on the positive integers with 2, |F(i, t)f/Fo(O < « , is adequate
for all applications where F(i, t) is of the nature of a probability distribution.

5. Discussion

In concluding this paper we make a number of comments.
(i) We have exhibited a close correspondence between the solutions of a

Maxwell model with a discrete and with a continuous energy variable. The
relation was such that two corresponding transformations (16) and (39) led to
the same equation. The same transformations can be used in general to
construct and solve a discrete variable model starting from any continuous
Maxwell model as will be shown in a separate paper"). The formula connec-
ting the kernels of both cases reads

K(ij; k) = (mUiiy1 jdxjds K{s, 0; 1)FO(JC)

0 0

x ,F,(-i; m; X)IF,(-J; m; sx),F,(-fc + j ; m; (1 - s)x). (48)
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(ii) In the special case p = 0 the persistent scattering model reduces to the
diffuse scattering mode] of Futcher et al.9) and Hendriks et al.w). A com-
parison of their calculations with the present ones reveals the greater sim-
plicity of the present method. Another advantage of this method is that the
Meixner polynomials, as well as the BKW-mode are results from a systematic
procedure: no a priori knowledge of the systems of orthogonal polynomials,
defined on the non-negative integers, is required here, and the lengthy
calculations resulting from the ansatz $BKWO', t) = C i(A+ i'B) can be avoided
completely.

(iii) Apart from the continuum limit there is another interesting limiting
case, namely for eo-»°°. Since <i> * v is the average number of energy quanta
per particle, the normalizations (5) imply that v = me/co with m - p + q, and
the limit corresponds to i>-»0. As the total number of particles remains
constant, the majority of particles is in the ground state, and eqs. (6b), (41)
and (42) show that F(i, f) — v' for small v. The first correction terms to this
can be calculated directly from the Meixner series (41). Since
2F|(-(, - a ; m; -co) is a polynomial in eo of degree equal to min (i, n), we treat
( — 0,1 spearately. In terms of the ratio

R(i ,0=F(i , t) /Fo(0, (49)

we write eq. (41) as

R(i, t) = 1 + i 2 ëtithFt ( - n ; m + i; m; jf^) &&• (i > 2). (50)

The dominant correction in «ö1 ~ v is

R(0, t) - 1 + v2C2(O m(m + 1),

In the last equation we have used

2F,(-n ; m + i; m ; 1) - ^ ^ . (52)

This type of results may be of interest for studying relaxation phenomena
at low temperatures.
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(iv) The construction of the model clearly shows that the parameter p is a
measure for the persistence of state during binary interactions. The model
was introduced by Futcher and Hoare as a more realistic example than the
diffuse scattering model910), which completely lacks persistence of state.
Hence the name for this model. However, all models in which the transition
kernel for the binary interaction (y,u-y)-*(x,u—x) depend explicitly upon
the initial state energy, y, show this persistence of state character. Most of the
soluble Maxwell models, considered so far4), including actual Maxwell mole-
cules, belong to this general class of models. Diffuse scattering models9'10), for
which the transition kernel K(x; u) is independent of die initial state y, lack
this persistence of state character, and are exceptional cases.

Appendix A

A.I. Moments of the transition kernel

The derivation of eqs. (10a, b) is based on a repeated use of the identity

Mx)WM(x,u) = 7 „
IP + <ï/ii+m

0

and its discrete analogue

2 iin\k - i)(m)Wpq(i, k) = ( P y f r fe(«+"). (A.2)
i VP + qj»+m

The W-functions are defined in (3) and the factorial functions iM and (t). in
(4). Since the proof of (A.1) involves only the standard definition of the
Beta-function12), we leave it to the reader.

In order to prove (A.2), Vandermonde's theorem is needed:

(A.3a)

or, after some slight rearrangements,

1W-. . (A.3b)

Now insert definition (3b) into the left-hand side (LHS) of (A.2), and use the
relation iim\i + l),-i = (i-m + l)<,+m_,. Then

LHS (A.2) = 2 (« - n + 1),+B_,(k -i-m + l)p+m-I/B(p, qXk + l W i -
(A.4)



By changing to a new summation variable i' = i — n, and applying (A.3b) one
finds the RHS of (A.2) with some minor rearrangements.

The next step will be the derivation of eq. (10b):

X «("'K(ij; k> = jt o Auj<"-'>(fc - ƒ)<'>. (A.5)

Eq. (A.3a) applied to the LHS of (A.5) yields, together with eq. (2),

2 iMK = £ Wpq(l, i)Wv(m -j,k- j)tfw(i -1, m -1)

Then apply (A.'2) with m = 0 and p = q:

Next write (m - l) ( r '= ((m - j) + (j - l))<r) and apply (A.3a) and (A.2) with
m = 0 . The result is

The /-summation may be carried out with the help of (A.2), and we find the
RHS of (A.5) with

and

»̂/ - J) W,„((, kJW^tfc, n). (A.7)

The derivation of the equivalent formula in the continuous case goes along
completely similar lines, with Vandermonde's theorem replaced by the
binomial formula, and leads to identical results for Anl and μR^

A.2. The coefficients μ̂ i

In the body of the paper we need apart from (A.7) the following expression
for μ̂ i in terms of moments of the transition kernel:
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H* = (nA ƒ ds s'(l - s)"~'K(s, 0; 1). (A.8)
o

The derivation of this relation for general Maxwell models, given in l3*4) is
quite involved, and will not be repeated here. It is, however, straightforward
to verify eq. (A.8) for the persistent scattering model. To do so we first
calculate K(s,e; 1) for small e from eq. (2a) and then take €-»0 with the
result

K(s, 0; 1)« ƒ dr W^is, T)WV(T, 1) (A.9a)

= (B(q, q))-V- ' ( l - sY+<-l3FAp, <j; p + q; 1 - s), (A.9b)

and insert (A.9a) into (A.8) to yield

1 T

RHS (A.8) = (") ƒ dr ƒ ds s'{l - sf-'W^s, r) Wv(r, 1). (A. 10)
o o

As the next step we apply the binomial formula to the factor (1 —s)"~' =
[(T - s) + (1 - T)]"~'. After using eq. (A.1) twice, we find the RHS of eq. (A.7),
which proves (A.8).

We note in passing that the several equivalent expressions for ^ may also
be obtained: if one applies in eq. (A.8) the binomial formula to ( l-s)"~'-but
now with T — 0-one obtains

> ( A U )

A different expression in terms of 3F2 follows by inserting (A.9b) into (A.8)
and performing the s -integration. Finally we notice the relation μ^ | =
K(l,Q;n), that may be verified for the persistent scattering model using eq.
(2b) with Wpq(/, 0) = 5|0. However, it is a relation valid for all Maxwell models
as it can be derived from (4.8).

Appendix B

Derivation of the Meixner polynomials

The ingredients used in the subsequent derivations are the following iden-
tities:
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/ ap; 0 , . . . 0q; Ax)
o

V i f q ( « i . . . ctp, m; J3i... ft,; A^) (B.l)

(as can be verified by term wise integration of eq. (17)), and

,Fi(m + n; m; x) = e* iF,(-n; m; - x ) , (B.2a)

2F,(-i, m + n; m; x) = (1 - Jc)'2Fi(-i, - n ; m; x/(x - 1)). (B.2b)

Consider first the discrete case and apply the transformation (40) to y" e~sy

with p + q = m. This yields

ƒƒ dy ̂ (-i; m;
o

;€Ol(s

- i . - » ; m; -eo/s). (B.3)

In the first equality eqs. (6a) and (B.I) have been used: in the second one eqs.
(6b) and (B.2b). For s — I, eq. (B.3) produces the terms in the Meixuer series (41)
by virtue of eq. (42). Eq. (B.3) with s = 1 - y and n = 0,1 are needed to invert
<5BKw(y,0 = a - T y ) e x p [ - y ( l - 7 ) ] - With the help of 2 F,( - i ;0 ;m;a)= 1 and
2Fi(- i, - 1 ; m: a) = 1 - ialm one finds

", 0= Fo(i; I -γ) {1-7^—1^2^1 (-•' - 1 ; m ; y ^ ) } , (B.4)

leading to the BKW-solution (30). The corresponding results for the con-
tinuous case may, for instance, be derived by taking the continuum limit (7) of
eq. (B.3).
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CHAPTER III

THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION FOR VERY HARD PARTICLES

ABSTRACT

The nonlinear Boltzmann equation is solved analytically for general

initial distributions in a (spatially homogeneous) system of very hard

particles (VHP) with two translational degrees of freedom and with a

transition probability for binary collisions (vw -» v'w') proportional to

9 ? 7 7

6(v +w -v' -v'n.

The scattering cross-section corresponding to this model increases as

the square root of the collision energy (hence the name VHP-model). As

the total energy of the system is finite, essentially no highly

energetic particles are present to probe the unphysical high energy

behavior of the cross-section.

The VHP-model is extended to a multicomponent mixture of particles, and

solved by the same technique, viz. Laplace transformation. An analogous

discrete variable model is solved by a generating function method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present details on the solution of a spatially

homogeneous Boltzmann equation for the very hard particle (VHP-) model,

which was reported in [1] . We also extend the solution to a model for

a corresponding multicomponent gas and to a related discrete variable

model.

The VHP-model describes a gas of particles with only two trans-

lational degrees of freedom. Binary collisions (v,w -» vr,w') occur with

a probability W(vwfv'w') proportional to <5<v +w -v' -w' ){stochastic

interpretation). Alternatively, it describes a two-dimensional gas for

which the molecular differential scattering cross section is given by

Kg.x) • -gg|sinx|, with g « |v-w| and x the scattering angle (determin-

istic interpretation [2]). In the stochastic interpretation, collisions

are allowed that violate momentum conservation, whereas in the determin-

istic interpretation momentum is rigorously conserved microscopically.

Both collision mechanisms lead to the same equation for the energy

distribution function.

The VHP-model is of course only a simplified, but soluble model and

one has to investigate which properties it shares with real physical

systems. It satisfies the conservation laws (that of momentum only when

interpreted as deterministic) and the H-theorem can be derived for it.

A disadvantage lies in the fact that the collision cross section

increases like (energy) , whereas in real physical systems it is

bounded by a constant, like in hard sphere systems. Hence the

relaxation at high energies will be too fast. It should be noted that

the opposite is true for the model of Maxwell molecules, which has

been studied extensively, mainly for its mathematical simplicity [3,4] .

For such molecules the interaction is too weak at high energy values

(when compared with the more realistic Van der Waals interaction). In
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this sense real physical systems are somehow between the VHP-model and

the Maxwell-model. In the former model the high energy tail of the

distribution function typically relaxes too fast; in the latter model

typically too slowly. On the other hand,the total energy of the system

is finite, which provides a cut off for highly energetic particles.

Consequently the collisions do not probe the very high energy behavior

of the cross-section, and in this sense the VHP-model does not violate

any fundamental principles, like Froissart's theorem [5] .

In the relativistic kinetic theory of weakly interacting neutrino

systems [6] cross sections appear that increase like (energy) .

A big advantage of the VHP-model is its complete solubility, quite

exceptional in the theory of the Boltzmann equation. Such solutions

allows one to analyze relaxation processes at all energies, study the

nonuniformities in the approach to equilibrium, determine the energy

dependence of typical relaxation rates, study unicity of solutions to

the initial value problem, and so on [4,7,8] .

In section 2 we derive the VHP-equation in the stochastic

interpretation, and solve it in section 3 using Laplace transformation.

Having analyzed the properties of the solution (section 4) we turn to

two related soluble models (sections 5,6): a multicomponent mixture of

VHP-gases and a discrete VHP-model, the latter model was introduced

before by Rouse and Simons [7], who gave the solution in the form of a

set of recursively soluble equations. Here we give the solution in a

more tractable form, using a generating function.
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2. THE VHP-EQUATION

For the spatially homogeneous case and in the absence of external

forces it is always possible to write the nonlinear Boltzmann equation

in the following form [4,9]:

Ijf dw" &> f(

)} ,- W(v'w'lw) f(v) f(w)} , (2.1)

where W(vwlv'w') denotes the transition probability per unit time for

a pair of particles with initial velocities (v,w) to scatter into the

final velocities ( v V ) . For convenience of notation the time variable

is sometimes surpressed. In our model we choose this function to be of

the following form:

WCvwïv'w') - a(u) ö(u-u') (2.2)

2 2
with a(u) some function of the total energy u • J(v +w ). This form of

W guarantees microscopic conservation of energy but not of momentum,

thus defining a stochastic model. We further consider the model in two

dimensions. Models of that type were analyzed first by Tjon and Wu [10]

and Tjon [ll] for specific choices of a(u).

The scattering process described by (2.2) can be visualised as

2 2
follows: when the incoming particles have a total energy u • $(v +w ),

the scattered states are uniformly distributed over a four-dimensional

1II
sphere of radius (2u) with transition probability proportional to a(u).

In the sequel we restrict ourselves to the special case a(u) * 1.

For isotropic initial conditions the distribution function will

depend only on the magnitude of the velocity vector and the angular

integrations in (2.1) can be carried out. Substituting (2.2) into (2.1)
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and changing to polar coordinates in the (v',w')-plane we arrive at the

equation (apart from a numerical factor which will be absorbed in the

unit of time):

o> n/2

II (v) - f w dw f u d* sin* |f(v')f(w')-f(v)f(w)| . (2.3)
o o

The primed velocities must now be considered as the following functions

of the variables v, u, *:

v' - (2u) 1 / 2 cos* ; u - i(v2+w2)

1/2 (2'4)

w' - (2u) ' sin* .

The angle <j>, which is in the (v,w)-plane, is only a formal analog of a

scattering angle [4].

Next we change to the energy representation. For isotropic distri-

bution the energy distribution function may be conveniently defined as

follows:

F(x,t) - 2Ttf(|vï,t) ; x « iv2 , (2.5)

Performing a transformation of variables (w,<j>) •* (u,y) in (2.3), with

2 2 2 2 2
u * i(v +w ) and y • i(v +w ) cos *, we obtain:

09 U

3F(x)/3t - J du ƒ dy JF(y)F(u-y) -F(x)F(u-x)| . (2.6)

., x o
/ f'

This is the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for the VHP-model. It is an

example of a scalar Boltzmann equation [2] . The same equation can also

be derived for a system with two translational degrees of freedom, in

which energy and momentum is conserved in each binary collision. The

differential scattering cross section for this model is given by

Kg.x) " -öglsinxl • Here x is the scattering angle and g the relative
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speed of the colliding particles. The VHP-model can therefore be equally

interpreted as deterministic, i.e. consistent with microscopic conser-

vation of momentum. The cross section is, however,unphysical in that it

grows linearly with g, whereas it should be bounded by a constant (hard

sphere interaction). This property has motivated the name very hard

•particles.

From (1.6) the conservation laws of particle number N » ƒ dx F and

total energy E * ƒ dx xF and the H-theorem - where H * ƒ dx F log F - can

be derived straightforwardly. The derivation of energy conservation is,

however,only valid [8] if the order of the integrations can be changed,

d L
which is the case if F satisfies: lim T T J dx xF • o, i.e. there is no

L"*°° o
energy flux into the system from a source at infinite energy. This

condition is met if we restrict the allowed solutions F(x,t) to

functions decaying faster than x [8] , which we shall do in the

sequel. We further choose units such that N = E • 1. It is then

possible to rewrite the VHP-equation as:

~+ 1 + x) F(x) - J du J dy F(u-y) F(y) . (2.7)

The factor cu(x) = 1 +x in the left hand side of this equation equals

the collision frequency of a particle with energy x, i.e. the number of

collisions suffered per unit time. The fact that the nonlinear loss

term has reduced to a linear one, local in F, is largely responsible

for the solubility of the model. The same happens in the case of

Maxwell molecules [4]. In the latter case, however, the general so-

lution has only been found in the form of a series expansion involving

Laguerre polynomials and not in closed form as for the VHP-model.
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3. GENERAL SOLUTION

The VHP-equation can be solved via Laplace transformation. We

define the Laplace transform of the energy distribution in the usual

way:

oo

G(z,t) - f dx e"xz F(x,t) . (3.1)
o

This function is analytic in the right half plane (fte(z) > o). At

small |zl-values it behaves as:

G(z,t) - l-z + o(z) (z -• o) , (3.2)

as a consequence of the conservation laws. As the right: hand side of

(2.7) contains the primitive of a convolution product, the equation

for G(z,t) takes the form:

(3-3)
To solve this equation we define a transformation of variables:

? - z

r\ - z + t (3.4)

g(s,n) • G(z,t) .

After this transformation (3.3) appears as an ordinary differential

equation of Riccati-type:

- f c . . . ! { . - . * } . (3.5)

where integration constants should be considered as functions of the

hidden variable n * z + t. A Riccati equation [12] can be reduced to a
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linear equation once a special solution is known. The stationary so-

lution of (3.3), i.e. the Laplace transform of the Maxwellian F(x,«) *

e"
x
:

G(z,«) * ~ , (3.6)

is a special solution of (3.5). The standard substitution g(?) »

l/O+C)
 +
 1/u yields a linear equation, soluble by standard techniques.

Transforming back to the original variables z and t we obtain the

general solution of (3.3):

% (3.7)

(z+l)<Kz+t)-e

The energy distribution function can be expressed in G(z,t) via the

inverse Laplace transformation:

Y+i=>

l r xz

F(x,t) = -^-r dz e G(z,t) , (3.8)

γ-fco

where the path of integration should lie to the right of all points z

where G(z,t) is singular. The function $(z) is to be determined from

the initial condition:

G(z,o)

in which, of course, G(z,o) is the Laplace transform of the initial

energy distribution function, F(x,o), We note that, as a consequence

of (3.2), both the denominator and the numerator have a double zero in

z * o.

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) constitute the general solution to the

VHP-model, which enables us to discuss several properties of the so-
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lutions F(x,t) for general initial conditions, such as the short and

lcng time behavior, the large energy tail, the appearance of singu-

larities and their decay, etc. This will be illustrated with the help

of several examples. Only for special choices of $(z) can it be made

more explicitly. This happens e.g. for linear 4>(z), as we shall see

later. A very special example is one in which we choose <j>(z) equal to a

constant. The distribution that results corresponds to the response of

the system to the injection of particles with zero temperature. It can

be written in explicit form:

F(x,t) « ae~C 6(x) + (l-ae"*)2 exp|-x(l-ae"t)| (3.10)

where a is some constant, smaller than one.

The general solution also enables us to calculate the moments:

oo

M (t) » i- f dx xn F(x,t) (3.11)
n n. j

o

by expanding G(z,t) in (3.7) in powers of z. Apart from the

conservation laws M (t) » M.(t) • 1 we only quote:

M2(t)

(3.12)

M 3 ( t ) * M2 {l+*'(t)e~t/*2(t)]' .
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4. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION

4.1. Large time behavior

We study the behavior of F(x,t) at large t for initial distri-

butions F(x,o), that are sufficiently smooth to ensure: G(z,o) ->o as

llm(z)| -* oo . This property remains valid at later times, i.e.

G(z,t) -» o as|lm(z)| -* a>. The decay of initially present delta peaks,

for which this assumption is violated,will be discussed in 4.2. We

further assume that G(z,t) grows at most as a power of c * fie(z) for

;-»-<». Under these circumstances we are allowed to replace the path

of integration by contours about the singularities of G(z,t), which

arise from either zeros in the denominator in (3.7) or singularities,

e.g. branch points, in <j>(z). The dominant contribution to F(x,t) comes

from the rightmost singularity in G(z,t). For sufficiently large t all

singularities move towards the left in the complex plane and become

less and less important. There is,however,one singularity - first order

pole - corresponding to a solution of the equation:

(1+z) <Kz+t) - e"C - o (4.1)

that moves towards z » -1 for large t (note that |$(z+t)| > M for

t » 1, where M is a constant, as follows from (3.9) and (3.1)). We

call it the Maxuell pole, since it corresponds to the Maxwellian

F(x,oo) * e , which builds up asymptotically. At large t the Maxwell

pole can be represented by:

zQ(t) - -1 + e'V.Kt-l) + 0(e"
2t) (t - » ) (4.2)

and the corresponding residue in (3.7) by:

Reso(G)« l-2e"
t/())(t-I) + 0(e~

2t)) (t -» «) . (4.3)
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Thus the final approach to equilibrium is described by the formula:

F(x,t)

(4.4)

where the last term is an estimate of the contributions from the moving

singularities. The large t-behavior of F(x,t) is completely controlled

by the combination e /<j>(t-l), which in turn may be identified as the

large t-behavior of M,(t) - 1, as was done in [4] . According to (3.9)

this behavior is determined by the large z-behavior of G(z,o),and thus

by the small x-behavior of the initial distribution F(x,o). If we

restrict ourselves, for convenience, to cases where F(o,o) is finite

-1 -2
and different from unity*, G(t,o) » t F(o,o) + 0(t ) and

consequently $(t) ** t[F(o,o)-l] + 0(1) for t -»<*>. At a fixed value of

x and large t we may restrict ourselves to terms linear in 1 /<(> (t),

i.e.

F(x,t) =* e"X |l + [F(o,o)-1] (x-2)e"C/t+ ...j . (t -» «). (4.5)

Whether the approach to F(x,«) is from above or below is determined by

the condition F(o,o) ̂  1. However, in the aoupled limit x •* <*> and t -» »

with xe /t • fixed, the asymptotic formulae (4.4) and (4.5) are very

different, unless xe~ /t « I. Eq. (4.4) also shows that the approach

to equilibrium is nonuniform in x. For large x it takes a time

proportional to T (x) • log x for equilibrium to be reached. This non-

uniformity is a general feature of the solutions of the Boltzmann

equation. It has a simple physical explanation: for a particle to

acquire larger energies, it takes more and more (favorable) collisions,

•Different cases may be discussed after minor modifications. An

example where F(o,o) « « will be treated in section 4.5.
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and this takes more and more time. We note that the sign of $(t) in (4.4) at

large t determines whether the Maxwellian is approached from above or

from below. As the function l/$(t) may have several zeros, it is also

possible to have a (damped) oscillatory approach to equilibrium.

4.2. The deaay of a delta function

We consider an initial distribution in which one or more delta

peaks are present. A delta peak situated in x » x. implies a term

proportional to exp(-x.z) inG(z,o) and therefore, via (3.7), a term

proportional to exp[-x. (z+t)] in G(z,t). This in turn corresponds to a

delta peak in F(x,t) situated in x • x. and decaying with an amplitude

exp(-x.t). But in addition more singularities in F(x,t) appear. We shall

demonstrate this with the help of a special example. For the initial

distribution F(x,o) • 6(x-l), the Laplace transform has the form:

N,+N,e"Z

G(z,t) --!—I , (4.6)
V +D2

in which T. and D. are polynomials in z of degree i with time dependent

coefficients:

"l *

»."

D 2 -

t - 1 * . - ' -

.-•<.-.>

(z+l)e"C -

e"'* (z+1)

*• (l-e-^z

(z+t+l)e~2t

(z+t+l)e~2t

(z+t-1)

(4.7)

A formal expansion of G(z,t) leads to the following expression for

F(x,t):
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γ-xoe

With a term z exp[z(x-a)] in the integrand of (4.8) corresponds a

term (x-a) 6(x-a)/k! in F(x,t). One easily verifies that the dominant

term in the coefficient of exp[x(z-n)] at large z is proportional to

z , yielding a dominant singularity in F(x,t) at x » n of the form:

e"
2 t
 6(x-l) (n - 1)

e
-(n

+
0t -t n-1 - o <*•»>

The amplitude of the delta function is simply equal to the probability

exp[-to(i)t] that a particle has not suffered a collision after a timet.

This is nonzero because the collision frequency w(x) » 1 +x is finite

in the VHP-model. This point has been discussed in detail in [4] . In

particular we see that the delta peak does not broaden, but only

shrinks and at the same time a "background" builds up.

In figure 1 we have plotted the ratio R(x,t) • F(x,t)/F(x,«) for

this case, as a function of x for several values of t. It has been

obtained by numerical Laplace inversion from the general solution. The

singularities in x » 2 and x • 3 are clearly visible and their ampli-

tudes are in agreement with expression (4.9).

The time dependence of the singularities can also be obtained di-

rectly from the Boltzmann equation, by a method applicable to the VHP-model

and Maxwell models [4] . The idea is the following: one substitutes an ex-

pansion of the form: F - g S(x-I) + gj6(2-x) + g
2
e(3-x) (3-x) + ...

into the Boltzmann equation. The collision term then generates a series

with the same structure. By putting the coefficient in front of each

singularity equal to zero one finds a set of recursively soluble

differential equations for the time dependent quantities g .

If more delta peaks are present in the initial distribution, say
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O 1

FIG. 1: The ratio R(x,t) • F(x,t)/F(x,«) as a function of x for
several values of t for the initial condition F(x,o) » ó(x-l)
(Laplace inversion routine by J.A. Barker and E.J. Futcher, Bedford
Co11eg e, London).

at the points x., higher order singularities appear at x » J n.x., for
i

all possible choices of the nonnegative integers n..

4.3. Monotonia approach to equilibrium

We consider some special initial distributions to investigate the

relaxation in more detail. As a first example we take the superposition

of two Maxwellians:
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v -X/T V 2 -X/T

F(x,o) --i-e '+ -=• e z (4.10)

with T. > T» > o. The chosen normalization of particle number and

total energy implies:

1-T T -I

l T2

The parameters T. and T. can be thought of as temperatures. The example

discussed at the end of section 3 corresponds to the limit T, -* o. For

F(x,o) to be positive we require:

T 2 < 1 ; Tj + T 2 > 1 (4.12)

(where T. > T _ ) . There are two qualitatively different cases: the case

with T, < 1, where the initial tail distribution is underpopulated

(lim R(x,o) m lim F(x,o)/F(x,«) « o) and the case with T, > 1, where

it is overpopulated (lim R(x,o) - <*>). For the present example it can be
x-*»

deduced from (3.9) that $(z) in (3.7) is simply a linear function:

T,T,(Z-1)+T +T,

and hence G(z,t) is at all times a rational function with two poles:

N (t) N (t)

* TV

with N.(o) - T. and T.(o) - T., i - 1,2. This implies that F(x,t)

keeps the same structure, i.e. it remains a sum of two Maxwellians:

N.(t) -x/T (t) N (t) -x/T,(t)
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where the temperatures T.(t), i » 1,2, are the solutions of the quad-

ratic equation:

(4.16)

and the relation between N. (t) and X. (t) is the same as that between v. and T.

in (4.11). This represents an explicit solution of the VHP-equation. For t-»»

it follows from (4.16) that T. (t)-»1 and T„(t) -» o (monotonically, where

1/T.(t) gives the location of the Maxwell pole (see (4.2)). At large x

this corresponds to monotonie approach to equilibrium from below if

T. < 1 and to monotonie approach from above if T. > 1. For both cases

we have plotted the ratio R(x,t) • F(x,t)/F(x,<») in fig. 2ab, as a

function of x.

The example can be generalized to initial distributions that are a

mixture of a finite number (n) of Maxwellians. The distribution

function keeps this structure at all times. The occurring parameters

can be found from the solutions of a polynomial equation of degree n.

4.4. Overshoot I

We have given examples of monotonie approach, for which the

function 4>(t) does not change sign. In general, however, this function

may change sign, say, n times (n>0,1,2,...), depending on the precise form I

of the initial distribution. For n * o, the approach of F(x,t) to ",'

equilibrium is not monotonie, it shows (damped) oscillations. This r'

phenomenon also occurs with the linear Boltzmann equation, and was '

observed by Tjon, who numerically calculated solutions of the nonlinear '
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(b)

FIG 2: Monotonie approach to equilibriua from
above (a) and fron below (b), corresponding to
initial condition (9.10), with T\ - 2, T 2-l/2
and Ti a 2 , Tj - 3/5 rtip«ctiv*ly.

4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0

Boltzmann equation, for a special model [ll]. Here we give an example

for which the distribution function overshoots its equilibrium value

once. The initial distribution is the same as one used by Cornille and

Gervois in their numerical studies of the Tjon-Wu model [13], and

corresponds to an initially underpopulated tail:

F(x,o) - e-2x (A.17)

The parameter X should satisfy o < X < •?• (7+vT9) to ensure that F(x,o)
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be positive. We have calculated the distribution function at a later

time by numerically determining the locations of the (five) poles of

G(z,t) and the corresponding residues, which involves the solution of a

polynomial equation of fifth degree. We have plotted the result, the

ratio R(x,t) * F(x,t)/F(x,<») as a function of time, for two values of

X (X » 0.3 and X » 0.9) in fig. 3ab. For X * 0.3 the approach to equi-

librium is monotonie for the energy values shown, and for X = 0.9

overshoot is observed for x-values beyond x a* 6*. Examples with more

oscillations have been treated in detail elsewhere [4] .

0.0

x=10
= 20
x=30
x=40

20 4.0

2.0

(a)
R
15

1.0

0.5
6.0

t
FIG. 3: Decay of the initial distribution (4.17)
for X - 0.3 (a) and \ • 0.9 (b). Overshoot is
observed in the latter ease for x £ 6. - _

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

•Strictly, it can be shown that overshoot occurs for all X > o [4].

However, the effect is very small for o < X < 1/2 and therefore

invisible in fig. 2a, where it happens at t =* 4.
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4.S. Decay of branch point singularities

So far we have considered examples where G(z,t) has no other

singularities than poles. It is also possible to have different singu-

larities, such as branch points. An example of this is realized with

1/2
the choice $(z) « z in (3.7). In order to avoid problems with the

validity of (3.2) we consider the distribution function not at t » o,

but at strictly positive times. There are two contributions to F(x,t):

from the Maxwell pole and from the branch cut, to the left of z =• - t.

The latter contribution can be written as:

Fbc(x,t) - e~
Xt ƒ du e"UX S(u,t) , (4.18)

o

in which S(u,t) * lim •|G(-u-t-ie,t) - G(-u-t+ie,t)[/2ni is proportional

to the discontinuity of G(z,t) across the cut. In the present example

this becomes:

F u ( x , t ) - e — ' c ÏÏL - * = ! * » • , , (4.19)
(u+t-«)W

2t

which at small x behaves like:

F. (x,t) <* e ./7 (x - o) . (4.20)

At large x, F decreases proportional to e x , which is dominated

byth-e contribution of the Maxwell pole for t > 1 .
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5. VHP-MODEL FOR A MDLTICOMPONENT MIXTURE

We consider a gas composed of n different species of particles

with masses m., i " l,2,...n. The spatially homogeneous Boltzmann

equation for the n distribution functions f.(v,t) takes the form:

3f.(v)/dt- f fff dv dv' dw' fw. .(v'w'iw)f.(v')f.(w')1 i=i Hi L 1J i J

(5.1)

The function W..(vw|v'w') represents the transition probability per

unit time for a collision (vw -» v'w') between a particle of type i and

of type j. The equation is soluble for the following choice of W:

W..(vw|v'w') =• m.m. <5(x+y-x'-y') , (5.2)

2 2
where x • |m.v , y «^m.w and similarly for the primed velocities.

Defining energy distributions asF.(x,t) • (2n/m.) f.(v,t) with x »

2
£m.v we obtain after some calculation (compare section 2.1), where we

have absorbed constants in the unit of time:

oo u

3F.(x)/3t = f f du f dy {F.(y)F.(u-y) - F.(x)F.(u-x)} . (5.3)
J X O

There are n+1 conservation laws in this case:

c - f dx F.(x.t) (I c. - l)
o

oo

n i-

E » I dxxF.(x.t) .
i-1 i x

(5.4)
CO

n

o

We note that the sum distribution function F(x,t) • J.F.(x.t) satisfies

the VHP-equation (2.6) and that, once the solution of that equation is
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known, the functions F.(x,t) satisfy a linear equation, in which the

solution of (2.6) appears:

oo u

3F.(x)/3t«[ du J dy ̂ (y^Cu-y) -Fi(x)F(u-x)j . (5.5)
x o

This system can be solved straightforwardly by the substitution F. »

c.F + F. and subsequent Laplace transformation. We only give the result

here. For each F. the corresponding Laplace transform:

GO

^(z.t) » j e"XZ Fi(x,t)dx (i-l,2,...,n) , (5.6)

can be written as:

c. {<j> (z+t)+t|;. (z+t)ze -e }
G.(z,t) - - i i : . (5.7)

1 (z+])<j)(z+t) - e

The functions <p(z) and iji.(z) are determined from the Laplace transforms

G.(z,o) of the initial distribution F.(x,o) where ^.C.IJJ. (Z) • I and

<KZ) is related to the Laplace transform of F(x,o) * £.F.(x,o). For

n = 2 and m. • nu, for example, this solution describes the relaxation

of a tagged VHP-particle.

Special closed form solutions are obtained for specific choices of

(f> and i>.. If we choose these functions to be simple constants we arrive

at the following generalization of the expMcit solution, given in

section 3:

(5.8)

- I - ae"C 5 6 . - 1 - a.e"11 ; J.c.a.
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where a. (i»l,2,«„.,n) are arbitrary constants, such that the distri-

bution functions are positive at all times t > 0 .

Another simple example is a binary mixture in which F.(x,t) +

F2(x,t) - e
 K and F.(x,t) is a superposition of two Haxwellians, i.e.

F,(x,t) « (Cj-o)e"x + (a/T)e~x/T . (5.9)

The distribution function keeps the invariant form (5.9) with

o(t) - aoe"
t/[(l+Tc

T(t) - T /[J+T t]
o o

with a(o) * a and T(o) • T .
o o

(5.10)
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6. DISCRETE VARIABLE VHP-MODEL

We imagine a system of particles of which the energies assume

only discrete values (say a multiple of some basic quantum). In a

collision two particles exchange quanta, thus redistributing their

energy, according to some transition probability. The process can be

described by the Boltzmann equation in discrete variables [4] , which

reads in convenient units:

?
m,n ,m

The distribution function F (t) represents the fraction of particles

in the discrete energy state n (n*0,1,2,...), and V , , is the
nm,n m

probability per unit time for a transition (n,m) -• (n',m') compatible

with the microscopic conservation laws. The allowed solutions F (t)

are restricted to functions decaying faster than n~ at large n, thus

guaranteeing the validity of conservation laws and uniqueness of the

solution for a given initial distribution (see discussion above (2.7)).

We write these laws in conveniently chosen units:

n«o
(6.2)

a>

I nF (t) - e ,
n«o

in which e is the number of energy quanta per particle. In the con-

tinuum limit, defined by letting £-*<*>, n -» <*> (keeping x • n/t fixed)

the scalar Boltzmann equation [2] for the energy distribution

function F(x,t) * lim eF (t) is recovered.

Rouse and Simons [7] have introduced the following transition

probability:
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"nm.n'm1 " 5n+m,n'+m' ' (6"3)

in which 6 , is the Kronecker symbol. This choice is analogous to
nn

(2.2) with a(u) » 1 and we refer to the corresponding model as the

discrete VHP-model. The kinetic equation becomes:

or with the help of (5.12):

( 6 > 4 b )

Equation (6.4b) can be solved recursively, as was observed by Rouse and

Siiaons [ 7] . The F (t) are independent of the F (o) with m > n, once
n m

the conservation laws are taken into account. The general solution

for arbitrary initial conditions was written by Rouse and Simons in the

form:

F(t) - I C<f e-(k+el)t , (6.5)
II Kit

where the coefficients w ^ are to be solved from a relatively compli-

cated set of recursion relations. However, eq. (6.4) can be solved in a

more compact form, using a generating function technique. The final

result of this method is much more suitable for analyzing the long time

and large k behavior of the solutions, and the dependence on initial

conditions.

In order to obtain the solution we need the equilibrium distri-

bution:
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Fn(~) - e
I1(l+e)"

n"1 , (6.6)

which reduces to e in the continuum limit described above. The

generating function:

G(p,t) - I p n F <t) , (6.7)
n»o

satisfies the nonlinear partial differential equation

3tG + p3 G + (e+l)G - (1-pG
2) / (1-p) , (6.8)

as follows from (6.4b). Considering the characteristic curves of this

equation we are led to the change of variables:

5 - P

n - pe"* (6.9)

g(C,n) - G(p,t) .

The variable n does not explicitly appear in the equation for g. Thus

it appears as an ordinary differential equation of Riccati-type:

(6.JO)

Later on integration constants will have to be replaced by arbitrary

functions of n • pe . Using the special solution to this equation that

follows from (6.6) we apply the standard substitution for Riccati

equations (compare (3.6)):

(6.11)
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Thenu(?,ri) satisfies a linear differential equation, with solution:

)2] + A(n)cs+1/(i-c)2 (6.12)

with arbitrary function A(n)• After some rearrangements and redefi-

nition of the arbitrary function we find the general solution of (6.8)

in the form:

(e-ep-p)e' e*;£-*— v
(l+e-ep)a.(pe C)-pe

The arbitrary function <l>(p) is to be determined from the initial

distribution F (o) or its generating function 6(p,o):

pG(p,o)-e-(c+l)p
(l+e-ep)G(p,o)-l •

We note that on replacing p by exp(-z/e) and t by t/s, letting e -» <» we

recover the solution for the continuous variable case, eq. (3.7).

As a simple example we consider the special case obtained for $(z)

» 1/X (» const.). Taylor expansion of (6.13) about p * o yields:

F (t) - 1 - eg
? n i (6.15a)

F (t) - efT(l-(3)n"' fa-1,2,...)

with

8 - [1-X exp(-(e+l)t)3/(I+e) . (6.15b)

In particular, \-o corresponds to the equilibrium distribution (6.6).

For e(o) - 1, i.e. \ * t, (6.15) evolves from the initial distribution
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F (o) " (l-e)ö + £Ó ,, with the particular simple case e > 1 , where
n no ni

every particle is initially in the first excited state. A more general

class of initial distributions contains superpositions of two equi-

librium solutions (6.6) with c replaced by a parameter £.. The time

dependent solution has the invariant form:

D 5 ( ) nFn(t) " V«,o

where N.(o) - v. (i>0,1,2) and E.(o) > e. (i>1,2) are the parameters of

the initial distribution, with N + N. + N, • 1 and N.E, + N,E, • 6.
Oil I I £ Z

The reason for this form invariance derives from the simple expression

for *(p) in (6.13) for initial conditions like (6.16), namely *(p) *

(A+Bp)/(C+Dp). In such cases, the denominator in (6.13) has two zeros,

related to E.(t) (i>1,2), and Taylor expansion of (6.13) leads to (6.16).

The example of a superposition of two equilibrium distributions (6.13)

has also been considered by Rouse and Simons [7]. These authors have

numerically solved the recursion relations for u\? with n < 12, corre-

sponding to F (o) in (6.13) for a special choice of parameters s. and

v.. Here we have shown that the form (6.16) remains invariant (a proper-

ty, not noted in [7]). The time dependence of E.(t) and N.(t) can be

obtained analytically by solving a quadratic equation. The example (6.16)

covers many special cases, such as F (o) • a S , + a J . + a-5 _ + ...,

n o no l ni & nz
with a. * o, and a • o (n > 3 ) , whereas initial distributions with

z n

a. * o and a • o (n > 4) typically decay as a superposition of three

equilibrium solutions with time dependent average energies.

The discussion of the large time behavior of F (t) for general initial

conditions proceeds along much the same lines as in section 4 for the

continuous case. Again there exist phenomena like overshoot and damped

oscillatory approach to the final equilibrium value F (<»).



Before concluding we want to emphasize that the main importance of

the VHP-model is its solubility. It provides, to the best of our

knowledge, the only case where the energy dependent solution F(x3t) of

the nonlinear Boltzmann equation has been obtained in closed form for

arbitrary initial conditions. Closed form solutions make it possible to

investigate many (asymptotic) properties of F(x,t), as has been

illustrated with several examples.

A special property of the VHP-models is the form invariance in the

course of time of those solutions that are superpositions of equi-

librium distributions at different temperatures.

The scattering cross section of very hard particles increases as

112
(energy) , which is an unphysical feature. However, since the total

energy of the system is finite, there are essentially no highly

energetic particles present (with energies many orders of magnitude

larger than thermal) to probe the energy dependence of the scattering

cross section at very high energies. Therefore, the cross section in

this energy range can be replaced effectively by a constant, so that

the VHP-model does not violate any fundamental principles, such as

Froissart's theorem [5].
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CHAPTER IV

KINETICS OF GELATION AND UNIVERSALITY

ABSTRACT

The exact solution (size distribution c. (t) and moments M (t)) of

Smoluchowski's coagulation equation (S-model) and of a modified

equation (F-model) with.a coagulation rate K.. • ij for i- and j-

clusters is obtained for arbitrary c, (o) in sol (t < t ) and gel phase

(t > t ), where t is the gel point. The behavior of cfc(t) and M (t)

is given for k -• »; t -» », and t -• t . The critical exponents,

critical amplitudes and scaling function that characterize the singu-

larities near the non-equilibrium phase transition, are calculated.

For short range c.(o) (i.e. all M < » ) the F-model belongs to the

universality class of classical gelation theories and of bond perco-

lation on Cayley trees; the S-model does not.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The kinetics of polymerization, and in particular of gelation has

recently attracted considerable attention [1-16]. Our main concern

here is to present a kinetic description of the gelation transition,

starting from arbitrary initial distributions. This will be done for

the Flory-Stockmayer model of gelation [17,18], which is equivalent to

bond percolation on Cayley trees [19]. The hypothesis of scaling and

of universality (the latter refers here to independence of the initial

size distribution) will be investigated for critical exponents and

ratios of critical amplitudes [20,21] , describing the singularities

occurring in this kinetic phase transition.

In the statistical theory of Flory and Stockmayer for branched

polymers, and in the statistical mechanical methods for the comparable

bond percolation problem on Bethe lattices, one always assigns equi-

librium weights to the allowed distribution over cluster sizes, corre-

sponding to the given value of the conversion p (i.e. concentration of

bonded reactive groups, o < p < 1). The equilibrium weights of the

standard theories correspond in a kinetic description to the very

special monodisperse initial distribution, c. (o) • 5,. [4], for which

the kinetic results are identical to the standard ones [4,5].

In view of recent experimental tests [22] of the kinetic theories

on polymerization it is also of interest to have theoretical pre-

dictions for general initial distributions. It will turn out that all

physically relevant properties are determined by the first few moments

of the initial distribution. Hence the cumbersome task of preparing

monodisperse initial distributions can be avoided.

The basic equation is Smoluchowski's coagulation equation [23,12],

which describes the evolution of a system of particles which are

continuously growing as a result of pairs of particles coming into
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contact and bonding or sticking together. Examples include the coagu-

lation of colloidal suspensions and the formation of polymers. These

systems may, in general, be described by the kinetic equation:

I I K..c c. - c I K^ c
i+j-k XJ x J K j«i KJ J

(1.1)

The size distribution ck(t) (k=1,2,...) represents the set of concen-

tration of finite size clusters (sol particles) with k basic units. It

is normalized such that £ kc, (o) » M(o) » 1. The gain and loss term

contain K..c.c, representing the rate at which i-clusters and j-
ij l j

clusters combine to form (i+j)-clusters, and the sum extends over all

sol particles.

The coagulation rates K.. in our kinetic model are determined by the

statistical probabilities of bond formation and by the diffusivity of

clusters. Here the latter effect, discussed in [13,12], will be neg-

lected.

The coagulation rates depend upon the details of the physical

process being considered. In the Flory-Stockmayer theory for branched

polymers a k-cluster will contain exactly (k-1) bonds, and s, »

(f-2) k+2 free reactive groups, because it is assumed that only tree-

like structures can form with no intra-molecular bonding allowed*.

Since all free groups are assumed to be equally reactive the coagu-

lation rate is K.. « s.s., and the kinetic equation for the sol

particles can be written as:

*Note the equivalence wi"h bond percolation on a Bethe lattice or

Cayley tree of coordination number f.
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where k-clusters are lost due to bonding with all available reactive

groups u in the sol:
s

u (t) - f se (t) . (1.3)

A fundamental property of (1.2)* is the conservation of total mass of

sol particles, M(t) * £ ̂ c. (t) " '» *OT ci m e s smaller than some criti-

cal time t (gel point). For t > t there is a loss of mass (M*o) to

k » oo. This loss of mass is interpreted as the formation of the gel

(infinite cluster), and the gel fraction:

G(t) - l-M(t) , (1.4)

represents the probability of a unit to belong to the infinite cluster.

Past the gel point the concentration of k-clusters will decrease due

to reactions with all available reactive groups, u(t), not only on

sol particles v (t), but also on the gel, y (t), where

U(t) - vs(t) + yg(t) . (1.5)

The latter loss mechanism is, however, absent in (1.2) and one may

modify (1.2) past the gel point to account for mass loss to the gel.

This may be done by replacing u in (1.2) by u, and supplying a rate

equation for y (t), which depends on the assumed interactions between

sol and gel. Dusek [3], Ziff and Stell [5] propose one model (to be

referred to as F-model) in which the rate equation for the total number

of free groups, u(t), is the same before (u»u ) and after (\im\i +U ) the

s s g
gel point. From the present kinetic equation one easily derives that

^Possible functional forms of K. . yielding a gelation transition

have been discussed in [13] and the corresponding (non-classical)

critical exponents have been calculated.
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the relevant equation in the F-model is u * -u2. Ziff and Stell also

show that the above F-model with monodisperse initial conditions corre-

sponds to Flory's classical gelation theory.

A second model (to be referred to as S-model) with v> * u for all
s

times (absence of sol-gel interactions, since y » o) corresponds to

Stockmayer's classical gelation theory*. This model has been solved for

all times andmonodisperse initial conditions by Ziff (f*3) [4j and Ziff and

Stell [5] general f), and by Leyvraz and Tschudi [7] (f -* oo). The ex-

plicit solutions of (1.2) in the sol phase (t < t ) for the mono-

disperse initial condition is already known for a long time and has

been given by Stockmayer [18] (general f) and McLeod [24] (f -» oo), For

general initial conditions the solution is only known for t < t , at

which time the moments, defined as

M (t) « I knc.(t) , (1.6)
n k=1 K

diverge for n > 2 [23] . The time t is given in terms of M«(o).

A very different approach has been taken by Lushnikov [l]. Using

standard arguments [25] he constructs a master equation for the proba-

bility distribution p{c.c_...c,...,t}, in which the transition proba-

bilities are determined by the coagulation rates K.. in the macroscopic

rate equations. Thus he is able to account for the fluctuations in c, .

The macroscopic size distribution in Smoluchowski's equation is then an

average c, . Close to and past the gel point the fluctuations become of

macroscopic size, and effectively modify the macroscopic rate equations.

In the thermodynamic limit, i.e. to leading order in an expansion in

*A third model, proposed in [5] coincides with the F-model in the

limit of large f, to which we shall restrict ourselves in this paper.
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inverse powers of the volume, Lushnikov's results for the size distri-

bution, mean cluster number and sol mass are identical to the results

of the F-model, as will be shown in this paper.

In order to simplify the mathematics we consider monomers of high

functionality f*, such that the number of free groups on a k-cluster

- -2
is s, at fk, and redefine f t as the new time variable. The general

form of the coagulation equation, valid in sol and gel phase, becomes:

I
i+j-k

(1.7)

where u(t) represents the total number of free reactive groups in the

system (in redefined units). In the sol phase:

us(t) • I kcfe(t) - 1 , (1.8a)

and in the gel phase

u(t) v (t) . (1.8b)

In the F-model version of (1.7) y(t) satisfyies the same equation in

both sol and gel phase. Thus, we have by virtue of (1. 8a) y » o for all t, or

M(o) (1.9)

Mote that the equation u » -u at finite f reduces in redefined units

f t -• t and u/f -» y to 0 • o in the limit f -» ».

In the S-model version of (1.7) u " o, so that for all t holds:
g

u(t) - M(t) . (1.10)

*Cohen and Benedek [12] have performed experiments where f is large.

They also emphasize the mathematical simplifications in this limit.
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In order to clarify the differences between the kinetic models we

briefly compare the statistical theories of Flory (F-model) and

Stockmayer (S-model) in so far as necessary for our purpose. The former

theory has been discussed in [17,18,28,5,12], the latter in[18,4,5,29,

30] . The size distribution for a macroscopic system, specified by M

and M , the number of monomeric units and clusters (per volume, say),

respectively, is found to be t = AD, C , where D, is a combinatorial

factor equal to the number of distinct ways a k-mer can be composed out

of k monomeric units, each having f equivalent reactive groups. The

normalization constant A and fugacity t, are determined by prescribed

values of M (* A £ D. £k) and M(« A \ k D, £ k), or alternatively by a

prescribed value of the extent of reaction* o * (2/f)(l-M /M).

The series for M and M, defining a(£), have a finite radius of

convergence £ , corresponding to a • (f-1) . The inverse function

£(a) * ot(l-a) It is a single-valued function that reaches a maximum

£ at a « a [18]. Below the gel point a prescribed value of a fixes

I»
the fugacity £ (£ < £ ), so that the size distribution c, - AD,? is

identical in F- and S-model.

In Flory's theory the value of a (a > a ) is also prescribed above the

gelpoint a . To every a belongs a unique value of the fugacity

£ (£ < 5 )through the inverse function £(ct). The size distribution of

sol particles is c, • AD, 5 and all moments exist. As a increases from

a to unity, the increasing number of reactive groups on the get causes

the fugacity in the coexisting sot and gel phase to decrease to zero

as a -» 1. As already discussed by Flory and Stockmayer, the gel can

*In the corresponding bond percolation problem on a Bethe lattice,

a is the probability for the presence of a bond. This model corre-

sponds to the F-model of gelation.
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form cycles in the F-model, since a can exceed the value 2/f, which

would be its maximum value if there were no crosslinks in the gel,

reached when all monomers are coalesced into a single macroscopic

cluster (gel) without crosslinks.

A macroscopic structure, containing a significant fraction of all

reactive groups in the system can form crosslinks, because the

probability that a given group reacts with another unit on the same

structure is significant [28,12,5]. The Flory-theory of gelation can

also be derived [31,32] from the theory of branching processes [33].

Stockmayer's theory above the gel point is very different. If a is

increased by increasing the mass density of sol particles, the system

will respond by transforming the added mass into gel in such a manner

that the fugaaity Terrains constant, ? » £ . This implies that the

growing gel fraction with its increasing number of reactive groups is

not allowed to react with the sol, as otherwise the fugacity would

necessarily decrease. The size distribution in the S-model is given

by c » AD.S with A « M . (through (1.12); the relative amounts of

k-mers and the mean cluster size M ./M in the sol remain fixed at
sol o

their critical calues, all moments M with n > 2 are divergent and the

fraction of reacted groups in the gel remains constant, i.e. o . »
gei

2/f (no crosslinks).

The phase transition in the S-model is similar to Bose-Einstein

condensation. The particles condensed in the ground state correspond

to the gel; the excited particles to the sol and the fugacity of the

coexisting phases keeps the constant value 5 « 5 . The previous

discussion shows that the kinetic F-model will correspond to Flory's

theory and the kinetic S-model to Stockmayer's. Past the gel point, in

both models there will be a single macroscopic cluster (gel) of size

kQ 35M ., so that c, S 1/M. It contains a total number of reactive
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groups equal to u * s. c, oc M -/M * G. In the thermodynamic limit

of the kinetic F-model the macroscopic cluster will contribute a non-

vanishing term \i « G to the total number of reactive groups £
 s

tr

c

t
.t

g K 1C

appearing in the loss term of the kinetic equation. In the S-model the

contribution of the macroscopic cluster has disappeared from the loss

term. An essential difference between the kinetic F- and S-model is

that the gel interacts with itself (cyclization) in the F-model, where

it does not in the'S-model, as was shown by Ziff and Stell [5].

Recently Donoghue and Gibbs [29,30] have presented a statistical

theory of gelation for a finite system containing a total of M mono-

meric units, in which the assumption of aayolia structures is strictly

maintained. Donoghue shows that the mass distribution for finite large

k (k < M) and a > a has two well separated peaks, corresponding to sol

and gel. IΓ. the limit as M -» « at constant extent of reaction a the

size distribution and all its moments approach the values derived by

Stockmayer.

The kinetic approach to gelation for a system with a finite

number of monomeric units has been studied both analytically [7] and

numerically [33,34]. The numerically obtained quantitative results

seem to corrobarate the conclusions of Donoghue and Gibbs.

The program of this paper will be to solve the kinetic equation

(1.7) for F- and S-model analytically for all t and arbitrary initial

conditions.

In section 2 we determine the generating function of the c, (t),

and discuss the properties of the sol mass in sol and gel phase. Ex-

tensive use will be made of ths graphical analysis of a plot of the

generating function, as first introduced by Ziff and Stell [5]. This

helps to illustrate many properties of the solution, such as asymp-

totic behavior of c, (t) and M (t), both near t * t and t • «.

K n, c
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In section 3 Lagrange's expansion is used to derive general ex-

pressions for c.(t) and M (t), valid for all k, n and t. The results

for the moments are analyzed in the vicinity of the gel point for

different classes of initial distributions: namely short range c, (o)

(exponentially cut off) and long range c. (o) (with algebraic tails).

The appropriate critical exponents and amplitudes are calculated, and

tested for the hypotheses of scaling and universality.

In section 4 asymptotic results for c.(t) are derived: for k -• e>

and fixed t; for t -* a> and fixed k, and for the (coupling) scaling

limit with k -»<» and t -* t . Again the predictions of scaling and

universality are tested. The final conclusions are summarized in

section 5.

Before concluding this section we briefly introduce the critical

exponents and amplitudes, mainly following the notation of Aharony

[21], and quote the universal values for exponents and amplitude

ratios in the classical bond percolation problem [21], needed for a

comparison with our results.

In a non-equilibrium description of the gelation transition the

distance to the gel point t is measured in the dimensionless time 6 »

(t/t -I), [13]. The quantities of interest are: the gel fraction

(order parameter), decreasing for t+t as:

G(t) =* Bβ
6
 . (1.11)

The singular part of the mean cluster number M , behaving for t •*• t

as:

{ M
O
( « } _ «A* |e|

2
~

a
 . (1.12)

sing
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It is the analogue of the free energy in thermodynamic phase transitions.

The moments M,» M,... diverge for t *• t as:

M2(t)

where the superscript +(-) refers to the sol (gel) phase with

e < o (8 > o ) . Here M2(t) is the analogue of the order parameter

susceptibility, and

k? »M3(t)/M2(t) (1.14)

is a measure for the critical cluster size, related to the correlation

length C by the relation ? ~lC, where p is a geometric exponent [20]

that will not be considered here. Introduction of a "ghost" field H

[21] yields the analogue of the critical "isotherm":

(f(-H,tc)} - \\ kck(tc)e"
kH} ~ 1 - E H I / Ö . (1.15)

sing. "• 'aitjg.

An important concept in modern theories of phase transitions is the

scaling hypothesis. Ic states that c, (t) for large clusters in the

close vicinity of the gel point has the form:

ck(t) « qok~
T$(k|e|1/CT) , (1.16)

where the critical amplitude q and scaling function $(x) are defined such

that $(o) » 1. It follows from the scaling hypothesis that all ex-

ponents a, 6, Y and 5 can 1- expressed in T and a.

The classical values f o.- the exponents in the bond percolation

problem are obtained from Aharony by taking e • o in his results:
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A+/A~ -

(A++A~)C

C+B/E2 *

- 1/5

+ ._2
/B *

C+B/4

; C+C~ "

1/6

n<1^ • 1

• D + / D " - 1 .

•

o - -1; 6 • 1; Y - J; e - 2; a - 1/2; T » 5/2 , (1.17)

The corresponding values for the universal ratios of critical ampli-

tudes*

(1.18)

can be deduced from Aharony's equations (1.6-10) and (7.2), using the

relation g - (kp)P- O n t h e second line of (1.18) the sum(A+ + A~)

(which equals -AA ) is convenient for later purposes.

In our non-equilibrium theory of phase transitions quantities are

called universal if their values are independent of the initial state

of the system.

*Note that exponents and amplitude ratios are independent of the

coordination number f of the Bethe lattice.
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2. GENERAL SOLUTION

2.1. Generating functions

In this section we solve the initial value problem for the coagu-

lation equation:

K - k I ijc.c. - ukc. (2.1)
i+i-k 1 J Ki+j-k

where

t\ (F-model)
\ . (2.2)
lM(t) (S-model)

We further determine the mass of sol particles M(t), present a

graphical analysis of the solution, and discuss some further

properties of sol mass and gel fraction, as well as some examples.

The time evolution of the size distribution ci,(t) for a given

initial distribution c, (o), subject to the normalization

so

M(o) - I kcfc(o) » ] , (2.3)

can be analyzed best in terms of generating functions:

g(x,t) - I ck(t)e
k5t

(2.4)
GO

f(x,t) - gx(x,t) - I kck(t)e
kx ,

where the subscript denotes a partial derivative with respect tox. The

moments, if they exist, can be obtained from

g(x,t) - I M xn/n! (2.5)
n»o
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or from a similar relation for f - g , yielding

1-1

The initial values of these functions are given by

g(x,o) - f c (o)ekx - v(x)
k-l

f(x,o) * l kc. (o)ekx » v'(x) m u(x) , (2.7)
k=1 K

M (o) - v(n)(o) - u(n"°(o) .n

The series are now convergent for all x < o, since u(o) =• 1 on account

of (2.3) and a superscript n, as in v^n , denotes the n-th derivative.

kx
Multiplying (2.1) with ke and summing over k yields a quasi linear

partial differential equation for f(x,t):

f - £ (f-ii) (2.8)

Subscripts again denote partial derivatives. It can be solved by intro-

ducing the inverse function x • X(f,t). Using f * 1/X, and f - - X /X-
X X u C t

we find a simple linear equation X • - f + u> Its solution corre-

sponding to the initial condition f(x,o) - u(x) can be written in two

equivalent forms:

x =• u"'(f) - tf + j dr \i{t) (2.9a)

o
t

f » u(x+tf - J dT U(T)) (2.9b)

o

where u (f) * x is the inverse function of f « u(x). For later
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purposes it is also convenient to have the solution in parametric form:

t

x • s - Ui(s) + I dt U(T) (2.10a)

o

f(x,t) - u(s) . (2.10b)

These equations enable us to calculate g(x,t) by means of (2.4):

x

g(x,t) = I dx' f(x',t) -

T (2-n)
ds' u(s') {l-tu'(s)} - v(s) - it u2(s)

where dx'/ds' follows from (2.10a).

The above equations implicitly determine f(x,t) and g(x,t) for a given

initial distribution. Once v(.t) in (2.2) is given, all c. (t) (k»l,2...)

and all M (t) (n»0,1,2,...) can be deduced from the behavior of the

generating functions around x • -co and x • o respectively. In principle

one has to determine s(x,t) from (2.10a) and insert the result in

(2.10b) to obtain f as a function of x and t, where the latter quantity

occurs only parametrically.

2.2. Sol mass in the F-model

To calculate the sol mass M(t) * f(o,t), one has to determine

s(o,t). Its value will be different in F- and S-model. In the F-model

(where u(t) • 1)

s(o,t) - t[u(s(o,t))-l] . (2.12)
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This equation has two solutions for all t: s (t) « o and s, (t), provided

the initial distribution u(s) is regular for s < s (s < o) and
o o

u(s ) • «. The graphical construction of the roots is shown in figs, la

and 2a. They are found as the intersection points of f * u(x) (dashed

curve) and f * t~ x> I (straight line). The property u(s ) * °°

guarantees the existence of two roots for arbirarily small t*. The two

solutions correspond to different branches of f(x,t), of which the

corresponding values of f(o,t) are:

M (t) - u(s ) - u(o) * 1
a a . (2.13)

Having constructed s and s, , one can read off the values of M and M.
Si O a 0

in figs. la and 2a. Which solution represents the physical mass, depends

upon the value of t. The physical branch of f(x,t) approaches c.(t)e

as x -» - 09 (see (2.4)), and is a monotonically increasing function of x

(all c, > o). Thus, if x + o on the physical branch, s t c • min (o,s. ).

Due to the convexity of u(x),s. is always decreasing with time. For

small t we have s, > o, hence ? » o (see fig. la). At the time t • t •
— 1 "*•

l/u'(o) the curves f • t x+ 1 and f • u(x) are tangent, and the two

roots coincide. At a still later time, s, < o and ? » s, and the sol
b o

mass (now given by M.) starts to decrease. Asymptotically s, -»°° and

In summary: the physically relevant root of (2.12), s(o,t) * c,

in the F-model is:

f° c < cc
C(t) - min (o,s.) - < . (2.14)

Ls. t > t
b c

*If u(s ) <<=», the second solution s, only exists for t > s /[u(s ) - l ] ,
where s. < s .An example of an initial distribution with s a <» is

D O o
one in which c, (o) * o for all k > k „.
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The mass of sol particles, M(t), is given by:

fl t < t
M(t) - min (I.M.) - u(?) - \ c , (2.15)

10 lll(t) t > t .\(.t)

and the gel point t is:

t » l/u'(o) - 1/M,(o) . (2.16)
c 2

where (2.8) has been used. Thus, M(t) is a constant before t (sol phase),

and decreases past t (gel phase). The loss of mass at t«t is associated

with the formation of an infinite cluster or gel. It is a loss to infinity due

to the cascading growth of larger and larger clusters, where the process

accelarates as the cluster grow larger, since the rate is given by K.. » ij.

Past t the sol mass decreases through bonding by the gel. An equivalent way

of determining the mass in the F-model is to put x » o in (i'..9b), yielding

M = u(t(M-O) , (2.17)

where the physical mass is the smallest root of this equation. The gel

fraction G(t), defined in (1.4) is the maximal root of

G - 1 - u(-tG) . (2.18)

2.3. Sol mass in the S-model

In the S-model u(t) » M(t), and the solution s(o,t) of (2.10a)

depends on the yet unknown M(t). It must be combined with (2.10b) for

x » o to yield a closed equation for M(t):

M(t) - u(s(o,t)) (2.19a)

t t

s(o,t) - tM(t) - j dT M(t) - J dTTM(t) . (2.19b)

o o

This functional equation can be solved by differentiating with respect
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Co t, with the result:

M - tM u'(s(o,t)> . (2.20)

This equation combined with (2.19a) has two solutions for all t, pro-

vided u'(s ) » eo with s > o. The first one is the constant solution:

o o

M (t) » M(o) » I , (2.21a)

corresponding to

s (t) - o . (2.21b)

The second one is:

Mc(t) (2.22a)

where s (o,t) is determined from

- u'(sc) . (2.22b)

The graphical construction of s and M in figs, lb and 2b shows that

the property u'(s ) -» » (with s > o) guarantees that the solution s

of (2.22b) exists for arbitrarily small time*. The physically relevant

solution for the S-model is given by:

min (o,s )
l«. t > t

(2.23)

The sol mass M(t) is:

M(t) - min 0,1*,) » u(n) c (t)

t < t

t>t
(2.24)

*If u'(s ) < » , the solution s only exists for t > l/u'(s ) (see
o c o

fig. la).
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and the gel point is again given by (2.16). The derivation closely

parallels that in the F-model and will not be repeated here. Since the

sol particles in this model cannot be bonded by reactive groups in the

gel feee introduction), the sol mass in the S-model, M (t), decreases

only through cascading growth. This loss mechanism acts slower than

that in the F-model, M. (t) (compare figs. 2a,b). The L -logue of

(2.17) follows by inserting (2.19a) into (2.19b), and the analogue of

(2.18) is:

t

G(t) =• 1 - u (- J drrGWJ . (2.25)
o

In view of the gelation transition associated with violation of sol

mass conservation, it is instructive to reconsider the usual deri-

vat

L
vation of this conservation law. The partial moment M (t)

£ kc (t), where L is some constant, satisfies the following equation
k-1 K

in the sol phase:

M(L) - - I i\ I je, . (2.26)

as can be derived from the kinetic equation (2.1) with p(t) * 1. The

limit L -* =e yields the mass loss rate M(t), which is vanishing unless

M7(t) diverges. The latter is the case as t -* t , as we shall see in

section 3.3.
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with H(t) - flo.e) - I « • «hysical br«ach«.

#w

(a)

f i t_ i - For e > cc (f«l ph««) «ad tir«n f(z,o) • a(x) (duhad cunrc)
(•> r«pru«acs no braaehn (Fj.Fj) of f(x,c) in ch« F-aod*l, nd <b)
no branch** (Si,S2) of f(x.t> in th« S-aodal. Th* phyaical branch»!
Fi *nd Si yield a » 1 aa» (^(c) and M (c) ca*p*etiv*ly.
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fig. 3. The sol curve shows the physical (FSi) and unphysical ^
branch of f(x,Cc) at the gel point for given f(x,o) - u(x) (dashed
curve).

2.4. Graphical analysis of the solution

After Che graphical construction of the physical mass in F- and

S-model, we give a graphical analysis of the solution f(x,t). At the

initial time f(x,o) * u(x) is represented by the dashed curve, marked

u(x), in figs. 1, 2 and 3, where (2.4) implies that u(x) and all its

derivatives approach c.(o)e as x •*-<*>. First we restrict ourselves
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to initial conditions where u(x) is regular for x < s and u(s ) * *»-
o o

(s is positive and may be infinite.)

In the F-model, where v(t) * 1, the evolution of f(x,t) is best

exhibited using (2.9), i.e.

x - u'^f) - t(f-l) . (2.27)

For a given f the corresponding x changes from its initial value

u~ (f) by an amount -t(f-l). Thus, the curve of f(x,t) shifts to the

left for f > 1 and to the right for f < 1 by an amount x * t(f-l),

represented by the straight line in figs, la and 2a. The point f « !

remains stationary. The resulting plot of f(x,t) is shown as the solid

curve, marked F.,F_. Note that f(x,t) has a vertical segment at x * x ,

and is a double valued function for all x < x . The point x is de-

o o
termined by the condition (3x/3f) * o, or because of (2.10) by

(3x/3s) * I - tu'(s) * o. Its solution equals s (see (2.22b)), corre-

sponding to sc - u~
1(f(xQ,t)) or f(xQ,t) - u(sc) - u(xQ+tu(sc)-t). In

the last equality (2.10) has been used. Hence, we have the relation

Xo " sc " t ^ V 1 1 ' (2'28)

as shown explicitly in fig. la.

The evolution of f causes u(x) to fold over onto itself at x for all
o

t > o. This folding over is the origin of the singularity, that ap-

pears in f(x,t) at x , and causes the appearance of two branches of

f(x,t), marked F. and F» in figs, la and 2a. One branch intersects the

f-axis at f(o,t) - 1 and one at f(o,t) - **v^). The branch Fj is the

relevant one with f(o,t) - M(t), since it decreases exponentially at

x - - «, and determines the c. (t) through the expansion (2.4). The

moments are determined by the derivatives of the same branch F, at
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x » o or s(o,t) • c, defined in (2.14). They exist for all t different

from t . At the gel point t - l/u'(o) both x and ? are zero, Che

singularity in f(x,t) is located at the origin (see fig. 3) and all

M (t ) for n > 2 are infinite on account of (2.6).
n c

In the S-nodet, where y(t) » M(t), the situation is somewhat

different. Here we have from (2.10a):

x » u~'(f) - tf + T (2.29)

with

t

T - [ dx M(T) . (2.30)
o

For a given f the corresponding x changes by an amount T - tf, where T

is different for the two solutions M (t) • 1 and M (t), defined in
a c

(2.21) and (2.22), each yielding different branches of f(x,t) (re-

ferred to as S-branches). For the branch with f(o,t) • M (I) • I, the

quantity in (2.30) equals T • t, and (2.29) is identical to (2.27) in

the F-model. Thus the F- and S-branch with f(o,t) • 1 are identical.

The S-branch of (2.29) with f(o,t) * M (t), has a vertical line

segment at x., determined by 3x/3f * o or by 3x/3s • 1 - tu'(s) » o.

The solution of this equation is s , and corresponds to f(x.,t) •
u(s ) * u(x.+tu(s )-T). Thus x. * s - tus(s ) + T. On the other handc 1 c i c c

it follows from (2.29) that f(o,t)-M (t) »u(s ), so that Xj • o, and

T • f dT M (T) - tu(s ) - s . (2.31)
c J c c c

Consequently, the second S-branch of f(x,t) is obtained by shifting

the curve of f(x,t) by an amount T - tf • - t(f-l) + (T -t) (see figs.

!b and 2b). The first shift, -t(f-l), transforms the initial value u(x)
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into the two F-branches. The second shift is a parallel displacement of

the F-branch with f(o,t) • 1 over a distance (Tc-t), such that the

resulting S-branch becomes tangent to the f-axis at M . In the S-model

the branch, marked S. in figs, lb and 2b, is the physically relevant

one with f(o,t) « M(t), since it determines the c (t) through its

behavior at x » - a>. The moments are determined by the values of the

derivatives of the S-branch at x * o corresponding to s(o,t) * n,

defined in (2.23). The moments M (t) with n > 2 only exist in the sol

phase (t < t ), and are divergent in the gel phase (t > t ).

As t -» oo, H -* o in both models, and the physical branch of f (x,t)

collapses towards the x-axis.

The initial conditions considered so far, i.e. u(s ) -»» or u'(s ) -*<*>

o o

with s > o guarantee the existence of two solutions for all times to

each of the equations (2.12) and (2.20). Consider now initial distri-

butions

cfe(o) ~ k"
n (k-eo). (2.32)

Then u(x) is only defined for x < o.

Since M is finite we must have n > 2 . If we further require u' (o) »

M_(o) * t~ to be finite, we must have n > 3 . The evolution of f,

described by (2.27) or (2.29), is essentially the same as discussed

above, but the curves stop at f • 1. The graphical analysis is

qualitatively the same as in figures 1, 2, 3, provided all curves above

the line f » 1 are deleted. Consequently, the points x , s, and s do

not exist for t < t (see fig. 1), and the solution of the kinetic

equation has only one branch (F, or S.). For t > t the points x , s,

and s exist and a second branch appears. The case 2 < n < 3, where

M„(o) - u'(o) -» oo corresponds to instantaneous gelation (t *o), and no

further transition occurs.
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2.5. Further properties and examples

Here we investigate the behavior of the sol mass and gelation as

t -» t and t -»ce, and consider some special examples.

The behavior of the gel fraction in the vicinity of the gel point

(t + c ) is sunmarized in table 1 for two typical examples of short and

long range initial distributions, characterized by the constants m and

A and the exponent X. We note that the critical exponent $, defined in

(1.12) has the classical value β - l in F- and S-model for all initial

distributions with M,(o) < ». However, as soon as M-(o) -» «>, the ex-

ponent B has a non-universal value, depending on the initial distri-

bution, as shown in table 1 .

At long times the sol mass in the F-model, as determined by (2.17),

exhibits exponential decay, i.e. I

M =* Cj(o)e~
C
 + [c^(o)t+c

2
(o)|e~

2t
 + ... (2.33)

since u(x) =* c. (o)e as x -» - <*>. In the S-model, however, the decay

is algebraic, i.e. for t •* «>:

M =* t"
1
 - 2c

2
(o)/c^(o)t

2
 + ... (2.34)

as follows from (2.22).

The most important example corresponds to the monomer initial

condition,
 c

v^°^ " \j»
 w n e r

e [

g(x,o) « v(x) - e
X

(2.35)
f(x,o) - u(x) - e ,

and where the gel point is t - i/u'(o) - 1. In this case the gel fraction

in the F-model obeys a simple transcendental equation (2.18):

G » 1 - e"
tG
 . (2.36)
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table 1

case

I

EI

I

II gel

I sol

I F-gel

I S-gel

II sol

II F-gel

BEHAVIOR OF MOMENTS NEAR t
c

initial distribution

short range: M (o) <«o ; M,(o) - l/t ; M,(o) - m/tn 2 c 3 c

u(x) * I kck(o)e t a t =* 1 + x/t c + Jm(x/tc)
2 (x+o)

long range: M3(o) -»<*>; 1 < X < 2

u(x) at l + x/t + A(-x/t ) (x+o)c c

construction points s. , s and x ( f i g s . 1, 2)

2
s, a< - 2 t 9/m x a< t e /2m

D C 0 C

s a< -t e/m e • (t-t )/t
c c c c

b c o c \ X / \XA/

moments: G » 1 - M =* Bβ

B

o

2/m

1/m

o

[XAj " < > - * >

S

?*

1

1

T

1

X - 1

1

X - 1

1

1

OS

1

I

A - l

Y

1

1

I

1

m

m

Oβ

oo

X A i/(x-i )

α-o2

OS

a

1/2

1/2

1

X - 1

X

* ? » undefined.
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table 2

sase

I sol

I F-gel

I S-gel

II sol'

II gel
point

II F-gel

II S-gel

BEHAVIOR OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION NEAR tc

ck~qok-T[exP-qik|e|I /<J]

%

(2ntc)"1/2

(2™tcr1/2

idem

[A/r(-x)tJ|e|x+1]

-[r(-i/x)(Atc)
IA]

(e/AA](i-iA)/a-])

[2irA(A-l)At ] 1 / 2

c

iden

tc/2m

tc/2m

o

o

o

o

T

5/2

5/2

5/2

2+X

2+1A

5/2

5/2

a

1/2

1/2

?*)

9

9

A-l
A

?

*) ? * undefined
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This equation has also been derived by Kushnikov []], using the master

equation. In the S-model on the other hand the gel fraction is given

by (2.22) as:

G - 1 - t
-1

(t>t c) . (2.37)

In a similar way initial distributions of the fora c, (o) * (l-d)ó. . +

édö, _ can be analyzed. Another example is one in which the initial

mass distribution is exponential,

kc^o) » ae ° ; a - e ° - 1 (S Q > o) , (2.38a)

implying

x-s , r x-s -i

u(x) - ae ° / [l-e °J , (2.38b)

where a is determined through the normalization M(o) * u(o) * 1. Here

u(x) is only defined for x < s , and has the property u(s )-•«»,

guaranteeing that (2.12) has two solutions for all t > 0 . Note that

for s -»»we recover the monodisperse initial condition. The gel

point in this ease is given as: t • [l-exp(-s )] illustrating that

among all initial distributions the monomer one yields the largest

gelation time.

The example may also be used to illustrate how the parametric

representation (2.22a,b) can give a closed expression for H(t) in the

gel phase of the S-model; viz.

M(t)
1/2

(2.39)

Also note that M(t) at t~ for t -»<», which is the same as for the mono-

mer initial distribution. In the figs. 1 and 2 appear the intersection point
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sb(t), defined in (2.12), the tangent point s^(t), defined in (2.22b)

and the location x (t) of the singularity in f(x,t), defined in (2.28).

The behavior of thsse points in the vicinity of t is shown in table I

for two typical classes of initial distribution. For the monomer case

s and x are given by

- log t t - logt-I , (2.40)

and similar expressions for the example in (2.38).
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3. SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND MOMENTS

3.1. Lagrange'e expansion for o-.

In this section the size distribution and its moments will be

calculated for a general initial distribution. We further study the

asymptotic behavior of M (t) as t -* t and t -» «».

Once the generating function f(x,t) is known, the c (t) can be

found by expanding f in powers of z * e . Since the solution (2.10a,b)

is given in parametric form the desired expansion of f can be obtained

using Lagrange's expansion [27].

For convenience, we define

f(z,t) * f(x,t) - I kzck(t)

(3.1)
oo

u(z) « u(x) «- r '-kkzkc, (o)
1 k

where z • eX. In this notation the general solution (2.10a,b) is given

by

z • y exp<-tü(y)+T>

(3.2)

f - S(y)

where y » e and

t

T - J dT P(T) • (3.3)

For any given (differentiable) f - ü(y) and z(y), such that z(y ) • z

Lagrange's expansion of f in powers of (z-z ) is:

co (z-z ) r/ . \k-l

l<...) I rf \(£
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To calculate CjU) one has to expand f (z , t ) about z * o, where y *

u(y ) " o. Thus, we obtain from the preceding equations:

c (tï » (tit2*1)'1 e"kT If —1 e«->-"vy/ I / 3 5 \
ck(t) (tk k.) e |^dy/> e j ^ . (3.5)

t
In the F--model T *t, and in the S-model T =• ƒ dx M ( T ) , with T * t in

o
the sol phase and T - T in the gel phase by virtue of (2.24) and

(2.30). Expression (3.5) gives a closed form solution for a given

initial distribution, determined by G(z). In the F-model c (t) has th

same functional form in the sol and gel phase, whereas in the S-model

the additional factor exp[-k(T -t)] a

For the first few k one readily finds

the additional factor exp[-k(T -t)] appears in the gel phase.

Cj(t) * Cj(o) exp(-T)

c2(t) - jc2(o) +itcf(o)J exp(-2T) (3.6)

c3(t) - |c3(o) + 2tc2(o) Cj(o) + it
2c^(o)J exp(-3T) .

We note that such equations also follow from (2.1) directly, by solving

iteratively for c., C2'"" ' B o t n methods rapidly become cumbersome.

As an example, where the size distribution for general k can be

calculated in closed form, we consider monodisperse initial conditions

(2.35) where u(x) » e and G(z) • z. In the F-model, where T * t, one

finds from (3.5) for all t:

k-J
 e-

kt/kk! (3.7)

The same result has been obtained by Lushnikov.

In the S-model, where T • t in the sol phase, and T * ] + log tin the

gel phase (M(t)-t" ), the result is:
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(kt)k~J e"kt/kk: t < t

kK e K/tk! c > 1
(3.8)

The £•.(£) a r e iQ both cases continuously differentiable across t . Both

results follow from Ziff and Stell's expressions [5] for monomers of

— — —2

functionality f in the limit of large f with f t - t • finite. The

result for the F-model has been obtained also by Lushnikov [1] and that

for the S-model by Leyvraz and Tschudi [7].

The large k-behavior of c. and its behavior for t -• t and t -» <*>

will be studied in sections 4.4 and 4.5.

2.3. Lagrange 's expansion for M

The moments of the size distribution can be derived, in a similar

manner, from the general solution f{x,t) » g , using the expansion

(2.3), i.e.

f(x,t) - I M_, xn/n' (3.9)
nmo

In this case we use the parametric representation (2.10a,b)* with

x » x(s) and f » u(s). We want to expand about x » o, corresponding to

s(o,t) » 5 in the F-model (see subsection 2.2), and to s(o,t) » n in

*t is considered as a constant parameter.
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the S-oodel (see subsection 2.3) for the physical branches of £(x,t).

Consider first the F-model, and apply Lagrange's expansion (3.4) with

y
Q
 •* 5, z(y) -» x(s), z(y

o
) *• x(O " o and «(y

o
) -» «(?)• The result is:

M(t) - u(c)

(3.10)

I-Γ:) U ' ( S ) j i - t ] |
with

H(s) - [u(s)-u(5)]/(s-O . (3.11)

The first few read explicitly:

M^t) - u'(?) U-tu'U)]~l

M3(t) - u"(5) [l-tu'(C)]"3 (3.12)

M4(t) - u1"(c)D-tu1(c)]~4 + 3t(u"(?))2 [1-tv

The zeroth moment can be deduced from (2.6) and (2.11) as

M
Q
(t) - v(?) - Jtu

2
(?) , (3.13)

where u(x) » v'(x). The preceding equations give a closed form solution

for M (t) for a given initial condition u(x) and for all times. The
n

moments as given by (3.12-13) are in fact the solutions of the moment

equations. Away from the gel point (see discussion below (2.26)) these

can be derived from the kinetic equation (2.1) with y(t) * I, by

multiplying with k and summing over all k, i.e.
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Mo - - i + iG
2

M - - M2G (3.14)

K ' * j ) (ï) M*+l
 Mn-*+l -

 Mn+1
G <» > 2) •

In the sol phase, where the gel fraction G » 1 - M, vanishes, the above

equations reduce to the usual moment equations [23]. In the gel phase,

where G * o, one can verify that (3.12-13) indeed satisfy (3.14). It is

of interest to observe that Lushnikov also obtains the equation for H

2
in (3.14). In his approach the additional term, JG , in the gel phase

originates from the fluctuations, which become of macroscopic size at

and past the gel point in the limit of macroscopically large systems.

In the sol phase, where the fluctuations behave normally, their

contributions to M vanish in the above limit of macroscopic systems.

Next, we turn to the S-model. Here, C in (3.10-13) should be

replaced by n, defined in (2.23). In the sol phase n - o, and all

results are identical to those in the F-model. In the gel phase, where

n * s , the results are very different, since the denominators

{l-tuf(sc)} in (3.10-12) are vanishing for all t by virtue of (2.22b).

Thus, M (t) -» oo for n > 2 and all t > t , as is also clear from fig. 2b,

where the physical branch has a vertical line segment at the point (o,M ).

The total number of clusters, M (t) , given in (3.13), is still a veil-defined

quantity in the gel phase, where it satisfies the moment equation:

M - - |M2 , (3.15)

as can be verified using (3.13) (with C replaced by n*s ) and u(s ) *M.

As an example we consider again the monomer initial condition

(2.35). Initially the moments are given by Mn+J(o) - u ^ (o) * 1. Since

v(s) » u(s) « es we have u ^ ( c ) - u(c) - M (in F-model), and
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u (n) • u(n) * M (in S-model), valid for a l l times. Consequently.

(3.12) and (3.13) lead to:

M[l-itM]

Mfl-tMl"1 (3.16)

M[I-tM]"3

In both models M • 1 for t < t » 1. For t > 1, M is the solution of

the equation M • exp(tM-t) with M < 1 in the F-modei, and M - t~ in

the S-model. In the latter model:

M » l/2t . (3.17)
o

and all M with n > 2 are infinite,
n

3.3. Asymptotic properties of M (t)

In this subsection we mainly discuss the behavior of M (t) in the

vicinity of the gel point, and investigate for which initial distri-

butions the exponents and amplitude ratios are universal. He briefly

indicate the long time properties of H (t). The results are sunmarized

in table 1. We start with the F-modsl^ where z, - o in the sol phase,

and the coefficients in (3.12-13) are given by the initial moments

u"^(o) • M .,(o) and v(o) • M (o). We have in particular, for t < t «
n+i o c
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M,(t) « It -t l"1 ; HAtj - t V ( o ) [ c - e j " 3
i c i c J c ( 3 1 8 )

MQ(t) - Mo(o) - it .

As t t t al l M -» » for n > 2 . In the gel phase, where by virtue of

(2.14-18):

Z » sfe - t[u(sb)-l] « -tG , (3.19)

all moments are finite, since the zero of the denominator in (3.10-12)

is located at s (see 2.22b)), which is different from C * s. . However,

at t*t , one sees in fig. 2 that s. +o. Hence the denominators approach

zero, and M (t ) -» » for n > 2 . In particular, for initial distri-

butions with M-(o) • mt < » one finds for t+t :

G(t) - 1 - M(t) =* 2(t-tc)/mtc

M (t) - U'(,-tG) o: '
2K J 1-tu'(-tG) t-t

(3.20)
• a y * Hit

MQ(t) ̂ Mo(o) - |t + 2(t-tc)
3/3mV

The last equality may be derived by expanding (2.13). It can be derived

in a simpler way by integrating M in (3.14). Using the definitions of

critical exponents and amplitudes in (1.13) we identify from (3.18) and

(3.20): C+ - C~ - l/tc with y - 1, and D
+ - D~ - m/t^ with a - 1/2. By

comparison of (3.18) and (3.20) one sees that the mean cluster number

H (t) has a jump in its third derivative at t , i.e.:

f (t) - M*(t) « (2tc/3m
2) e3 , (3.21)
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where M (t) is an extrapolation into the gel phase of the function

(3.18) for Mo(t) in the sol phase; M~(t) is the function (3.20) for

the mean cluster number M (t) in the gel phase, and e » t/t - I.

Thus, the critical exponent a in (1.12) has the value o - -1. However,

in the case of integer non-positive a the amplitude A and A cannot

be identified separately, because the singular terms in M (t) are

confluent with regular terms, and it is only meaningful to compare AM

in (3.21) with £Mo « A
++A~)63 in (1.12), yielding A+ + A~ » 2tc/3m

2.

Thus, the critical exponents a, y and a have the classical values

(1.17). One easily verifies that the ratios of critical amplitudes also

have their classical values (1.18). Consequently, for all initial

distributions* with M,(o) <<=, exponents and ratios have universal

(classical) values. For long range initial distributions with M,(o)-*<»,

the behavior of M- and M, close to t is given in table 1 (see also

section 4.3). The exponent y » 1 still has a classical value, but the

ratio C /C * \ - I Has a non-universal value depending on the initial

distribution (where A is defined in table 1). In the gel phase M~(t)

approaches a form like (1.13) with a non-universal exponent a *

(A-l)A, and the amplitude D of M,(t) below the gel point is not

well-defined here, since the initial tail distribution remains until

the gel point, as we shall see in section 4.3. The mean cluster number,

which can be calculated from (3.12) and table 1, yields a non-universal

exponent a = (X-3)/(X-l) and a non-universal value for the ratio

(A++A~)C+/B2.

In the S-model, where M. and M- are divergent for t > t , the

amplitudes C and D are not well-defined, and the amplitude ratios do

*The initial distribution need not be short range, in which case

M (o) <oo for all n.
n
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not exist. The mean cluster number M (t) behaves different from the F-
o

model. For initial distributions with H,(o) • m/t < » as t+t one

finds:

M
o
(t) ̂ M

o
(o) - |t + (t-t

c
)

2
/2mt

c
 , (3.22)

which should be compared with (3.20) in the F-model. Here the exponent,

α - o , (although still universal for the class of initial distributions

considered) is different from the classical value o * -1 for bond

percolation. The amplitude ratio will also be different from the

classical value in (1.18).

At large times one finds from (3.12-13) for the F-model:

Mo(t) =<M2(t) ^M 3 (t) =< Cj(o)e , (3.23)

and in the S-model (where M (t) with n > 2 i s not well-defined in the
n

gel phase):

MQ(t) =* C j ^ e " ' . (3.24)
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4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF Cv(T)
ft,

4.1. Saddle point method

In this section we derive asymptotic properties of c. (t). First the

behavior at fixed t and k -• <*> will be considered using the saddle point

method or the moving singularity method, at least for short range

initial distributions. For long range initial distributions we need the

method of stuck singularities to calculate the large k-behavior of c.(t).

Secondly, we investigate a coupled (scaling) limit for k -» « and t •* t i

thirdly we consider the limit t -» <= and k fixed.

In order to obtain the large k-behavior of cj(.t) we write (3.5) as

a contour integral:

-kT f ( )

where the path of integration is a closed contour around the origin.

Choosing for the contour a circle of radius e and substituting z » e

and ü(z) • u(x) (see (3.1)), the integral becomes:

(4.2)ri)'1 J dx exp[k(tu(x)-x)] ,

where x « x. + ix„. To obtain an asymptotic expression for I. by the

saddle point method (which is a standard tool in analyzing the solutions

of the coagulation equation [23]), we choose x. such that

F(x) m tu(x) - x is at a maximum when the contour - the straight line

between the two integration limits - crosses the real axis. Thus, x. is

determined by F'(x) - tu'(x.) - 1 • o, i.e. x. * s as defined in

(2.22b). Letting x • s + ix_, the integral (4.2) becomes:

IT

I^ - (27T)"1 f dx2 exprkF(sc+ix2)j. (4.3)
-IT
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Expanding F about s and introducing y * x„/k we find that I. for large

k is approximated by:

CO

•' I dy exp[kF(sc)- èky2F"(sc)]

(4.4)
-1/2

exp(kT ) ,

where F(s ) • T on account of (2.31). Thus we find for k -» °°:
c c

ck(t) « k~5/2 [2irt3u"(sc)] exp[k(Tc-T)] . (4.5a)

In the F-model:

T - T£ * t - tu(sc)
 + s

c *
 x
o »

(t3u"(sc))
-I " < 4' 5 b )

» X
o

In the first equation of (4.5b) we used (2.28); the second equation is

obtained by differentiating the first one twice, and eliminating s

from (2.22b). Note that u(sc) » Mc(t) in the sol phase has no

connection with the physical mass M(t) =» 1. In the S-tnodel:

/Xo

t > C c

t3u"(s )) - { ° c

c J
 IΜ t > t

Here we used (3.3) with u(t) - M(t). This implies for the gel phase

T • Tc, since M « Mc on account of (2.24).

As an example we consider again the monomer initial condition

(2.35), where u(s ) • M (t) - 1/t by virtue of (2.22), andc c

(4.5c)
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x » t - 1 - log t. The resulting expression for the F-model, valid for

fixed t and k -» o», is:

exp|-k(t-l)| . (4.6)

In the sol phase of the S-model (4.6) applies again, and in the gel

phase we have for fixed t > t and k ->«>:

c k * (2ÏÏ)"1/2 k'5/2t"' . (4.7)

The above analysis can only be used if the function F(x) in (4.3) has a

saddle point, i.e. if s exist. The latter condition is satisfied for

initial distributions u(x), regular for x < s (s > o) with u'(s ) •+<*>

o o o
(see subsection 2.3).

The asymptotic behavior of c, (t) depends upon the behavior of u(x)
JC

around s , and on the location of the singularity on the physical branch

of f(x,t), i.e. on the location of the vertical line segment in figures

1, 2 and 3. In the F-model this singularity is located at x for all t,

and the general asymptotic solution (4.5a,b) has the following

properties: the large k-behavior of c. is dominated by the exponential
-5/2

factor exp(-k x) except at the gel point where x • o and c, (t ) ~ k .
O . O K C

-5/2
The transition from the exponential to k is accomplished as follows.

Away from the gel point, we have c ~ exp(-kx ) for k ̂ $> I/x , while in

-5/2
the intermediate range o <K. k <*£• 1/x we have c. ~ k . As t -» t ,

-5/2
x -» o and the k -behavior extends to infinity.

In the S-model the behavior of ct(t) in the sol phase is identical to

that in the F-model. In the gel phase the singularity on the physical

—5/2
branch of f(x,t) is always located at the origin. Hence c, ~ k for

all t > t .
c
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4.2. Hoving singularity

The asymptotic behavior (4.5) of c, (t) can be derived directly

from the generating function (2.9b) without using Lagrange's expansion

and the subsequent saddle point method. We further investigate what can

be learned about the asymptotics without explicitly solving the partial

differential equation for the generating function.

Differentiating (2.9b) with respect to x and solving for f

yields:

fx - u'(x+ft-T) jl-tu'te+ft-T)} . (4.8)

Hence f has a (moving) singularity in x * x (t) (where f becomes

infinite), and x (t) satisfies

u'(xo+tf(xo,t)-TJ - 1/t . (4.9)

If the solution of (2.22b) exists, then one finds using (2.IOa,b)

xQ(t) - sc~ tu(sc) + T , (4.10)

identical to x in (2.28). In the vicinity of x (t) we try to represent

f as:

f(x,t)« f(xo,tl - b(xo-x)
X , (4.]])

where b is positive, since f(x,t) is increasing as xtx . By inserting

the ansatz (4.11) into (4.8), and expanding the argument of u' around

3 1/2
s , we readily obtain: X - 1/2 and b - [2/t u"(s )] . In particular

at t , where x • s • o, and f(x ,t ) • 1 we have for x+o:
c o c o c

f(x,tc) « 1 - (-2x/mtc)
I/2 . (4.12)

where the relation u"(o) • M,(o) * m/t has been used.

The singularity (4.11) in f(x,t) yields indeed the asymptotic
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result (4.5), as can be verified from the following relation, derived

in [13]: if

(x+xo) (4.13a)

then

4 " 1 exp(-kxo) (k-.~) . (4.13b)

More limited information on the singularities in f(x,t) can be

obtained directly from the differential equation (2.8) without solving

it explicitly:

£t

We try to represent possible singular solutions in the vicinity of the

singularity as:

f(x,t) - a - b(xQ-x)
X + ... , (4.15)

where a(t), b(t) and x (t) (moving singularity) ara unknown positive

functions of t. For X < 1 , (4.15) is a consistent solution of (4.14) if:

2
x * v - a ; a. * —ib ; A • \ . (4.16)

In the F-model, where p » 1, we have

a - 1 - x ; b - (2x ) 1 / 2 . (4.17)
o o

A solution with x - o does not exist, as it implies b - o. With the

help of (4.13) we obtain the following asymptotic expression as k-»co.

cAt) c* (xrt/21r)
1/2 k"5/2 exp(-kx ) . (4.18)

tv O O
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The result is in agreement with (4.5a,b). However, one needs to solve

(4.14) to obtain *o(t) explicitly. In the S-model, where u(t) • M(t),

we find in the sol phase again (4.18). There exists also a second

solution with:

x » o ; a - M ; b « (-2M)1/2 , (4.19)
o

provided M * o (gel phase). It yields for k -• «:

c (t) « (-M/2ir)1/2 k"5/2 (4.20)

in agreement with (4.5a,c). However, in the present analysis M(t) is

an unknown function of t, to be determined by solving (4.14). Notice,

however, that here we do not have any a priori reasons to exclude

x * o in the gel phase.

4.3. Stuck singularity

The general asymptotic solutions (4.5), (4.18) and (4.20) in terms

of a moving singularity at x (t) are only valid as long as s in (2.22b)

can be found. If u(x) is regular for x < s (s > o) and u'(s ) <co,

o o o

then s does not exist for t < l/u'(s ) (see below (2.22)), and the

singularity is stuck at s for t < l/u'(s ), as can be simply

understood from the graphical construction in fig. la. In this

category the most singular class of initial distributions is one in

which u(x) has a singularity at s • o, with u'(o) • 1/t <<"»*» so

that

*Initial distributions with u'(o) -» « produce instantaneous gelation.
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u(x) =* 1 + x/tc + A(-x/tc)
A (x+o) , (4.21)

—2—X
where 1 < X < 2, corresponding to an algebraic tail c, (o) — k on

account of (4.13) and (2.7). The singularity is stuck at x > o for

t < t (sol phase). The bshavior of f * u(x+tf-t) close to the stuck

singularity can be obtained by expanding the solution for small

argument with the result, valid for x+o and t < t :

f * 1 + [x+t(f-l)]/tc + A iï-x-t(f-l))/tj . (4.22)

For t < t one finds:

f(x,t) a 1 + x/(tc-t) + (-x/tc)
X (A/|e|A+I) , (4.23)

where 8 =• t/t -1. Thus at all fixed t below t the algebraic tail,

"*2—X
c, (t) ~ k , remains, but it increases in strength with an amplitude

[I—t/t ] . The asymptotic expression for c. (t) is listed in table 2.
C K

At t = t the preceding analysis is not correct, since the terms

in (4.22), linear in (f~l)« cancel. Here we find for x+o:

f(x,t ) =< 1 - (-x/At ) 1 / X , (4.24)
c c

-2-1 /X
which implies a different algebraic tail, c. (t) ~ k , at the gel

point, the coefficient of which is given in table 2.

For t > t the results of subsections 4.1 and 4.2 can be applied, and

_c/2
(4.18) and (4.20) yield the tail distribution cfe ~ k ' exp(-kxo) in

-5/2
the F-model, and c. ~ k ' i n the S-model, valid for all initial

distributions with u"(o) -»«or 1 < X < 2 in (4.21).

For initial distributions of the form (4.21) with X > 2 (so that

2
u"(o) • ™/tc < °°) one verifies similarly that the algebraic tail,

c. (t) ~ k , remains for all fixed t below t . However, at t • t we
K C C
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find as x+o:

f(X,tc) o. 1 - (- , ) 1 +e(|x|(A"l)/2) (4.25)

with a leading singularity equal to (4.12), and not to the behavior in

(4.24).

—2—1
Initial distributions of the form c,(o) — k exp(-ks ) with

s > o (where u'(s ) < « ) produce stuck singularities and corresponding

asymptotic behavior of c, only for t < l/u'(s ), which is smaller than t .

4.4. Scaling properties near t

An interesting limit is the scaling limit of the size distribution

c,(t), in which k -• <*> and t -» t with |t-t |k kept fixed. The purpose

of this subsection is to investigate for which class of initial distri-

butions does cic(
£) have the scaling property (1.16) in that limit.

For short range c. (o) (case I of table 1 with all M (o) <«>) the

large k-behavior is given by (4.18) and (4.20), and we need the behavior

of x (t) and M(t) close to t , as has already been calculated in sub-

section 2.5 and in table 1. The result for F- and S-model in the sol

phase and for the F-model in the gel phase is:

=* (2nmtc)"
1/2 k"5/2 exp[-k(t-tc)

2/2mtc] , (4.26a)

whereas the gel phase of the S-model gives:

ck(t) « (2 ï ïmtcr1/2k~5/2
(4.26b)
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These expressions* only depend upon t • 1/M.(o) and m » t n.(o). Note

-5/2
that the cross-over between exponential and k -behavior occurs ate

k • k_, where k_ is the critical cluster size (1.14), behaving for

t -* t as:
c

k^ ~mt c/(t-t c)
2 . (4.27)

Thus, the scaling limit of c, (t) in the F-model gives the scaling form

(1.16) with exponents T * 5/2, a * 1/2, critical amplitude q *

—1/2
(2ïïmt ) and scaling function 4>(x) M exp(-q.x). The exponents and

+ 2
the amplitude ratio C B/4iTq * I have their classical values (1.17) and

(1.18) and are universal.

In the S-model this is only true in the sol phase. In the gel

phase c, (t) in (4.26b) does not have the scaling form; the exponent a

+ 2
is not well-defined; the amplitude ratio C B/4nq » 1/2 does not have

the classical value (1.18) for bond percolation, as discussed in

section 1, but exponent T and amplitude ratio are universal. The results

are summarized in table 2, together with those for the long range

initial distribution, denoted as case II in table 1. The leading

singularity in the generating function f(x,o) for case II is of the

form A(-x/t ) with I < X < 2, and the scaling property does not hold.

If the results in sol and gel phase (given in table 2), which are only

valid at a fixed value of t (with t * t ), are extrapolated towards

the gel point, one finds the following behavior of <^(t)' as t+t the

exponent T =• 2 + A, the critical amplitude q -» » and a does not exist;

as t+t one has T • 5/2, q -» o, and a does not exist in the S-model,

whereas a • (X-l)/X in the F-model; at the gel point T * 2 + 1/X and

q has a finite non-vanishing value.

For <v(o) * <5,| one finds t » m • 1.
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Consequently, universality does not hold for long range initial

distributions. Similar conclusions apply to long range initial distri-

butions with A > 2 , as briefly discussed around (4.25).

We finally remark that the scaling limit and scaling property

may be discussed equally well in terms of the generating functions

g(x,t) or f(x,t), as has been done by Aharony [21]. Here we only mention

the analogue (1.15) of the critical isotherm:

f(x,tc) - I - E(-x)
1/6 , (4.28)

where E is related to q in (1.16) through

E - -qo r(-l/6) , (4.29)

as follows directly from (4.13). By comparison of (4.28) with (4.12)

and (4.24) the values for 6 and E can be identified. For initial

2 1 /2
distributions with M,(o) * mt <<*> w e find 6 * 2 and E - (2/mt ) ,

j c c

yielding a universal and classical exponent, 6 * 2 , and amplitude

+ 2
ratio C B/E - 1. For initial distributions (4.21) with M-(o) -» e> we

find from (4.24): 6 - A and E • (At )~ , and universality does not

hold.

4,5. Long time behavior of c.(t)

The graphical analysis in fig. 3 shows that the physical branch of

f(x,t) becomes small for large t, and can be obtained from a pertur-

bation calculation. For the F-model we obtain from (2.9b) as t -» <»:

f - u(x+tf-t) =- c,(o)eX+tf"t + 2c2(o)e
2x+2tf~2t + ... (4.30)
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where we assume c.(o) * o. Solving for e yields:

e x at ( f/c, (o) Jexpl t-fl t-2c,(o)/cr(o) 11 . (4.31)

where the last term in the exponent is always small compared to t.

Application of Lagrange's expansion finally yields for t -»• »:

k f 2 c2 ( o )l k- 1

1 + - r — f • (4-32)
J

C,(o)tJ

I

The correction term in braces depends on the relative magnitude of k

and t . For fixed k the relative correction is 0(1/t) .

The size distribution in the S-model differs for t > t (gel phase)

from that in the F-raodel by a factor exp k(t-T ) , and follows from

(3.5). According to (2.31) and (2.22a) the exponent i s :

t - T - t - tu(s ) + s - t - tM(t) + s (4.33a)
c c c c

=* t - log(cj(o)t) - 1 - 2c2(o)/c
2(o)t . (4.33b)

The approximate equality (4.33b) is only valid for long times. It can

be obtained from (2.34) and the relation:

sc « - log(c,(o)t) - 4c2(o)/c
2(o)t + ... (4.34)

which is the long time solution to (2.22b). The resulting expression

for the long time behavior in the S-model i s :

k-2 -k / 2c,(o)xk-l e 2c,(o)k-t
-j • (4.35)

c*(o)t

Here the dominant term is independent of the -initial distribution, and

identical to the solution (3.8) for the monodisperse case. For fixed
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values of k the leading correction is of relative order 1/t and

independent of k. For k-values proportional to t the correction factors

cancel, and the solution (3.8) for the monodisperse case i s recovered.
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5. SUMMARY

On the basis of Smoiuchowski's coagulation equation we discussed

the kinetics of the gelation transition in systems of branched

polymers, starting from arbitrary initial distributions, for a model in

which no cyclization is allowed.

The standard theories - Flory and Stockmayer's statistical theory

of the most probable distribution, and the statistical mechanical

treatment of random bond percolation on Bethe lattices or Cayley trees -

can only assign equilibrium weights to the size distribution of

polymers, corresponding in our kinetic description with the very

special monomer initial distribution.

He presented two models (F- and S-model) that differ only in the

gel phase. Which one of these non-equilibrium models is appropriate

will depend on the experimental circumstances. In the F-model all

reactive groups on both sol and gel are available for bonding of sol

particles, whereas in the S-model only the reactive groups or. sol

particles can form chemical bonds. The latter model corresponds to the

situation in which the gel is continuously removed from the reacting

polymer system (e.g. precipitation). The post-gelation solutions in

F- and S-model are respectively identical to Flory's and to Stockmayer's

classical results in the gel phase.

The asymptotic form of the size distribution c, (t) for large k

and t -» t depend only on the initial moments M_(o) and M_(o), at least

for short range initial distributions (i.e. with all M (o) •*«"). The

dominant behavior of c, (t) at large t is determined by the initial

concentrations of monomers and dimers, c, (o) and c_(o).

Concerning scaling and universality we have shown by calculating

scaling functions, critical exponents and critical amplitude ratio's

that the F-model falls in the same universality class as the classical
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bond percolation problen on Cayley trees, provided the initial distri-

bution is of short range. For long range cfe(o) (having algebraic tails)

exponents and amplitude ratios depend on the initial distribution, and

c. (t) near t does not have the scaling property. The hypothesis of

scaling and universality are not valid here.

In the S-model the scaling property does not hold in the gel phase,

where c,(t) at q k"T. Here the "susceptibility" M2, and the critical

cluster size k_ « ^o/^o o r correlation length g remain infinite for

t > t , so that the exponents y and a, and critical amplitudes C and

0 are undefined above t . The "specific heat" exponent a, describing

the singularity in the mean number of clusters M , has the value a » o,

and differs from the classical value (a » -1} for bond percolation.

Furthermore, none of the ratios of critical amplitudes in the S-model

have the classical values (1.181 for bond percolation.

For short range initial conditions the results for the S-model are

independent of initial conditions. Thus the S-model falls into a

different universality class than the classical bond percolation

problem.

In the recent literature [13,14,151 several kinetic gelation

models have been discussed that do not belong to the universality

classes of random percolation or to the classical gelation theories (F-

and S-model).
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CHAPTER V

COAGULATION EQUATIONS WITH GELATION

ABSTRACT

Smoluchowski's equation for rapid coagulation is used to de-

scribe the kinetics of gelation, in which the coagulation kernel K..

models the bonding mechanism. For different classes of kernels we de-

rive criteria for the occurrence of gelation, and obtain critical ex-

ponents in the pre- and post-gelation stage in terms of the model pa-

rameters; we calculate bounds on the time of gelation t , and give an

exact post-gelation solution for the model K.. ~ (ij)"^ > J) and

K.. ~ a1+J ( a > 1 ) . For the model K.. ~ iw + j w (w < 1, without ge-

lation) initial solutions are given. It is argued that the kernel

K.. ~ (ij) with ii) a I - l/d (d is dimensionality) effectively models

the sol-gel transformation in polymerizing systems and approximately

accounts for the effects of cross-linking and steric hindrance, neg-

lected in the classical theory of Flory and Stockmayer (to • 1). For

all <D the exponents, x • co + 3/2 and a - ta - J, y * (3/2-w)/(w-i) and

6 * 1 , characterize the size distribution, at and slightly below the

gel point,- under the assumption that scaling holds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent letter [l] we discussed a kinetic model of polymeri-

zation in which bonding between polymers takes place only at their

surface, and fragmentation is absent. This model is described by the

coagulation equation [2]

CO

c. - i I K..C.C. - c, y K, .c. (1.1)
*t • • n i l k • ki l

with the coagulation kernel of the form K.. » s.s.. Here s. is the
ij l j k

average effective surface area of a k-mer [1,3], and c^ (O is the

concentration of such k-mers at time t. It is assumed that s has the

asymptotic behavior:

sfc~ k" (k-eo) (1.2)

where u> is a geometric exponent characterizing the surface of a k-mer,

and depends upon the dimensionality d. For compact clusters this would

be w » 1 - 1/d. The symbol ~ means that two quantities are asymptoti-

cally proportional while the symbol a* used below denotes asymptotic

equality (thus includes the constant of proportionality).

While this manuscript was in preparation some of the results of

[1] and of the present paper were published by Leyvraz and Tschudi [4].

In the classical Flory-Stockmayer theory of polymerization [5,6]

it is assumed that all unbonded sites are equally reactive, and that

intramolecular bonding cannot occur. These assumptions correspond, in

the limit of large clusters, to a surface area s, growing like the

volume k(u-l). The corresponding coagulation kernels become K.. ~ ij

[6-10,3]. This case is equivalent to the bond percolation problem on a

Bethe lattice. In our model, by allowing only surface interactions

(ui < 1), both the mechanisms of steric hindrance and intramolecular
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bonding are effectively taken into account.

We are interested in the kinetic aspects of the gelation tran-

sition, i.e. the complete time evolution from a given initial distri-

bution of sol particles (finite size clusters) through the gel point

t (where the infinite cluster appears) towards the asymptotic stage

where no sol is left. Therefore the coagulation equation (1.1) is in

principle to be solved as an initial value problem. In a kinetic de-

scription the gelation transition manifests itself through the sudden

violation of mass conservation. The total sol mass, M.(t) • £ kc, (t),

equals M. (o) * 1 before t , but starts to decrease for t > t as the

sol loses mass to the gel.

At the gel point t one expects the size distribution to have

asymptotically a power-law (rather than exponential) behavior:

cfe(tc) ~ Ck~
T (k -*<*>) (1.3)

where C is a positive constant. In the Flory-Stockmayer theory, for

example, this behavior is attained with T * 5/2. In our letter [l] we

discussed a general relation between x and a, viz.

T - to + 3/2 . (1.4)

From the extensive literature on the subject [2] it is known that the

asymptotic dependence of K.. on the cluster size at large i- and j-

values is of crucial importance for the k- and t-dependence of the

size distribution function [6,10-12j. For the model K.. * 1 the size

distribution c. decays exponentially with k at all t > o (no gelation).

For K.. • i+j the distribution function approaches (1.3) with x =* 3/2

at infinite time [10,11]. Here we consider models where gelation oc-

curs within a finite time. The class of coagulation kernels, K.. *

s.s., has been discussed in the literature. For s, » Ak + B explicit
1 J K
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solutions are known [3-12], including post-gelation solutions [7-9,4].

Before proceeding we review what is known about the existence and

uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem (the initial so-

lutions) of the coagulation equation:

(i) For kernels K.. bounded from above by Cij a unique solution satis-

fying the conditions of normalization and positivity exists in a

finite time interval [13]. The time interval in which existence has

been proved does in general not extend to t > C . From now on we

shall absorb constants such as C in the unit of time,

(ii) For kernels satisfying K.. < i + j, which includes K.. * s.s. <

vTJ, White [14] showed the existence of global initial solutions, for

which all moments are bounded on bounded time intervals. This excludes

gelation within a finite time.

(iii) For kernels satisfying K.. » s.s., with lim s./k - o, Leyvraz
1J x J k-w»

and Tschudi [3] have established global existence of nonnegative so-

lutions, but not their uniqueness.

(iv) For all other models proofs of global or local existence are

lacking to our knowledge. We note that models K.. - s.s. with s, > k
1J 1 J K

are unphysiaal in the present interpretation of the coagulation kernel,

in that the effective surface area s. grows faster than the volume of a

k-mer.

In the following we shall tentatively assume the existence and

uniqueness of solutions in all cases, including those where proofs are

lacking and where the mathematical forms of coagulation kernel may be

unphysical.

As far as gelation is concerned the following is known: for

K.. < vTJ gelation is excluded [14,4]; for K.. > ij it cannot be true

that M. (t) is constant for all t > 0 [3] ; for K.. • (ij)1" with io > J

the occurrence of gelation has been demonstrated by Leyvraz and
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Tschudi [4] and the present authors [l] .

In this connection it is of interest to observe that the asymp-

totic form (1.3) of c. (t) at and past the gel point, has been obtained

before by Klett [36] and White [12] in the related problem where mono-

mers are produced by a source at a constant rate a, and agglomerate according

to the collision matrix K.. * (ij)U. In this case the gel grows at a

constant rate a, while the sol mass remains constant.

Once solutions of the coagulation equation are known, one can

investigate the time dependence of c (t) and its moments M (t) •

J k c. (t), whose properties in the neighborhood of the critical point

are characterized by critical exponents B, Y and a [15]. We shall

introduce these quantities together with the scaling postulate, and

briefly review what is known in the context of the coagulation

equation.

In the standard description of gelation [16-18] the evolution of

the system is not measured by the time t, but by the conversion or ex-

tent of reaction p(t), and the distance from the gel-point is measured

as p-p , where p - p(t ). The conversion p(t) is defined as the

fraction of bonds that have been formed between monomers of the system

at time t, i.e. the ratio of the actual number of bonds £ p,c, (t) -

where p, is the average (time-independent) number of bonds within k-

mers - to the maximum total number of possible bonds, which is pro-

portional to £ k c, (o) » 1. If p(t) is a smooth function of time with

no irregularities present at the gel-point, then

P - P c ~ t - t c (1.5)

In the explicit solutions to be discussed in this paper p(t) is indeed
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a smooth1 function across the gel point t .

Therefore critical exponents measured in (p-p ) or (t-t ) are identi-

cal. The quantities of interest are the weight average degree of

polymerization (susceptibility) (t-»t ):

DPw(t) m M2(t)/Mj(t) ~ |p-pcr
Y ~ |t-t cp , (1.6)

the average cluster size k or z-average degree of polymerization

~ DP2(t) » M3(t)/M2(t) ~ | p - p c r I / a ~ | t - t c f 1 / a . (1.7)

<t-t c):

The probability G that a monomer belongs to an infinite cluster is

called the gel fraction, and is non-zero only past the gel point

(t+tc):

G(t) - Mj(tc) - M,(t) ~ |p-pc|
e~ |t-tc|

6 , (1.8)

where M,(t) is the total (sol) mass with M,(t ) - 1.
1 ic

An important concept in modern theories of phase transitions is

scaling. The scaling postulate states that c.(t) for large clusters

in the close vicinity of the gel point has the form

Ck ( t ) * ck(tc> *(k|t-tc!
1/0) =*k"T *(k|t-tc|

I/a) , (1.9)k ( t ) * ck(tc> *(k|t-t c!) =*k *(k|t-tc|

with possibly different exponents T and a and function $ below and

above the gel point. One easily verifies that the scaling postulate

holds for the pregelation solution with c,(o) » 6. , [3] in the case

1This is in agreement with findings in computer simulations of ki-

netics of gelation processes [19,20]. The coagulation mechanism of

large clusters - although different in detail - is presumably

modelled reasonably well by K.. m
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K.. •* ij (u> «1) by expanding it about t and taking the large k-

behavior2. From the scaling postulate follows that the singular part

of M (t) as t •* t behaves as
n c

Mn(t) » Bn|tc-tr

where B (n>2) are positive constants. The exponents S and y are

given by [16] :

6 - <T-2)/0 ; Y - (3-T)/O . (1.11)

Since scaling is of fundamental importance, its validity should be

investigated in the kinetic theories of gelation. Using heuristic

arguments Leyvraz and Tschudi [4] have established the scaling postu-

late for t t t in the case i < w < 1 and showed that T in the pre-gel

phase is still given by (1.4), and that

a • u> - i . (1.12)

This implies for the exponents in (I.II) the relation

Y - (3/2-u)/(u-l/2) t B - 1 . (1.13)

He note that 6 is only defined in the postgelation stage, where the

solutions of the coagulation equation do not have the scaling property

(this is related to the absence of gel in the reaction equations, as

we shall see later), but we shall show in section 2.3 that 3 has

indeed the classical value one. For the scaling function Leyvraz and

Tschudi obtained the asymptotic property

2For the exact expression, see (3.1). The asymptotic form is: c.(t) =*

(2n)~* k~ ' exp(-£k(t-t ) ) with t »1, so that a * i and T - 5/2.
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(x -» o) . (1.14)

The purpose of this paper is (i) to demonstrate the validity of

the relations (1.3-4) and provide some evidence for scaling, (ii) to

present some new (post-gelation) solutions to the coagulation equation

for the models K.. ~ (ij)W and K.. ~ a1 J, and (iii) to investigate

whether some classes of coagulation kernels yield a gelation tran-

sition. Our derivation of (1.3) for the model K.. ~ (ij) (see section

2) employs the generating function g(x,t) defined as £ c^tt) exp(kx),

and we determine the singularities in this function close to the ori-

gin as t+ tc. From these the dominant behavior (1.3) and higher asymp-

totic corrections can be determined straightforwardly. The amplitudes

in the asymptotic expressions for c.(t) depend upon the unknown

gelation rate, -M.(t), which in turn depends on details of the initial

size distribution c (o). In order to demonstrate that (1.3) represents

a viable solution we explicitly derive (in section 3) a special post-

gelation solution of the simple form [l] :

cfc(t) - cfe(tc) {l+b(t-tc)}~
1 (t > tc) (1.15)

where b is a constant, to be determined, and t is the gel point (not

determinable). For special cases (see section 4) we calculate c. (t )

and b analytically (s, * k , s. • a and s, • kw at large u), or

numerically (s. * ku for w > 1 ) . In [4] existence arguments for such

solutions have been given. Some evidence for the validity of the

scaling postulate is given in section 5, but two counterexamples (s, *

2 k—Ik and s, » a ) show that the scaling postulate cannot be valid for

general coagulation kernels K^. - s^s.. in appendix B we present the

explicit solution of the initial value problem for the coagulation

equation with K.. - iu + j w (w < 1), for which no gelation occurs.
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2. EXPONENTS AND AMPLITUDES IN THE POSTGELATION STAGE

2.1. Exponents T

The exponent relation (1.4) can be derived in general as follows:

kx
multiply (1.1) by e and sum over all k, to find

g - if2 - SQf . (2.1)

The dot denotes time differentiation. The generating function are de-

fined as:

g(x,t) « J c^tOe**

(2.2)

f(x,t) . f sfeck(t)e
kx

with

oo
SQ(t) - f(o,t) - I skcfe(t) . (2.3)

We note that the k-sunmations do not include the infinite cluster. By-

convent ion we always choose s. * 1, which is possible by a redefi-

nition of the unit of time. If we write the functions g and f as:

g(x,t) • M + xM.
(2.4)

f(x,t) * SQ + 6(x,t) ,

then A * o(x) and <S - o(l) for small (negative) x, since the moments M

and M. must exist (the mass is finite) and S must exist, so that the

kinetic equation (1.1) is defined. If s, ~ kw for large k, then the

existence of S implies also the existence of all moments M (t) with

n < lo, where

Hit) - J knc.(t) (n-o.l,...) . (2.5)
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It follows from (2.1), by setting x • o, that M and S are related by

g(o,t) - Mo - - èS
2 . (2.6)

Furthermore (2.1) implies:

,1/2
f " So - ' '

which can be written in the equivalent form:

f(x,t)/f(o,t) - I - (l-g(x,t)/g(o,t))1/2 (2.7b)

by virtue of (2.6).

To discuss the solution at and past the gel point t it is neces-

sary to look for solutions in which M. (representing the total mass of

the sol) depends upon time (note that H{ is a constant before the gel

point). Consider first the function f(x,t) for small x; it follows

from (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7a) that

f - S o - ^2xM,(t) + A(xA(x,t)j

where both M. and x are negative. As might be expected past the gel

point, f is non-analytic about x » o. A singularity in x » o in the

generating function (2.2) implies an algebraic tail in the expansion

coefficients s. c, for large k, as discussed in appendix A. The leading

112
singularity (-x) ' in (2.8) yields according to (2.2) and (A4) of the

appendix:

(2.9)
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Assuming s, has the behavior given in (1.2), it follows that

c
fc
 «. (-M, /2ir)'

/2
 k"

3
/

2
"

10
 (k - «o) . (2.10)

Thus we have proved the scaling relation (1.4) and have found an ex-

pression for the amplitude C in (1.3).

The behavior of s, c, given by (2.10) is consistent with the

requirement that S exists for all w. However, for M. to be finite, we

must have w > 1/2 on account of (2.10). Only for m > 1/2 can the ki-

netia equation (1.1) have solutions with time dependent M^.

When 1/s, can be written as a Laplace transform:

CO

l/s
k
 - J dy a(y)e"

ky
 , (2.11)

o

f and g are related by

g(x,t) - I dy <j(y) f(x-y,t) , (2.12)

o

and (2.1) can be transformed into an integral equation:

if
2
(x,t) - S

Q
f(x,t) * J dy a(y) f(x-y,t) , (2.13)

o

The function f(x,t) is subject to the boundary condition f(o,t) *

S (t) and
o

Oβ

Mj(t) * g'(o.t) - J dy (T(y) f(-y,t) (2.14)

o

where primes denote derivatives with respect to the first variable. An

expression for S (t) follows from (2.13) by taking the limit x+o. A

specific example for a(y) corresponding to s, * k is
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a(y) - y 7r(w) . (2.15)

Of course, when u is a positive integer, f and g are related simply by

differentiation:

f(x,t) - (J^) g(x,t) (2.16)

2.2. Higher order corrections

In this section we construct higher order terms in the asymptotic

expansion of c, . Here we must assume that s, either equals k exactly

for all k, or at least that s. ~ ku as k •» « with the relative order

of the next asymptotic term of s, lower than the relative order of

the correction term as given below. We calculate the leading singu-

1/2
larity A(x,t) in g(x,t) from the leading singularity (-x) of f(x,t)

in (2.8) using equations (2.12) and (2.15). Since the zeroth and first

derivative of g(x,t) at x * o in (2.12) exist, (M and Mj exist),

A(x,t) in (2.4) can be written as

CO

A(x,t) - (r(u))"1 J dy y""1 jf(x-y,t) - f(-y,t) -xf'(-y.t)j
o

co 1

- x2(r(«))"1 J dy y""1 J dT(l-T)f"(-y+TX,t) (2.17)
o o

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to the first variable.

On the second line of (2.17) the formula [2] for the remainder R_ in

in the Taylor expansion has been used. We divide the y-integration

interval into (o,x ) and (x ,<*>) where x is some small positive

constant. Since the integrand in (2.17) falls of as e~y for large y,

2
the interval (x ,«) contributes to A a term of 0(x ) for small x, the
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coefficient of which cannot be determined. If x is chosen sufficient-
o

ly small, the integrand in the interval (o,x ) can be represented by

the leading term in (2.8). By finally introducing the integration

variable z as y » |X|TZ, we obtain

1

A(x,t) ~ (4TW) ' 1 (-2M,) I /2 {-x)**112 J dT(l~r)Tü}~3/2 .

XO/|X|T

[ dz zu~' (z+I)"3/f2 + 0(x2) . (2.18)

This yields to leading order

A(x,t) ~ («(u))"1 (-2M,)1/2 (-x)^172 8(2,0.-1/2) B(CÜ,3/2-<Ü)

l / 2 r(-1/2-0,) (-X)
U+1/2 + 0(x2)- (-M,/2n)l/2 r(-1/2-0,) (-X)
U+1/2 + 0(x2) (2.19)

where B(x,y) • r(x)T(y)/F(x+y). The convergence of the z-integral in

(2.18) at large z requires: u < 3/2. If 3/2 < u> < 5/2 the z-integral

can be written as:

X O/|X|T

j dz z - {(2+l)-
3''2-z-3<'2} • (U.-3/2)-1 (x o/|x| T)

U- 3 / 2.

° (2.20)
2

The last term contributes to 0(x ) in (2.18). The expression {...} can

be replaced by the reminder R. of the Taylor series, and the re-

sulting integrals can be evaluated as in (2.18). The leading singu-

larity in (2.18) is again given by (2.19), where 0(xu ) is now

2
smaller than 0(x ). Notice that this method does not enable us to find

the complete small x-behavior of A(x,t), but only the singular terms,

which determine the asymptotic k-dependence of the size distribution

c. . The regular terms in A(x) with integral powers of x depend on f-
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values over the whole range of x-values. For larger w-values one has

to subtract more regular terms than was done in (2.20), but the

leading small x-singularity is still given by (2.19).

From A(x,t), given in (2.19), we can immediately derive the next

term in asymptotic expansion for the case 1/2 < u < 3/2, using (2.8)

and (A4):

(rC-HO/rO-um"2""1 + ... (2.21)

For the case 3/2 < <u < 5/2 the moment M, exists and A(x,t) 3* èx M .

0(xw ) , and the asymptotic expansion has the form

ck(t) « H .

- (3/8)M2(-27iM,)~
1/2 k"5"-1" + ... (2.22)

Next consider the case u " 3/2, where the integral (2.18) contains a

logarithmic singularity:

A(x,t) <*- i(-Mj/2n)1/2 x 2 log(-x)+0(x2) . (2.23)

This yields according to (A7):

. 1/7-3
cfe(t) a< (-Mj/Zn) ' k + ... (k » 1) . (2.24)

Again it is easy to obtain the next term in the asymptotic expansion

by inserting (2.23) into (2.8) and using (A6) and (A7) with a * 3/2:
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ck(t) ~ (-Mj/2it)
I/2k"3

logk+ ... (2.25)

-4
The coefficient of the term ~ k in (2.25) cannot be determined, as it

2
contains the unknown 0(x )-term in (2.23).

In principle one can continue this procedure to obtain higher

order k-corrections or results for higher tu-values. In the latter case

(2.22) remains valid for all <a > 3/2, but its derivation is somewhat

more complicated because of the appearance of intermediate regular

terms 0(xn) with 1 < n < [u+iJ . In the former case, when n - 1/2 < w <

n + 1/2 (n is an integer), c, has the general form for k » n :

n

c k~ f b *T™-U2 + B k"2"-' • ... (2.26a)
n=1 n u

3
E.g. in the region | < u> <•*• the result of the repeated iteration

procedure becomes

l^! r(-i-*8)J U dty \v{-\/2)J
(2.26b)

n ' 1 / 2
where s • U> - 1/2, the product IT • I for n a o, and q * -(2M.) . In

I
the classical limit w -* 1 (random percolation on a Bethe lattice [3,8,

10]) all terms with odd n vanish, and the large-k-expansion of the

classical post-gel solution (see (3.1), where M. (t) * t for mono-

disperse initial conditions) is recovered. We note that eq. (2.26b)

describes the complete large-k-behavior of the size distribution for

kernels asymptotically behaving as (ij)w, 1 < u> < -s-, i.e. it consti-

tutes the relevant part of the solution of the coagulation equation

for that case. The function q(t), though, is in general undetermined.
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For (2.26b) to be valid to all orders, it is necessary that s. • kw

exactly.

2.3. Critical exponents involving time

In order to determine the exponents &, y and a in (1.6-8) we have

to know the explicit time dependence of the growth rate of the gel

fraction, -M.(t), since it appears in the asymptotic post-gelation

behavior (2.10). Unfortunately, we have only found the special post-

gelation solution (1.15) in explicit form, for which M. (t) *

fl+b(t-t )} . Exponents, however, are believed to be the same for all

physically acceptable size distributions. We will therefore attempt to

determine the above exponents from this special solution. Close to the

gel-point we see that the gel-fraction (1.8) behaves as (M.(t ) - -b

finite):

G(t) - 1 - M,(t) «b(t-tc) (2.27)

implying 6 - 1 (the same as in the classical Flory-Stockmayer theory,

where s, ~ k) . However, the exponents y and a are undefined for the

physically relevant models with s, < Ck. The reason is that M_(t) and

M, (t) do not exist for t > t , as follows from the asymptotic ex-

pression (2.10). In other cases, where s, increases sufficiently fast,

the relevant moments exist, but then DP(t) in (1.6-7) equals DP(t )

for all t > t , at least in the special post-gelation solution (1.15)!

What is the reason for this peculiar post-gelation behavior? Past

the gel-point the kinetic equation (1.1) represents a system in which sol

and gel do not interact. This is so because the gel particles are not

present in the kinetic equation (1.1). The same holds for Stockmayer's

classical theory. However, in most physical situations one would ex-
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peet the sol and gel to interact. Then our kinetic equation would have

to be modified by adding appropriate interactions between sol and gel

particles. This has been done in the classical theory by Ziff and

Stell [9] . The latter authors show that the time dependence of the

post-gel solutions is strongly affected by the assumed sol-gel

interactions. Among others they discuss sol-gel interactions that

lead to Flory's classical post-gelation solution, for which the ex-

ponents Y and a are well defined, and equal to their pre-gelation

value Y * 1 and a » 1/2, while 3 keeps the value 1.

Adding sol-gel interaction terms to our kinetic equation may

possibly change the time dependence of the gel fraction. However, we

have not succeeded in finding post-gelation solutions when the

equation is modified in such a manner.

Another effect of the absence of sol-gel interactions is the

breakdown of scaling in the post-gelation stage. As we have seen below

(1.9) scaling holds for the pre-gelation solution of the classical ki-

netic equation with s. ~ k. Addition of appropriate sol-gel inter-

action terms [9] to the classical equation yields Flory's post-gel so-

lution, which has the same analytical form as the pre-gel solution.

Hence, in Flory's classical theory scaling holds in the pre- and post-

gelation stage and yields the same exponents on both sides of the

phase transition. However, the scaling postulate (1.19) is not valid

for Stockmayer's classical post-gel solution, which is of the form

(1.15), nor does it hold for our special post-gelation solution (1.15).

In summary: the post-gelation exponent T • u + 3/2, found in this

section, is expected to be generally valid at (and slightly below) t .

As already argued in [1], the k-dependence of c^(t ), cannot depend on

the assumed interaction between sol and gel since no gel is present at

t . The exponent 6, as calculated from our special post-gel solution
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has its classical value one. Although in general the time dependence

of the gel fraction, (1.8) may strongly depend on the assumed sol-gel

interaction, its initial growth rate M.(t ) is not expected to do so,

since at t no gel is present. In addition, if the scaling form (1.9)

could be continued past t by adding appropriate sol-gel interactions,

the scaling relation (1.11) would also predict 0 * 1 .
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3. EXPLICIT POST-GELATION SOLUTIONS

In this section we derive an explicit post-gel solution of (1.1).

This solution was suggested by the case s. • k for which the solution

in the case of monodisperse initial conditions c. (o) * <5, . is known

explicitly and given by [2,3,13]

ck(t) = t
k-1 e~kt kk~2/kl (3.1)

for o < t < 1, while past the gel point (at t » 1) the solution is

simply given by [3]

ck(t) - ck(tc)/t . (3.2)

Up to the gel point the total mass is conserved, hence M. (t ) » 1, and

past the gel point we have M. (t) a 1/t. The inverse linear time de-

pendence of (3.2) reflects a general scaling property of (I.I). We

therefore consider a possible exact post-gel solution of (1.1) of the

form

cfc(tc) |l+b(t-tc)} (t > tc) (3.3)

where b is a constant, to be determined, and t is the gel point (not

determinable), and where the c, are further assumed to be normalized

such that

a>
M (t ) - I kc (t ) - 1 (3.4)
' c km, k c

On substituting (3.3) into (1.1) we find that the time part cancels

and what remains is a recursion relation for the c. (t ):
K C
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"*

- Vk(tc> J, Y j ^

The purpose of the present section is to determine the quantities

b and c. (t ) explicitly. An expression for b follows by letting k » 1

(assuming c. ? o):

b * J, Vk(tc> - W • (3'6)

Then (3.5) may be written as

b(sk-l)ck(tc) - i { s.s c.(tc)c (tc) . (3.7)
i+j»k J J

It is convenient to eliminate b by introducing

°k * ck ( tc ) / b ' ( 3 > 8 )

These n, satisfy the recursion relation:

(e.-I)n. - 1 I e.e.n.n. (3.9)
K K i+j-k 1 J x J

It has to be solved subject to the condition

I Vk " ' (3-10)

on account of (3.6), whereas (3.4) is used to determine b:

J to. - 1/b . (3.11)
k k
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Summing (3.9) over all k, one finds the relation

(3.12)

Eqs. (3.6-12) imply b * So(tc) - 2MQ(tc), where S^t,) - \(.tc) for

the special case s, • k .

For a given n. the recursion relation (3.9) determines all n~,

n-...; n. is chosen such that (3.10) or (3.12) is satisfied. If (3.11),

which determines b, exists, then the expression (3.3) represents a

valid solution to the kinetic equation (1.1), as described below.

Consider the formulation in terms of generating functions.

Equation (3.9) is equivalent to:

F - G - iF2 (3.13a)

or

F * 1 - vT^G (3.13b)

where the generating functions:

F(x) • I s^e

(3.14)

G(x) - I n. e
k K

are according to (2.12) related by

CO

G(x) - J dy a(y) F(x-y) . (3.15)
o

The equations (3.13) and (3.15) have to be solved subject to the re-

striction:
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F(o) • 1 or G(o) « I (3.16)

as follows from (3.10) and (3.12), and b is obtained via (3.11) as

b~' - G'(o) . (3.17)

Finally, combination of (3.15) and (3.13a) yields an integral equation

for F(x) of the form

CD

F(x) - jF2(x) - J dy <j(y) F(x-y) . (3.18)
o

The previous equations (3.13-18) may be obtained directly from the

corresponding equations in subsection 2.1, where G(x) »

g(x,tc)/2g(o,tc) and F(x) * f(x,tc)/f(o,tc), with the help of (3.3),

(3.10) and (3.12).

Solving integral equation (3.18) with the restriction (3.16) is

equivalent to solving the recursion relations (3.9) together with

(3.12).

For small x the function F(x) has a singularity of the form

F(x) =* 1 - (-2x/b)^ + ... (3.19)

as follows directly from (3.13b), (3.J6) and (3.17), or from the

integral equation (3.18), using (3.15-17). The behavior of F in (3.19)

implies that n, ~ k~u~ , when s, satisfies 0 .2). Thus, when u < 1/2,

the solution (3.3) is not valid, because (3.11) diverges and b does

not exist.

The analysis of section 2 can of course be used to find the

asymptotic k-dependence of c, for this solution.

As a consequence of (3.3) all terms in (2.21), (2.22), (2.25) and

(2.26) depend on time as {l+b(t-t )} , so that these equations can
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be used at t » t with
c

M,(tc) - - bM,(tc) - - b

M,(tc) - 2b
2 (3.20)

The last equation is only valid for n < io + { since M (t ) -*• a> for

n > to + £. All amplitudes depend on the unknown constant b.

Equation (3.13) or (3.18) reduces to a differential equation if u

is an integer. For o> » 1 (or s. * k) F and G are simply related as

F(x) * G'(x), and by differentiating (3.13a) with respect to x, one

finds

F< - F - FF' . (3.21)

x x—1
Its solution is F exp(-F) = ae = e , where the integration constant

a is fixed by (3.16), and b follows directly from (3.11) and (3.14) as

b » J kn, = 1. The Lagrange expansion [21] may be used to find F as

a series in powers of e with the result n, « c.(t ) * e k /k.1, in

agreement with the well known result (3.1) for the monodisperse

initial condition at the gel point t * 1. Of course, the arguments

used in this section give no evidence that this solution corresponds

to monodisperse initial conditions for general u.

In the next section we study several special choices of s, for

which new solutions will be obtained.
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4. SPECIAL CASES
a

4.1. The oase s. - k

Here F and G in (3.14) are related as F - G". Thus (3.13b) re-

duces to a differential equation:

G" * I - (1-2G)1/2 (4.1)

which can be integrated, after multiplying by G', to yield

K G ' ) 2 - G + j (I-2G)3/2 - ^ . (4.2)

The constant of integration (1/3) is determined by the requirement

that G' -» o, when G -» o (x - » - » ) . Introducing F, defined in (3.13b),

one finds

F' - F(l-2F/3)]/2 (1-F)"1 , (4.3)

which may be integrated to yield

F

x - f dt t"1 (I-t)(l-2t/3)"1/2 , (4.4)

1

the lower limit reflecting F(o) * 1. The integral in (4.4) may be

1/2
evaluated through the substitution u - (3-2t) with the result

e \ /3(r - l )

\/3-l

where r • (3-2F) . Thus the generating function F(x) - J k n. e

2, k n. z is determined implicitly. The n, follow by expanding F

about z » o, and n. is determined by

n, - lim F/z - 6(2-\/3)eV^"3 « 0.452 . (4.6)
z-+o

The higher n. can be found from (4.5) using Lagrange's expansion [21]
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for this function, given parametrically as Z » Z ( T ) and F * F ( T ) , where

F * T(1-T/6)

~' =• n1(l-T/6)T~
1eT . (4.7)

The result is

and one finds after some algebra

k K1 (k-HM-Q(k-l).' k / l\ .,

The first few terms read:

* 7/108 n5 - n^ 83/1296 . (4.10)

These can be found more simply from the recursion relation (3.9) with

The value of b follows from (4.2) and (3.17), taking the limit

x -» o: b * (G'(o) » \/3~ since G(o) » \ (see (3.16)). The most im-

portant quantities, in terms of the original variables follow from

(3.8), (4.6) and (3.6) with s^ - k2 as:

c,(tc) - bn,

(4.11)
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Thus we have determined all parameters (except t ) in the post-gel so-

2
lution (3.3) for the model s. • k , and thus obtained what constitutes

a new solution to the kinetic equation (1.1). One may also determine

the large k-behavior of n, from (4.9). However, it is much simpler to

analyze (4.5) about x = o to find the asymptotic behavior:

1
'

4
 (2n)"

1 / 2
 (k"(k"

7/2
 • 3f3

1
'

4
 (2n)"

1/2
 (k"

7 / 2
 • 3f

 k
-»/2

 +
 ...) (4.12)

in agreement with (2.22) with M. » -b and M- * -b , as follows from

(3.20) and (4.11).

4.2. The ease s, = k®

Although in this more general case the equations for F and G re-

sist solution, we can find n. and b numerically, thus verifying that

(3.3) gives a consistent solution. Furthermore, for large u the so-

lutions can be determined analytically.

The problem of determining n. from (3.9) can be taken care of as

follows: introduce n. • n, /n.. These n. satisfy an equation identical

to (3.7), but with the boundary condition n. • 1. As follows from

(3.19), the singularity in the generating function,

h(z) • F(logz)- h % z
k
=« 1 - b"'

/ 2
 (I-β)''**... (4.13)

located closest to the origin, is at z - 1, so that the series only

converges for |z| < 1. Consequently, the radius of convergence of the

series

h(z) - I k ^ z * - h(z/n,) (4.14)

equals n., and can be determined numerically from the ratio test:
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(4.15)

The nature of the singularity in h(z) is known from (4.13-14) and im-

plies that n, should have the asymptotic behavior

^ - ( n ^ C k - " - 3 ' 2 (4.16)

-1 /2
on account of (2.9) with C - (2irb) (see (3.20)). Once nj is known,

b follows simply from (3.11). The results of this numerical procedure

are listed in table I. We also

found agreement with C - (2irb)

are listed in table I. We also determined the constant C in (4.16) and

,-1/2

CO

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

I.

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

10.

6

7

8

9

0

1

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

c

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.0344

.1187

.2076

.2915

.3679 (»l/e)

.4362

.4967

.6385

.7836

.9132

9618

9823

9995

b

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1207

3818

6239

8290

0000

1419

2598

5100

7321 («vT)
9025

9591

9815

9995

Table I.

Values of c.(t ) and b
J c

M (t )
u c

2M (t ) for the
o c

post-gelation solution (3.3)

in the model K.. • (ij) as

a function of u.

The solution of the recursion relation for large u can be ob-

tained analytically. Observe that ku 2£> 1 for all k > 2 , so that (3.9)

in lowest approximation may be written as

kw a - I l (ij)"* n.n.
* i+j+k * J

(k>2) . (4.17)
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This recursion relation must be solved under the restriction (3.10) or

(3.12) valid to relative order 2 w. The generating function F(x)

satisfies

F(x) =< 1 - ̂ l-2n,exj (A.18)

where F(o) » 1 implies n. » 1/2. With the help of the binomial formula

one finds:

where the Pochhammer symbol is defined as: (a). - r(k+a)/r(a) -

a(a+l)...(a+k-1). The moments of n, are in the same approximation

given by

I kl t^e* i(l+O(2"w)) (A « « ) (4.20)

so that b » (£ kn, J » 2. In the next approximation we neglect terms

of relative order 3""", i.e. (4.17) holds for k > 3 and the term with

k - 2 is obtained from the exact equation (3.9). The equation (4.18)

for the generating function is replaced by

/ x 2x\1/2

F(x) e* 1 - M-2n1e
x-2n2e'

:xJ (4.21)

where F(o) • 1 implies n. + n_ • 1/2. Combination of the latter re-

lation with (3.9) for k • 2 yields:

rij * J - 2'

(4.22)

2~ 2 w" 4
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Then (4.21) cakes the form

1 / O

F(x) ~ 1 - [l-e
x{l-2-u-2(l-eX)}] (4.23)

and one derives with the help of the binomial expansion (k -»<»):

k \ « - (-l/2)k/k! + k2~
u>(-3/2)]!i/[3(.k-l):] . (4.24)

In the same approximation the moments for I « w are given by

« n , + 2A n 2 « i + ̂ (2£-l)2"t0 (4.2S)

so that

b - (X kn.) e. 2 - 2~u"' . (4.26)

It is straightforward to include higher order terms. We only mention

the result for n. and b up to relative order 4 :

n, « i - (2-ü)
+3~

ta>)2^"+3 "1/8

b « 2 - 2-u-' - 3""/2 . (4.27)

Already the asymptotic results (4.22) and (4.26) are in good agreement

with the numerical results in table I for u > 2 .

4.2. The oase sfe = e
a(k-2)

For a > 0 the post-gelation solution can be constructed in more

or less explicit form. If a < o the model does not show a gelation
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transition; if o < a « 1 the kernel is almost unity for not too large

values of i and j, and the time evolution will be similar to that for

the model K.. - 1. However, after some time the size distribution will

"feel" the large (i,j) behavior and the system will start to gelate.

The gelation time is an unknown decreasing function of a.

For a discussion of the generating function F(x) of the special so-

lution (3.3) it is most convenient to use the integral equation (3.18),

where a(y) in (2.11) is given by ea 6(y-a). It takes the form of a

difference equation:

F(x) - -i F2(x) - ea F(x-a) (4.28)

to be solved, subject to the condition (3.16):

F(o) - 1 . (4.29)

The quantities n., b and higher moments can be determined from (3.14),

(3.15) and (3.17) as

lim e F(x) * n.
X-»-oo

1/b - ea F'(-a) (4.30)

(0)

where F (x) denotes the A-th derivative.

The method of solution goes as follows: consider (4.28) as a recursion

relation for F(x), starting at F(o) and yielding e F(x) at x • - <*».

Therefore also e~x F'(x) is known at x • - «. Next, the first deriva-

tive of (4.28) is considered as a recursion relation for F'(x) to go

into the reversed direction, and yielding F'(-a) or b. A similar pro-
(fc)cedure can be followed to determine the moments F (-a).
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As to the details of the procedure: we define a set of numbers

pfe - e
KOt F(-ko) (4.31)

which can be determined from the recursion relation

(4'32>

The limiting value p gives
oo

p = lim p, - n, (4.33)

For a > o the p, constitute a monotonically decreasing sequence of

positive numbers, implying the existence of this limit (4.33). For

a < 0 this limit does not exist, precluding the existence of the

special post-gelation solution. For a =• o the p, in (4.32) approach

the fixed point p • o, implying n. • o, which also rules out the

existence of the special post gelation solution.

If a is not too small, the analytic solution of (4.32) gives

If, 1 -a 1 -2a I -3a\ nt -4a. ,, ...
T V " e ~ 4 e ~ 8 e J + 0(e } (4'34)

and the n. can be determined as a power series in e , using (4.32)

and the recursion relation (3.9). To obtain b we introduce another set

of numbers

qk - e
kot F(-ta) (4.35)

where q_ • p • n, on account of (3.14) and (4.33). A recursion re-

lation can be obtained by differentiating (4.28)

Vi •k( 1" e" t e pk) ; ( q « " nl ) ( 4' 3 6 )
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and the parameter b in (4.30) is found as

b - (q,)"1 - (n,)"1 n (l-e""1"* p.) (4.37)
k-1 ^ '

where bn. » c.(t ). By taking the logarithm,one shows that a non-

vanishing limit exists for a > o, thereby demonstrating the existence

of the special post-gel solution.

Furthermore, the existence of £ e a n. in (3.6) guarantees that all

moments I k c. (t ) exist, and their calculation goes along similar

lines. For instance, the second moment in (4.30) may be calculated

from the recursion relation

rk+l -
 rk('-e"ka *k) - *"* 4 <r- * P-> (4'38)

where r. is defined as

rfe - e"* F"(-ko) (4.39)

In general, the recursion relations must be solved numerically,

yielding b,n., etc. for a given value of a. For instance, if a > 1,

one finds b =• 12.64 and c. (t ) - bn. • 0.7397. In table II, b. and
I c 1

c. (t ) are given as functions of a..

We note for completeness that the small x-behavior of F(x) can be

obtained from

F(x) - 1 - fl^e" F(x-o)1 (4.40)

f I)
by expanding F(x-a) around -a, where all derivatives F (-a) exist.

The large k-behavior of n. (or c. (t )) is then found as
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a

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

c

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

<v
0650

1765

2877

3870

4724

7397

8618

9228

9739

9907

9966

b

0.

0.

1.

3.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

4657

7924

0302

2086

3455

7103

8533

9201

9735

9906

9966

Table II.

Values of c.(t ) and b « S (t ) *
1 C O C

2M (t ) for the post-gelation so-

lution (3.3) in the model K.. *

exp[a(i+j-2)] as function of o.

(2irb)""* k"3/2
 e-

(k-|)a ji + (3/8) M2(tc)k"
1 + ...} (4.41)

The limiting case a » 1 is completely analogous to the case of large

o>, studied in the previous subsection. In (4.40) we may introduce the

approximation

ea F(x-a) =< n,ex (4.42)

so that F(x) is again given by (4.21). The results, corresponding to

(4.24) and (4.25), are

e(k-l)a ^ ^ _

and

( 2 1 ) e (4.43)

so that

b = (l \anA « 2 -

Higher order terms may be obtained in a straightforward manner. For
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the limiting case o < a « I the difference equation (4.28) may be

approximated by the differential equation

F ' = * F + - ^ F
2
 (F(o) - 1)

 (
 (4.45)

«here only the leading α-correction is kept. The solution will give

the correct n, for not too large values of k, i.e. ak <3C I, and reads

to dominant order in a:

F(x) a* 2o e
x
/(2a+l-e

x
) (4.46)

from which b =*•=• a follows on account of (4.30), and

.̂) - bn̂ . =* <x
2
/(2a+l)

k
 (ok « 1) . (4.47)
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5. PRE-GELATION STAGE

In previous sections the main emphasis has been on the k-de-

pendence of the size distribution in the post-gelation stage. In this

section we consider the time dependence of c. (t) in the pre-gelation

stage.

S.1. Gelation criteria from moment equations

For the coagulation equation one is in general interested in such

questions as: what are the characteristic kernels that cause gelation;

what are the types of singularities involved before and after the gel

point (critical exponents); how does the gelation time depend on the

characteristics of the model and of the initial distribution, etc.?

In two previous sections these questions have been considered for

the post-gelation stage. In the pre-gelation stage the moment

equations furnish a convenient tool to investigate such questions.

They enable us to derive bounds on t and values for the critical ex-

ponents, as we shall see later on (section 5.2). We also argue that

the solution ck(t) has only one singular point t , such that the

moment equations remain valid up to that point. All these arguments

are with the usual proviso that initial solutions exist for the

kernels considered.

We start with the moment equations. Following White [14] we intro-

duce the partial moments

L

They satisfy the equations
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L-l L-i

as can be derived from the kinetic equation (1.1) by multiplying with

kD
5 sunning and rearranging terms. If

lim I c. K.. ia < « (5.3)
x 1J

for all j, then the second term on the right hand side of (5.2) gives

a vanishing contribution in the limit of large L, and one obtains the

equations [2]

"a " * .f .f CiCj Kij

For integral a values and for kernels of the form K.. « s.s. they lead

to the moment equations:

M - - è S 2

o o

*T(r)s, Sn-l

where

S_(t) - f kn s,c, (t) . (5.6)

For s, • kw we have in particular S - M + . The equations for M are

only valid as long as S is finite (see (5.3)).

At this point we can see how the gelation transition occurs.

Gelation means that at a specific time mass conservation is violated,
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i.e. lim M, r f o. This happens when S. diverges, as follows from (5.2)

and (5.3). As an illustration we consider the classical case, s, » k

(to » 1) where the gel point is determined by the divergence of S.(t) -

M_(t). The equation for M,(t) in (5.5) reads in this case M» • M, and

has the solution:

M2(t) - ̂ ( o ) - t } . (5.7)

Hence for any initial distribution the gel point is given by t *

1/M2(o), and the exponent y in (1.6) equals unity.

There is also an indication of the occurrence of gelation in the

behavior of M (t). Consider again the classical case, oi * I, where

(5.5) for n • o has the solution (S (t) * Mj (t) * 1 before gelation):

Mo(t) « Mo(o) - |t . (5.8)

This M (t) vanishes at t • 2M (o). which is larger than t « 1/M„(o)
o oo c 2

for all c, (o). It does not mean that the total number of clusters

vanishes within a finite time t , but the moment equation with M.(t) »

1 is no longer valid3 for t > t . In general [8], the vanishing of

M (t) within a finite time t is an indication that gelation occurs at

o o e

an earlier point t .

For more general models one cannot solve the moment equations ex-

plicitly, but one can still use them to obtain bounds on the moments,

providing criteria for the occurrence of gelation. Before doing so we

want to argue that the solution fc, (t)} has only one singular point

3For monodisperse initial conditions M (t) • M (t )/t for t > t by
o o c c

virtue of (3.2).
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McLeod [3] has shown that initial solutions of the coagulation

equation with K.. < Cij (i,j •* «) are bounded for t > 1/e by the ex-

ponentially decaying solutions (3.1) of the classical case with K.. »

Cij, so that all moments M exist on this time interval. Leyvraz and

Tschudi [4] argue that there is no reason to imagine the occurrence of

a singularity before t , that would change the exponential decay of

c. (t) without causing gelation, and therefore assume that the ex-

ponential decay persists up to t .

As additional support for this assumption we show using the same

heuristic method as in section 2.1, that no solutions of (1.1) exist

that conserve mass and have an algebraic tail c. (O ~ k with non-

integral1* a > 1 . For definiteness we take the kernel K.. » s.s. with

s. - kw and m > J. The assumed algebraic tail in c. corresponds to

small-x-singularities: (-x)a in g(x,t) and (-x)01""1 in f(x,t) on

account of (A4) and (2.2). Hence all M with n > [a] diverge. The

assumed mass conservation implies S. =• M.+ < <» on account of (5.3).

Then the generating functions have the small-x-behavior:

f(x,t) * S + xS. + ... + 0(xa~u) + ...
o l

(5.9)

g(x,t) » Mo + xMj + ... 0(x
a) + ...

Inserting (5.9) into (2.7) with M » o (no gelation) shows that no a

can be found, such that the equation is satisfied.

Therefore, solutions with an algebraic tail, but without gelation

do not exist, and the only singularity in c.(t) occurs at t . This im-

"•"The arguments for integral a require minor modifications (see ap-

pendix A) and lead to the same conclusions.
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plies that M (t) < « and S (t) < » for all n and t < t , and that

M (t ) < oe for n > 1 + to and S (t ) • oe for n > 1 . Thus, whenever

some moment diverges3 gelation OOOUPS at that point. We assume that

the same conclusions apply for all kernels K.., for which the kinetic

equation is well-defined.

These heuristic arguments are only positive evidence, but not a

proof for the absence of more singular points5.

We return to bounds on moments, which will be used to test if

gelation will or will not occur for a given coagulation kernel. The

divergence of a lower bound of some moment M ( n > 1 ) is an indication

that the gelation point has been reached. An upperbound on M ( n > 1 )

remaining finite for all t > 0 excludes gelation. Similarly, upper-

bounds for M , vanishing within a finite time t , indicate that

gelation occurs before t . The bounds on moments also provide bounds

on t .
c

A useful inequality for our purpose is Jensen's inequality [22],

which can be formulated as follows: given a convex function iji(x) and a

set of positive numbers a. from which for any set b, expectation

values are calculated as

E(b) - I \\Jl \ , (5.10a)

5Suppose that the set {c, (t)} would have more singular points (with
"* 1**JE •

i i • 1,2,... and ... t» < t. < t ) with algebraic decay c. ~ k x

in the interval t. < t < t. ,, then the moments M. (t) with l>1.
1. C 1 - 1 Jo 1

diverge in this interval (for definiteness, take K.. » (ij) , so

,, that the corresponding S. (t) would also diverge), and the
; equation for M with n • I. -ia would only be valid for t < t.,

' since S (t.) • M^.(t.) •*». Consequently (conclusions obtained from)

: the moment equations would only be valid for t smaller than the

minimum of t., which could be zero.
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the following inequality holds

EOKb)) >iKE(b)) • (5.10b)

This inequality is strict unless I|I(X) " x. For concave functions the

inequality is reversed. All required sums must converge. We shall

further employ inequalities like:

(5.11)

J. <iY-JY)2 * e i V j • M
a + 2 y V V y M a - 2 M a n V > ° 'l> J

f o r a,B,Y > o .

As a simple application for the models with s, < k (k -» ») we have

from (5.5) for n * 2:

(5.12)

implying that the right hand side of (5.7) represents an upperbound

on M_(t). A possible gel point must then necessarily lie beyond the

time 1/M_(o). Stronger inequalities are needed to exclude or prove

gelation. For the case s. > k (k •• ») the inequality (5.12) is re-

versed showing that gelation occurs and that the gel point must lie

before 1/M„(o). Physically this is expected as larger coagulation

rates are likely to shift the gel-point to shorter times.

In the following application we consider a class of coagulation

kernels

K.j - *(i,j) , (5.13a)

where tKi,j) is a positive homogeneous function of degree X, i.e. '

x

• (ei.ej) - sX 1»«,J) , (5.13b)
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that is a convex (c.q. concave) function of both variables i and j.

Homogeneous kernels very frequently appear in coagulation problems [2,

12,23]. Concerning gelation we shall derive the following criteria6

for homogeneous kernels:

(i) if tydtj) is convex and x > 2 gelation occurs;

(ii) if ty(ijj) is concave and X < 1 no gelation occurs.

To prove this we take (5.4) for a. » o and 2:

M • - i £ c.c, <|i(i>j) (5.14a)
i>j X J

M2 « 2 c£c- *(i>J) ij • (5.14b)
i>j

We first take iKi,j) convex and apply Jensen's inequality (5.10) twice

in (5.14b) with i - kc , b. • k and E(k) * M2/
Mi " M? (before

gelation). This yields the inequality

After integration we obtain the lower bounds:

M2(t) >M2(o) {l-t/t2r
I/(X~l) (X > O

M2(t) >M 2(o) exp (i|»(l,l)t) (X - 1) (5.16)

M2(t) >M 2(o)

with

6Provided, of course that initial solutions exist and the kinetic ;

equations are well-defined for all t > o.
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t, - {•(!,!) I A-l J M ^ C o ) } " 1 . (5.17)

Similarly we derive for M Che upperbounds

MQ(t) <M o(o) (l-t/to)
1/a"° (A > 1)

MQ(t) <M o(o) exp [-i*(l,l)t] (A - I) (5.18)

MO(C) <M o(o) (l+t/to)"
I/(1"X> (A

where

tQ - 2fo(l,l) |A-1|]~' (M O(O))
A" 1 . (5.19)

The inequalities for A > 1 prove criterion (i) for convex i|>(i,j), and

provide an upperbound for the gel point, i.e.

tc < t2 . > . (5.20)

One easily verifies that t > 2t~ > o for all possible distributions

when A > 1 . For A < 1 all lower bounds remain finite and non-vanishing

on finite time intervals, and gelation is not excluded. For conaave

<Ki,j) all inequalities in (5.16) and (5.18) are reversed. The re-

sulting inequalities for A < 1 prove criterion (ii), since the limit

(5.3) exists for <x * 1, as £.c. #(i,j)i < CM, < » . In the case,

A > 1 , and concave 4> gelation may or may not occur. If it does,

The above criteria, applied to the kernel K.. » (ij)U (where A »

2u), yield gelation for o> > 1 (the convex case), and exclude gelation

for u < |. For at > 1 it yields an upperbound for t : '

tc< [(2(0-1) CMgCo))
2"-1] . (5.21)
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For o) < 1 the inequality (5.21) is reversed and a lower hovend results.

The bound reaches its largest value, (2o)-l) , for monodisperse

initial conditions, c.(o) - 5, ..

We conclude this subsection by deriving a stronger inequality for

the special case K-. * s.s. with s. • ku. This will provide a better
1J 1 J K

bound on t for all oo > |. We take the moment equation (5.4) and sub-

stitute a • 2(0:

(5-22)

where we introduce the function

(5.23)

which is homogeneous of degree zero (X « o). At fixed j and u > 1 it

reaches a minimum for i - j, which is independent of j. Thus we have

X(i.j) >X(J,J) - 2 2 u - 2, and hence from (5.22)

( 5- 2 4 )

Integration of this equation yields a lower bound on M„ (t):

M2u)
(t)>M2«o(o) (l-tfto) ( 2 < 2 5 a >

with

tQ - [(221""1- 1) M2u)(o)] . (5.25b)

In the (physical) range J < u> < 1 the inequality (5.24) is reversed.

In summary:
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t < t for u > 1
c ° (5.26)
tc > to for i < w < I .

5.2. Scaling postulate and similarity transformations

In this subsection we investigate scaling and its consequences in

the pre-gelation stage. For the model K.. • (ij)W with £ < u < 1 we

obtain some additional support for the exponent relations of Leyvraz

and Tschudi, using moment equations and similarity transformations. We

further show that scaling cannot be true for general coagulation

kernels. Finally we derive a scaling relation for the gelation time for

a class of initial distributions.

If scaling holds for tit, some additional information on the ex-

ponents T and cr can be obtained by inserting the scaling prediction

(1.10) into the moment equations (5.5). By requiring these equations to

be satisfied to dominant order in (t -t) we find the exponent relation

a + T - 2o> + 1 (5.27)

(in agreement with (1.4) and (1.12)), and a set of relations for B .

If one assumes in addition that T is the same before and after

gelation (i.e. T * u + 3/2) - this is supported by the results of

Leyvraz and Tschudi [4] - then the explicit predictions [41 (1.12)

and (1.13) for a and y are obtained. In some cases the relations for

the (positive) coefficients B provide a further test for the validity

of scaling. This happens for the kernels K.. • (ij)u and integral up-

values, where the moment equations (5.5) are closed, as S » M , .
n n+u

Consequently, the coefficients B satisfy a set of recursion relations,

whose solutions must be positive. In the classical case, to « I, where

scaling is known to be valid, the moments have the form (1.10), i.e.
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M (t) <K B (t -t)~ n + as t + t , and the solution7 of the recursion re-
n n c c

lations yield positive results for B .

Next, we consider the case, u> » 2, where a * 3/2. The dominant

part of the moments as t+t is according to (1.10):

Mn ( t ) " Bn ( tc" t ) ( 5" 2 n ) / 3 ' ( 5 < 2 8 )

where the coefficients satisfy the recursion relation:

t(2n-3)/5] B n . i ? ( J B w B H + 2 (5.29)

with n > 3 . Successive solution of (5.29) for n - 3,4,... shows that

B, becomes negative (unphysical). The conclusion that the scaling

postulate does not hold for to » 2. However, the cases s, » k with

u = 2 , and in general u> > 1 are already unphysical, in that the

surface area grows faster than the volume ~ k.

Another example in which the scaling postulate (1.9) cannot be

true8, is the model K.. * s.s. with s. * exp[a(k-l)I, since s, c (t)
X j 3. J 1C K tC

must be finite at all times (to have a well-defined kinetic equation

(1.1) implying the same property for all M (t).

The validity of the exponent relation (5.27) is further supported

by invariance properties of the coagulation equation under similarity

transformations. In view of the fundamental importance of scaling we

investigate possible pre-gelation types of similarity solutions to the

7The solution for ID • 1 is B2 - 1 and Bn » (2n-5).''. B
n"2 for n > 2 ,

where (2n+l).'! • 1.3.5...(2n+l), with B undetermined, in agreement

with the exact solution for t + t .

8A modified form of (1.9) might still hold as t + t :

c k ( t ) ~ c k ( t c ) $ ( k ( t c - t ) 1 / a j * s " ' k " T ( l / ) C
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coagulation equation with homogeneous kernels (5.13) following

Lushnikov [1l], Silk en White [23]. Since the scaling property is

formulated for large k we may conveniently consider the continuous

version of the coagulation equation with K.. - <l>(i,j)

k

3c(k,t)/3t =• i J dJl <|i(Jl,k-JO cU,t) c(k-i,t)

o
oo

- c(k,t) J d2 $(.k,l) cU,t) , (5.30)
o

where the size distribution is considered as a continuous function of

k. We observe that this equation is invariant under the group of

similarity transformations (with s > o):

k * sk

t * s"°t (5.31a)

c(k,t) * s~e c(k,t) ,

provided, the exponents a and 8 are related as

a + 8 - X + 1 . (5.31b)

It can be verified by direct substitution into (5.30). A similarity

solution of (5.30) is itself invariant under the group of trans-

formations (5.31), and must have the property [24,25]

c(k,t) - s8 c(sk,s"at) (5.32)

for all s > o . Furthermore (5.30) is invariant under time translations.

Hence in the pre-gelation stage we may replace t by the positive

quantity (t -t), so that possible similarity solutions will have the

form (choose s - k~ in (5.32)):
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c(k,t) - k"9 $(k(tc-t)
1/a) , (5.33)

where a and e satisfy (5.31b). For the kernels i|/(i,j) - (ij)" (X * 2u)

this is equivalent with (5.27). Substitution of (5.32) into (5.30)

yields an equation for *(x). In fact a similarity solution is one in

which the scaling property is valid for all times, not only near t .

An acceptable solution should satisfy the conditions of posi-

tivity and mass conservation. The latter condition imposes some

further restrictions on 6 and a (see below). We note, however that the

solutions not satisfying mass conservation are of interest as we ex-

pect general solutions to approach a similarity form only close to

(and below) the gel point (this is in fact the scaling postulate).

Indeed, the Flory-Stockmayer solution for K.. = ij is not itself

a similarity solution, but only approaches for t + t the similarity

form given below in footnote 2 with 0 = T » 5/2 and a = J, in

agreement with (5.31b). Similarity solutions to the coagulation

equation were studied by Lushnikov [11], Silk and White [23], who im-

posed mass conservation on c(k,t). This implies the exponent relations:

9 - 2 ; o » X - 1 , (5.34)

and the similarity form

c(k,t) - k"2 *(kt1/a) . (5.35)

However, the Flory-Stockmayer solution does not approach this form.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed the coagulation equations of

chemical kinetics with different types of coagulation kernels K... We

investigated the possibility of a gelation transition: different types

of pre-and post-gelation solutions; the validity of scaling; we calcu-

lated critical exponents as functions of the model parameters, and

obtained bounds on the gel point t .

The model with coagulation kernel K.. ~ (ij) and $ < u < 1 is of

particular interest [1,4], as it effectively models the step-polymeri-

zation of f-functional monomeric units, in which gelation transition

occurs, and we compare our results with those of lattice percolation

models.

An alternative to the chemical-kinetic theory of polymerization

are lattice percolation models, where polymers are "grown" by randomly

placing bonds between atoms on appropriate lattice [15-18], Since such

a model allows intramolecular reactions and also takes steric

hindrance into account, it is believed to describe the properties

about the gel point more accurately than the classical Flory-

Stockmayer (FS)-theory does. The two theories belong to a different

universality class. In the FS-theory a k-mer - composed of k, f-

functional units - contains exactly p. • (k-i) bonds and s, » (f-2)k+2

free ends, as a consequence of the assumption that only tree-like

structures can form with no intra-molecular bonding (percolation an a

Bethe lattice with coordination number f). In the reaction process

all s, free ends are assumed to be equally reactive. In the kinetic

formulation of the FS-theory [5-9] one deduces that the rate of

formation of (i+j)-mers is proportional to K.. • s.s., where

2
K. . ~ f ij for large i,j. Hence the reaction rate of a k-mer is p

portional to its volume, s, ~ k. Me have modified this theory by
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assuming that the reaction rate of a large cluster is proportional to

the number of reactive sites available for bonding between large

clusters9. Thus the coagulation equation with the kernel K.. - s.s.

can be used as a kinetic description of gelation and accounts for ef-

fects of cross-linking (within a polymer) and steric hindrance in an

approximate manner.

We expect s, to have an approximate asymptotic behavior of the

form s, ~ const, k (k -» <») , described by the geometric exponent to,

lying in the range 1-1/d < w < 1. The lower limit corresponds to the

surface of a compact solid; the upper limit represents the classical

FS-theory with complete reactivity. The exponent w> is a coarse-grained

measure for the volume dependence of the effective surface area of a

large polymer (wd is its fractal dimension). This is reminiscent of

the older Fisher droplet model [28], where an effective surface area

with to a* 0.810 is considered. This effective surface should not be

identified with the fine grained external perimeter, which penetrates

the whole cluster [29], and is therefore proportional to k. To obtain

an estimate of u we consider the mean radius of gryation R, ~ k as

k -» oo [16], which measures the linear dimension of a cluster, and thus

(D <* (d-l)p. Past the gel point clusters are compact with p> • 1/d and

a - 1-1/d. At the gel point they are more dilute, since p =* 0.53 (2D)

and p s* 0.40 (3D). A finite time before the gel point p< =* 0.641 (2D)

and p s* 0.5 (3D), so that these clusters (lattice animals) have an

even more dilute structure.

What are the predictions of this model? Scaling holds for t < tc,

9A small cluster may penetrate deep inside a large cluster before it

is bonded, and its reaction rate is not proportional to s, .

1 0 u = (d-l)p (see below),
c
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as shown by Leyvraz and Tschudi [4] , but not for t > t due to the

absence of sol-gel interactions in the coagulation equation (see

section 2.3). For the exponents we have in (1.4) and (5.27) re-

spectively T' • to + 3/2 (t > t ) and a + T • 2eo + 1 (t < t ). Assuming

T • T', we find the non-classical exponents: T' * T • u + 3/2 and

o * u - J; Y is given by (1.13) and B * 1 (classical value) as shown

in section 2.3. In table III we have compared the kinetic values for x

and a for dimensions d * 2,3,...6 with those obtained from lattice

models, assuming compact clusters. The kinetic values fall slightly

below the lattice results if u =* 1-1/d. For the exponent a the disa-

greement is significant if u> a< (d-!)p> and somewhat smaller for

o) =* (d-l)p (see [15,16]). Finally we obtained a bound (5.26) for the

gel-point, which is (for monodisperse initial conditions)

d

2

3

4

5

6

T - (0 + 3/2

2.00

2.17

2.25

2.30

2.33

T(lattice)

2.06

2.20

2.30

2.39

2.50

a • (o - i

0.00

0.17

0.25

0.30

0.33

a(lattice)

0.40

0.46

0.5

0.5

0.5

Table III.

The kinetic theory. Values of the exponents T and a

for compact clusters with u « 1-1/d, compared with

those obtained in lattice percolation models. Lattice

values are deduced f n n [15,16] using scaling re-

lations .

This kinetic model neither belongs to the universality class of

the lattice percolation models, nor of the classical FS-theory. This
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is also true for kinetic models of gelation, recently studied by com-

puter simulation [19,30]. Model [19] yields y - 2.0. Our model yields

Y • 5 for compact clusters (u> • 2p> • 2/3) and y • 2.3 for percolating

clusters (« » 2p as 0.8), suggesting that the two models fall in

different universality classes.

A disadvantage of the kinetic approach in describing realistic

physical systems is that the coagulation rates K.., used in the ex-

tensive literature on the kinetics of polymerization [1,3,4,6-14] only

account for the statistical probability of bond formation, the effect

of diffusion being neglected. The limitations on the reaction rates,

imposed by diffusion, have been studied in connection with colloidal

and aerosol coagulation [2], but very little has been done in the

context of polymerization and gelation. Noyes [35] has given a general

discussion of the effects of diffusion in chemical kinetics. He calcu-

lated the effective (steady) rate constant, which for the coagulation

rate of an i- and j-cluster becomes

"ij

(7.1)

.. - 4n (VD.) (Ri+Rj) .

Here K.. is the statistical reaction rate, D. + D. is the diffusion
ij i J

coefficient for relative motion of an i- and a j-cluster [32]; K. is

the radius of gyration of a k-cluster and B.. is the coagulation rate

for Brownian coagulation [32].

The kinetic approximation K*. « K.. is valid when K.. <& B.. holds,

i.e. in the limit of infinite diffusivity. In the opposite case

K.. <5CB.. the effective rate constants are K*. a< B.. and the reaction

is said to be controlled by diffusion. Which form of K.. is applicable
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depends on the values of R. , D and K... The diffusivity of a Brownian

particle D, ~ ^^v^ depends on the viscosity n of the solvent, on

the cluster radius K. and on the boundary conditions imposed at the

surface of the particles. Both the diffusivity D. and the radius of

gyration R, for lattice clusters in different regimes (t < t , t - t ,

t > t ) can be found in a paper by Gould and Hall [31], who list

values for the exponents p and y, defined through R. ~ k and D. ~ k y,

(k -• <»). These exponents assume different values before, at and after

t . For very large clusters of approximate size L the kinetic coagu-

lation kernel K.. » (ij)"*, as used in the present paper, is of order

L and much larger than B... For compact clusters [31] and Brownian

particles of size L, B.. ~ const.; for lattice clusters B.. ~ L y <
v lj ij

const. L . In the large L-regime the reaction is thus controlled by

diffusion K?. a* B... This kernel can be bounded from above by C(i+j)

and the solution of the coagulation equation will not show a gelation

transition. However, the kinetic approach to gelation will be useful

if there exists a sufficiently large regime i,j < L where K?. » K...

Then there will be two regimes in the large k-behavior of the clusters

for t > t . For 1 « k < L the size distribution will show an alge-

braic decay ~ k which gradually changes into exponential decay
CO

c. ~ k~ Texp(-const. k) for k » L . The total mass M.(t) - \ c^(t) is
k k-1 K

strictly conserved when diffusion is taken into account, but the
L

quantity M. T(t) • T k c, (t) does behave approximately as the

quantity M,(t) in our model where K.. - (ij)w for all large i,j.

Stated differently, clusters in the actual polymerizing system in a

good solvent with a size much larger than L are essentially in-

terpreted as infinite, i.e. bel'^ging to the gel.

An alternative view [12] could b . that the kinetic equation (I.I) de-

scribes coagulation processes in a continuously stirred container
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(corresponding formally to infinite high diffusities).

After this application of the general theory to a special problem,

we make some comments concerning our general results:

_1_. We have not given any rigorous proofs, but tentatively assumed that

in all cases the solution to the initial value problem exists and is

unique. Rigorous proofs exist for K.. < ij (i,j -» <*>) but for kernels

K.. > ij (i,j -»a>) more theorems concerning existence and uniqueness

are desired (in view of some difficulties, e.g. the Taylor series of c.(t)

about t>o does not seem to converge numerically) , as well as a rigorous

proof that the limiting form (5.4) of the moment equations (on which

many conclusions were based) is valid throughout the entire pre-

gelation stage.

_2. Very recently Leyvraz and Tschudi [4] have considered the same

model K.. « (ij) with o < u < 1. They found a number of results coin-

ciding with ours. These are: the exponent relation T • w + 3/2 and a »

u - 1/2; the absence of gelation for <a < J (theorem), the occurrence

of gelation for u > 1/2 (conjecture), and the discovery of the special

post-gelation solution (1.15). Their method is, however, slightly

different. In the post-gelation stage these authors determine the ex-

ponent T by inserting the ansatz c(t) ~ Ck~T into the coagulation

equation, from which the exponent T = u + 3/2 and the amplitude C in

(2.10) follow, while in our method the small-x-behavior (2.8) of the

generating function is determined. In. the pre-gelation stage Leyvraz

and Tschudi give arguments in favor of scaling, essentially by substi-

tuting the ansatz c. =* k *(kF(t)) (k large, t -t small) into the

coagulation equation. Consistency then requires that F(t) ~ (t -t)

with a * to - 1/2. Leyvraz and Tschudi have the additional result

*(x) ~ exp(-Cxa>) for x -> o. We show that the coagulation equation

allows similarity solutions of the form c (t) a*k T *(k(t -1) a) (k-*«>),
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provided the exponents are related as T + u • 2ai + 1. The absence of

gelation for o> < 1/2 in our method follows from an inequality for the

second moment, while our arguments [l] and those in [4] for the oc-

currence of gelation and the validity of the special post-gelation so-

lution for u > 1/2 are essentially the same. In addition we have for

the cases w = 2 and to » I determined the special post-gelation so-

lution analytically, and for the cases 1/2 < ID < 10 numerically.

_3. We intend to support and expand these results by analyzing numeri-

cal solutions to the coagulation equation in order to test the validi-

ty of scaling, predicted exponents, estimates for t , etc.

b_. Extensions of the theory can be made in several directions. It

would be of interest to modify the coagulation equation past the gel

point by including proper interactions between sol and gel (see

section (2.3), such as in Flory's theory of gelation [4] for the

classical case where K.. ~ ij, as discussed by Ziff and Stell [9]. The

most important questions are then whether proper modifications can be

found such that the scaling property also holds past the gel point,

and whether the post-gelation exponents will remain the same. The same

questions should be asked for pre- and post-gelation solutions in

reversible polymerization processes, where fragmentation terms are

added vhat would stop the reaction at a finite value t before or after

V
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APPENDIX A

Here we show how singularities in the generating function (2.2),

for small negative x, are related to the asymptotic behavior of the

size distribution, c. , for large k.

The Bose-Einstein functions

, -a kx
k e

have the representation [31,34]

(r (a)) J dy y'
o

01
"

1
-1

(AI)

c(a-k)x
k
/k.' (ajU,2,...) (A2)

(r(a)) x
01
"

1
 [- log(-x) + C

+ f c(a-k) x
k
/kl (a-1,2,...)

k-o
(A3)

where the prime on the sum indicates that the term with k « α-l is to

be omitted. Here ?(n) is the Riemann zêta-function, iji(x) * T'(x)/r(x)

and C is Euler's constant.

In both cases above the first term represents the singularity of

the function, the remaining sum being an entire function. From (A2),

we see that if g(x) » I c e X k has a singularity (-x)a (ctfl,2,3,...)

then c, has the following asymptotic behavior:

g(x) ~ (-x)c (A4)

Note that if (-x) were the only singularity in g there would be no

higher algebraic terms in addition to (A4). For if c, had a term (say)

k li

larity.

k in addition to (A4), then by (A2) g would have an (-x) singu-
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If g(x) has the singularity - log(-x)x , where e is an integer,

then it follows from (A3) that

g(x) ~ -xa log(-x) « >- cfc ~ k'""
1 a! (A5)

Finally, if g(x) has singularities of the form

-(-x)a log(-x) - - ̂  (~x)a (A6)

with a f integer, then application of d/da to (A4) yields for k 2> a,

g(x) ~ -(-x) a log(-x) -« • ck ~ k"
a"J logk/r(-a) . (A7)
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APPENDIX B

In this appendix we show how the coagulation equation (1.1) with

the kernel K-. * i u + j u and u < 1 :

c. =- I i V c . -kuc,M - c.M (Bl)
k i+j-k X J k ° k U

can be solved sequentially by changing to new variables. First observe

that the equation for c. can be integrated, i.e.

c, » - (M +M )c

.' ° U ] (B2)

to yield for monodisperse initial conditions, c. (o) - 6 .:

t

Cj(t) - Mo(t). expf- f dt' Mo(t')J . (B3)

New variables v, and T are introduced by the transformation

t

T *

O

[ dt' M (t')

(B4)

vk<t) - ck(t)/Mo(t) .

The kinetic equation becomes:

<K(T)
(B5)

to be solved subject to the condition £ v. « 1, as follows from (BA).

The equation for v. involves only v„ with I < k, and the set can

therefore be solved sequentially. Once all V.(T) have been determined,
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the function H (t) * u (T) can be found as a function of T from
o o

I k v - i/v (T) - 1/M (t) , (B6)
k

and the original t-variable can be recovered by differentiating x(t)

and solving for t, with the result

The solutions for the first three v , starting from a monodisperse

initial distribution v, (o) * 6. ., explicitly read:

v, (T) - e"T

v2(t) - (2
aj-2)'1 {exp(-2T)-exp(-2WT)j

V 3 ( T ) »-(2
u-2)-1(3u-2w-l)-1(2u

+l) {exp[-<2u+l)]-«p(-3UT>}

2)-1(3(ü-3)-1(2u+l) {exp(-3T)-exp(-3
UT)} .

(B8)

We have not been able to determine V,(T) for general k. It should be

noted that this method cannot be used for <u > 1 without care, since

the kinetic equation (Bl) is only well-defined for t < t < i(u-l)~

(see below 6.2)). Furthermore, M (t) would become negative within a

finite time t (see 5.18), so that there does not exist a one-to-one
o

relationship between t and T in (B4).

For the case to « 1 the solution of (B5) is well-known [2,10,11]. It is

of interest to note that (B5) can be rewritten in terms of new varia-

bles nr.f'O " v, (;)/k, using £ v. » ][ kn. » 1 as follows:
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dn./dx * k~ J i (ij) n.n. - kn,
K i+j-k L J k

I (ij) n.n. - l (kj) n.n. .
i+j-k J j-1 J

(B9)

1+J*

This is just the coagulation equation (1.1) with K.. " i j .

Thus we have established a correspondence between the two (exactly

soluble) models K.. * i+j and K.. • ij, and their solutions are re-

lated. E.g. for monodisperse initial conditions we find x • 1-e and

the coirresponding solution of (Bl) can be found from (3.1) using the

transformation:

c"k(t) - k ck(t) ; T « l-e"
C . (BIO)

Note that T = T = 1 is mapped onto t • a>,
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CHAPTER VI

EXACTLY SOLUBLE MODELS OF NUCLEATION

ABSTRACT

We present analytical solutions for the rate equations in homo-

geneous nucleation, described by the reaction scheme A, + A. -• A,+.

(k> 1). The models considered have a rate constant s. , independent of

the cluster size k or linear in k. The monomeric units A. are (i)

supplied in a given amount at the initial time; (ii) generated by a

steady source or (iii) supplied by an infinite reservoir that keeps

the concentration of monomers, c}(t), constant in time. It appears

that the long time properties of the system are strongly dependent on

the boundary conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss different models of homogeneous nucle-

ation, describing clustering or agglomerization processes as occurring

in atmospheric physics, colloid chemistry, crystal growth etc. The

clustering process is initiated by a primary source of fine grained

particles or manomeric units A. (for simplicity considered to be of

equal size), and the basic mechanism of growth proceeds via fine

grained particles, that can either stick to larger particles or to

each other, according to the reaction scheme A. + A. *" A., ( k > 1 ) .

The larger particles act as nuclei of condensation onto which small

particles are condensing. The mobility of monomers A. is assumed to be

sufficiently large, so that the reactions are not limited by diffusion.

Further assumptions are that clusters are statistically independent

and that processes by which clusters gain or lose more than one unit

A. can be neglected. The previous reaction scheme enters in a variety

of clustering problems, such as: the Becker-Doring theory of homogene-

ous nucleation [1-5], birth and death processes [6], aerosol ag-

glomeration in gas to particle conversion systems [7-11], polymeri-

zation models [12] , blood coagulation [15]. Often it is assumed

that the concentration c,(t) of monomeric units A. does not signifi-

cantly change with time. This has the mathematical advantage of making

the chemical rate equations linear. It is exact if the system is

coupled to a reservoir that emits and absorbs monomers. In a more

realistic treatment the monomers are given at the initial time, or

produced by a source at a given rate Q.

The main goal of this paper is to investigate how these different

circumstances affect the nucleation process. The rate equations have

the general form [1,2]:
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dcfc/dt « sk_, ck_, c, - r ^ - skckc, + rk+! V , (1)

for k > 2 , and the rate equation for c. (t) can be constructed from the

requirement that the rate of total mass increase £ kc, equals Q (which

may be vanishing). In this equation c, is the concentration of

clusters of size k, s. is the condensation or coagulation rate coef-

ficient for a monomer and a k-mer, and r, the evaporation or fragmen-

tation rate coefficient for processes allowing evaporation of only

one A -unit at a time. These rate coefficients r. and s. will depend

on size and increase in general with k, When s. and r, are finite and

nonvanishing the rate equations admit a steady state solution satis-

fying the detailed balance condition s. . c. . c. - rvcv* '^le reaction

equations linearized about this steady state have been studied by

Heilman [12]. Whether the steady state is actually reached depends on

the experimental conditions, such as the supply of monomers, removal

of large clusters, etc. When r, * o (no evaporation) still an infinite

number of steady states is possible, satisfying s. , c Cj * s.c.c..

This equation has two solutions: (i) c. » o and c, (k > 2) arbitrary

and (ii) c. - const./sfc. Which solution is asymptotically reached

depends on the models considered, as we shall discuss at the end of

this paper. In the classical theory for homogeneous nucleation of

Becker and Doring one calculates a steady nucleation rate from the ki-

netic equation by assuming [1,2] that each time the cluster size ex-

ceeds a (fairly large) value k , the cluster is removed from the

system, i.e. one determines the solution of the kinetic equation under

the condition c, » o for k > k . Dropping this condition gives a more

realistic picture of nucleation.

In the models to be discussed here we shall determine c.(t) for all k

from the kinetic equations, without the removal of large clusters. The
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analysis will be restricted to cases where the evaporation rate can be

neglected (r. • o) and where the rate coefficient for condensation is

independent of the cluster size (s. • S) or proportional to it (s. •

Sk). The rate coefficients for actual condensation growth processes

can be envisioned to lie between those of the two extremes considered

here.

The reaction equation (1) with t, • o is a special case of

Smoluchowski's equation for rapid coagulation [13]:

OB

I K.. c.c. - J K. . c, c. (2)

with coagulation rates K.. * s.6.. + s.6...

Definition of the models

The kinetic equation (1) for the models described above takes the

general form:

dc , j eo

"dt" s l c l " cl j£j s j c j + Q

(3)

TT - V i ck-i ci - Vk c i <k > 2 ) •

The primary fine grained particles are supplied by a given initial

distribution c,(o) * MS. , (here Q « o), by a steady source Q. • Q6fc,,

switched on at t • o (here ct.(°) • °) o r by a» infinite reservoir,

such that their concentration, c (t), remains constant.

Without loss of generality we may set S » M • t in the first case,

and S » Q » 1 in the second case, since c,(t;S;M) * M c, (tSM;l;l) for

total mass M and c.(t;S;Q) • \AJ/S c. (t\^S;l;l) for source strength Q.
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Similarly, in the third case we put c.(t) • S • 1, since c.(t;S;c.) *

c.c, (tSCj;1;I). It is convenient to introduce a new time variable T,

defined as

dT - Cjdt or t « [ dTf/c,(Tf) , (4)

and consider the size distribution c. (x) as a function of x*. In terms

of the new time variable T the nonlinear kinetic equations for k > 2

reduce to a set of coupled linear relaxation equations for c, (x) with

a time dependent "source" Q. • sici^'r^k2* T h e t"ne d eP e n^ e n c e o f tne

higher c. appear in the equation for c.. It is further convenient to

introduce generating functions

g(x,x) - J c. (T)eta
k-2 k

(5)

f(x,x) - I S C. (t>6^ ,

k-2

and write the kinetic equation (3) as:

gT(x,x) - (e
x-l)f0c,x) + s,c](x)e

2x , (6)

where the subscript x denotes a partial derivative. This equation

should be solved subject to the initial conditions, c.(o) - 1 and

g(x,o) • o. The solution depends on c. (x), which has to be determined

separately.

We consider six different cases:

*c. (t) and c. (T) denote the size distribution as a function of t and

T. As functions of their respective arguments, c. (t) and c, (T) are

not the same.
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model A: s. • 1 (k>2) ; Q » o (no source) ; Cj (o) • i

model B: s. • k (k > 2) ; Q « o (no source) ; c.(o) • 1

model C: sfe « k (k > 1) ; Q * 1 (source) ; c.(o) » o

model D: s. * 1 (k > 1) ; Q * 1 (source) ; c (o) * o

model E: sfc - 1 ( k > 1 ) ; Cj(t) - I

model F: sfc - k (k > 1) ; Cj(t) • 1 .

Except for model D, we shall calculate for all these models the size

distribution as a function of time and its first few moments M (t),
n

defined as:

M - J knc . (7)
n k«l *

The moment M (t) denotes the total number of clusters in the system,

and Mj(t) • M(t) is the total mass. A measure for the cluster size is

given by the (weight) average degree of polymerization

DPw(t) - M2(t)/Mj(t) . (8)

For model D only certain properties of the solution, such as the large

k-behavior, can be obtained.

Model A: sfe = 1 (k>2), no sources

In the present case the two generating functions are equal, and

the solution of the differential equation (6), satisfying g(x,o) * o,

is:
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g(x,T) - sf2* | dx' c,(Tf) exp[(T-r')(ex-l)] .
o

The size distribution follows from (5) and (9) by Taylor expansion:

cfe(T) - Sj J dT' C)fr')e"
T+Tf (T~r')k~2/(k-2).' (10)

It simplifies considerably for large k, where the dominant contri-

bution comes from a small x'-region around the origin. By putting T' »

k—2 k—2
y/k and using the relation (T-T') » T exp(-y/"r), valid for k-»«,

we obtain in the large k-limit:

1 k ' ) . ' (k-«) . (11)

To derive this we had to use the fact c.(o) * 1 only. Physically this

means that there are no backcoupling effects of the changing C.(T) on

the "source" c (T) present in (11), as these effects do not instan-

taneously propagate to large k-values.

For general k the solution (10) depends on the unknown C . ( T ) . Combi-

nation of the first equation in (3) with g(o,T) in (9) yields, after

differentiating with respect to r:

Sj + 2SJCJ + SJCJ » o , (12)

to be solved with c.(o) • 1 and c.(o) • - 2s,. Dots denote differ-

entiations with respect to T.

Model At oase 8- = 1

A simple case occurs for s. » 1, where the size distribution

follows from (12) and (10) as:
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e"
T
 (I-Γ)

(13)
k-1 fc

The moments (7) can be calculated from (33):

)"é-•)(**•)">-')•

The first few are explicitly given by:

Mo • e"T , M, - 1 ; M2 - 2T+1 ; M3 - 3T 2+6T+1 . (15)

The original time variable can be recovered from (4) and (13) as:

f
(16)

where E.(T) is the exponential integral [14].

The equations (13-16) represent the exact solution of this nucle-

ation model in parametric form. The parameter T can be eliminated in

the limiting cases of small and large times. The latter will only be

2
given explicitly. For t a* o we find T & t - t + ... and for t -»<*»:

T a< 1 - exp[-Y-E,(l) - t/e] (17)

where y is Euler's constant. As t-» 1 (or equivalently t -»<*>) the

supply of monomeric units, C.(T), is exhausted and nucleation stops.

The size distribution c, (t) and its moments H (t) approach a finite

limiting value, exponentially fast:
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Cj(t) at expl-I-y-Ej(t) - t/e + ...

at (k-l)/ek'. - Cj(t)(k2-3k+I)/k.F +

(18)

M (t) at l/e + c,(t) +
o t

M2(t) 3 -

Model A; oase s.= a

For arbitrary values of s. (s. • a < 1) we find for the size

distribution:

CJ(T) - O - a ) ~ l / 2 e'aT cos(br-KPo)

c,(t)
V ' (k-2).' ""1' V dX

where <Re[...] denotes the real part of [...], and

<p » arcsin Va ; X » - a+ib ; b • [a(l-a)]1/2 . (20)
o

The most convenient way to calculate the lower moments is not from the

generating function (9), but directly from (6). This yields:

M (T) - (l-2a) c, - c. » e"aT cos bx . (21) ,
o i l I

\

The total mass, M - I, is conserved and M, is obtained by integrating

the moment equation; i.e.

T

M 2 ( T ) - M2(o) + 2T -

(22)

2T - 2f(l-a)/a]l/2sinbT .
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In the limit a-» I we recover the results for s. » I. The relation

between t and T is given by (4). For t -» o one«finds T a t , and for

t •• e> one finds x -* x * (i"-<P )/b, where T is the root of C,(T) * o.

oo o oo J
The approach to the limiting value is described by T - Ts*<exp{-wt),

-1/2
as t -+ es where u * (J-a) exp(-ar ). Therefore the concentration

of monomers decays exponentially: c, ~ exp(-o»t) and c. and M approach

their limiting values, c. (T^) and M (ie) respectively, at an expo-

nential rate. For s, * a > 1 the derivation proceeds along similar

lines. The difference is that trigonometric functions are replaced by

hyperbolic ones.

Recently the equation of model A has been solved numerically {15]

to describe blood coagulation. Here we have given the analytical solution.

Model B: ŝ . = k (k > 2)3 no sources

In this case the concentration of monomers in the first equation

of (3) does not couple to the infinite set of relaxation equations for

c, with k > 2 , as a consequence of mass conservation, \ kc. * 1. The

equation for c. can be solved directly and the solution with c](o) * 1

reads:

C,(T) « J jl + (S-l)eeT| (23)

where 3 • 1 - 2s. ( e < 1 ) . The original time variable can be recovered

from (4), and is given by the relation

e~6T - 1 - 6 + 6e"C . (24)

As t •* o one finds T B* t, and as t -» «> one finds: T a* T - e /(1-8),
00

where T^ • - B~ log(l-fi).

The monomer concentration in terms of the original time variable

is:
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(25)

The generating functions (5) are related as f • g , and (6) reduces to

a partial differential equation, that can be solved by the method of

characteristics:

(26)

The solution satisfying g(x,o) * o becomes:

g(x,t) - s, dx' c,(xf
-2

J dx' CjOt') [l-eT~T' (I-e"x)] (27)

and the size distribution c. ( T ) for k > 2 follows by Taylor expansion:

c k(x) (k-l) J dx' c,(T')e~2T+2Tt (l-e~
T+T')

The asymptotic expression for large k simplifies considerably, since

the dominant contribution to the T'-integral comes from a small region

around x' » o, so that c.(x') =* c (o) = 1. By putting x' • y/k and

using the relation (1-e ) s* (1-e ) exp[-y/(e - 0 ] , valid for

large k, we obtain for k -» «>

j e T f 1-e TJ (29)

Model B, case s- = 1

The special case s. » I (or B »- 1) is again simple. With the

help of (25) and (28) one obtains the size distribution for all k:
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c k - kT1
k-1

k"1 - (*sf (*-.-<).
(30)

In the last line of (30) the variable T has been eliminated in favor

of the original time variable t, using (24) for (3 »-l; i.e.

e T - 2 - ."* (31)

The moments can be calculated directly from (7), yielding

M O ( T ) - 1 - T

drj V. y (n>1) .

(32)

The first few read explicitly:

M 2 ( T ) - e
2T ; M 3 ( T ) - 4e

3x - 3e2r .

In terms of the original time variable t we have

(33)

Mo(t) « 1

M2(t) (34)

M3(t)

Model B3 case s^ = h(l-l) (& < V

For arbitrary values of s,, the size distribution c,(x) can be

calculated from (28) and (23) by expanding [...] in powers of
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e~T using Newton's binomial formula, c. (T) is found to be a poly-

nomial of degree k in e~T * [l-S+He**] . It will not be written here,

but may be easily calculated. In the special case S » o (i.e. s. * |)

one obtains the relatively simple expression:

- ok + k"' I al/l - x/k} (k > 2) (35)
£-1 J

with a * I-e and x " 1-e on account of (23). The moments for

general $ can be calculated from the generating function (27), com-

bined with (23), and the relation:

(36)

One finds for the first few:

(37)

2 ( T ) " -W + 2 \,2=

The large t-behavior of moments and distribution function can be

studied along the lines of the previous sections by expanding ck(
T)

and M (T) in powers of x^ - T • e /(1-S), where x^ is defined below

(24).

Model C: s-, = k (k>1) with monomer source

Some properties of the solution drastically change if the mono-

meric units are being produced by a steady source, Q. » <5,,, instead

of being present in a finite amount at the initial time. The relevant
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dcfe/dt
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- c2 + I
(39)

(k>2) ,

to be solved with c. (o) - o. One easily shows that the total mass of

particles M » £ kc. * t. The differential equation for c (t) is a

Riccati equation. Its solution with c.(o) - o can be obtained straight-

forwardly through the substitution c. * 1/t + l/u(t). The result is:

c,(t) - F(t)/N(t) (40)

with

N(t) - tF(t) + exp(-ét

t

F(t) - N'(t) -

o

I dx exp(-iï

(41)

where F(t) - Vfr/2 erf(t/v5") is related to the error function [14] . Its

limiting behavior is:

Cj(t)
t"1 -

t - 2t /3

t~2 exp(-|t2) + ...

(t -> o) .
(42)

For later use it is convenient to define a new time variable T through
t

T * ƒ dt' c.(t'), where c,(t) in (40) is a known function of t,
o

yielding

e T * N(t) <a •

t + t2 exp(-t2/2) (t -»«)

t2 (t -» o) .
(43)

The kinetic equations (39) for c with k > 2 are identical to those in

model B, provided we change to the new time variable with dx - c.(t)dt.
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The solution as a function of T is given by (28). It can be expressed

in the original t-variable with the help of (42) and (43):

dtf F 2(f) [l-N(t')/N(t)] . (44)

All integrals in (44) can be expressed in error functions, but the

calculations soon become very laborious. We only quote:

c2(t) - jtF2(t) + 2F(t) exp(-t2/2) - \/Z F(tvT)} / N2(t). (45)

We first study the properties of c.(t), starting with the large k-

behavior at fixed t. It can be calculated from (44) in much the same

way as for models in A and B. The dominant contribution to (44) comes

from a small region about t' * o, proportional to 1/VÏc. By making the

substitution t' - y/Vk" one finds with the help of (43) the following

equality for large k:

[] exp[-y2/2(N-o] . (46)

This factor cuts off the integration over y * t/\fic at a finite value,

so that the large k-limit can be taken under the integral sign. The

result is:

s* 0i/2k)1/2 (N-l)k""1/2 N~k (k -»«, t fixed) (47)

-1/2 k
Qualitatively we have here: c^ ~ k X to be compared with

k k

c, ~ A. /(k-l)J in model A and c. ~ X in model B, where X is some

number smaller than unity.

The short time behavior of c.(t) can be deduced from (44) with the

help of (43) and (41):
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ck(t> ~ (k-1).' t2k"l/(2k-l)i: (t - o) , (48)

k—3 k—1

to be compared with c, at s.t /(k-1)! in model A, and c. at s.t in

model B. The long time behavior of c. (t) can be determined most

conveniently from the kinetic equation (39). Using (42) one finds:

c l/t + (k-l)/t2 + ,,, ( k > 2 , t -"») . (49)

Note that the monomer concentration c.(t) approaches its asymptotic

form, I/t, much faster than c.(t) does (cfr (42)).

Next, we study the moments M (t), which may be obtained from the

generating function g(x,t), given by (27) (with s. • 1) as a function

of T. Changing to the original time variable with dT * c](t)dt and

using (40) and (43) yields:

t _
r j r i

g(x,t) - dt' F (t') N(t') +N(t)(e -1) . (50)
o

With the help of (36) one derives for the moments:

t

M (t) - c, + f dt' F2 N " 2

o 1 J
o

t

M,(t) * CJ+2NJ dt' F2 N ' 3 « t (51)
o

t t

M2(t) * Cj + 6N
2 [ dt' F2 N~4 - 2N [ dt' F2 N~3 .
o o

The result, M, « t, can be easily verified by partial integration,

using (40) and (41). The short time behavior of M (t) can be obtained

more easily from (7), (42) and (48):

Mn(t) a< c, + 2
nc2 « t + t

3(2n-2)/3 (t -• o) (52a)
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to be compared with

M (t) <* 1 + s,(2n-2)t (t -» o) (52b)
n i

with models A and B.

The long time behavior can be deduced from (51), where the integrals

ƒ F N with k > 2 approach a constant value as time goes to infinity.

One easily verifies for t -» »:

M (t) ~ (n+1): Nn f dt' F2 N"n"2 ~ n.' y (Tt/2)n/2 tn . (53)
n j n

o

In the last equality we have used (43) and defined

as

Un - J dx (N(x))"
11"1 exp(-x2/2) , (54)

1/2
where v. * (2/n) ' , and where u - 0,969 and p_ * 0.229 have been

calculated numerically.

Model D: s~=l (k~> 1) with monomer source

For a. • 1 in the presence of a monomer source formulas (9) and

(10) remain valid. The corresponding equation for c,(t) * X(T) is the

equation of motion for a damped, harmonic oscillator x + (2+x )x +

x • o, with boundary conditions x(o) » 1. We have not been able to

find the solution for all times, which is required to determine the

relation between t and T. Still some properties of the size distri-

bution can be found, e.g. the large k-behavior at fixed t:

( \ k-1/2 -T

"l) T (k-l1)6*—* *n wn*cn» however, T is an unknown function of

time.
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Model E: a. = 1 (k>1) with monomer reservoir

We imagine the system coupled to an infinite reservoir which can

emit monomers, in such a manner that c,(t) remains constant. The

transition rate for the reaction A. + A, -• A.+. is assumed to be inde-

pendent of the size of the reacting clusters, i.e. s, » 1 for k > 1 .

Then we can use (10) with C.(T) - 1, to calculate the resulting size

distribution (note the relation t * t in this case):

c. (t) - [ e"*' (f)k~2/(k-2): * e"C f |r . (55)
o

The limit distribution cfc(
c) * ' is approached nonuniformly. In fact,

we have the limiting behavior:

k-2 % , _s
Cfc(t) * 1 - e I |y - 1 - o( e"ct J (t -» «, k fixed)

(56)
-t k-1

ck ( t ) M % 0' (k "*"» c fixed) • (57)

The latter also represents the short time behavior of c, .

From (55) the lower moments can be calculated straightforwardly. The

first three are given by:

M (t) - t + 1 !
o v

M,(t) - è(t2+4t+2) (58)

M2(t) » i(2t
3+15t2+24t+6) .

The n-th moment is a polynomial of degree n in the variable t, and

the average cluster size grows linearly with t (t •* » ) : ;;
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M,(t)
 2

D P
w

( t )
 • S ^ Γ " ! ' <'-••» •

 ( 5 9 )

F: s-,=k (k>1) with monomer reservoir

Consider again a system coupled to an infinite reservoir of mono-

mers, such that c.(t) is kept constant, whereas the rate coefficient

for the reaction A. + A, -» A, . is proportional to the size of the k-

cluster, i.e. s. • k. We may use (28) with t • T to calculate the

size distribution at all times:

~2f /, -t'\
k
"

2

c
k
(t) - (k-1) J dt'e

(60)

The limiting distribution c. » 1/k is approached nonuniformly:

I M - d e - D e " ^ (t-*«, k fixed) . (61)

In the coupled limit k -• », t •*<», ke fixed, the mass distribution

kc, is exponential:

(62)

We note that in both model E and model F the limiting distribution can

be found directly from the kinetic equation (1) by setting all time

derivatives equal to zero. Calculating the lower moments from (60) is

again straigtforward. We find:
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M - 1 + t
o

2eC - 1 (63)

3e2t - 2eC .

From the second of these equations we see that the rate at which mono-

mers are supplied by the infinite reservoir increases exponentially

with time. For large t the average cluster size grows exponentially

fast:

M9(t) ,
DPw(t) = j ^ - <* j eC (t -»«) . (64)
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Discussion

We have considered two choices of transition rates (s, - 1 and

s, - k) and three types of "boundary conditions" (\(°) " *ti» %
 m

6, . and c. (t) • 1) and have solved the corresponding nucleation models

in all but one case (model D). In order to compare the results, we

list some properties of the solutions in table I.

At fixed k, in all models except C the size distribution approaches a

constant value. This defines a limiting distribution, which is ap-

proached in a nonuniform manner. Although model A and E have the same

transition rates (s, » I), they have different limiting distributions.

The reason behind this is that in model A only a finite amount of

monomers is present, which is used up within a finite time, i.e. in

(I), c.(t) -• o, so that dc /dt -» o. In model E, on the other hand,

c.(t) is kept constant and the limiting distribution is the stationary

solution of (1) determined by the condition s,c, * ^-I'TC-I"

remark can be made of models B and F. In models A and B, all moments

approach finite values. E.g. in model A (with s, « I, for k > 1 ) ,

M (oe) - 0.37, M,(eo) - 3 and in model B (with s - k, for all k > 1 ) ,

M (oe) * 1 - log(2) » 0.21 and M2(o») - 4. Hence in the latter model the

same amount of mass (M, * 1) is distributed over a smaller total

number of clusters, necessarily having a larger average size. This is

to be expected physically from the larger coagulation rates.

For both models, if we decrease (increase) the value of s., the value

of M O») decreases (increases) accordingly. E.g. if we put s. * 1/2 in

model A we find M («>) - 0.32, where M (oo) • 0.37 for s, » 1. This is
o o l

again to be expected. Due to the smaller coagulation rate for the

formation of dimers, more monomers are available to condense onto

larger clusters. The behavior of c.(t) in model C is very different

from that in models A and B, as can be seen from table I, comparing
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the large t-behaviors. The approach to the "limiting" distribution is

again nonuniform. The concentration c. (t) of fixed k initially in-

creases according to (48); it reaches a maximum at a time t (k) and
max

then starts to decrease, disappearing asymptotically like (49),

although monomers are being fed into the system at a constant rate.

The value of t (k) is determined by the condition dc,/dt * o, which

can be solved for large k, using (46). The result is t__00 m £k. The

previous properties can also be formulated differently: at a given

time t, sufficiently large, c, (t) with k - 2t has reached its maxi-

o
mum value. For all c (t) with k » k the time dependence is given by

(48) and for all c,(t) with k <3C k it is given by (49). All moments

grow like M a t as t -» », whereas they were bounded in models A and

B.Remarkably enough the total number of clusters M (t) approaches a

finite value u * 0.969, although the mass in the system keeps in-

creasing linearly with time.

In models E and F where monomers are supplied by an infinite reservoir

the number of clusters increases linearly with time, but in the latter

model the average cluster size grows exponentially with time, while in

the former one it only grows as t. We note the similar large k-

behavior in models E and F, and A and B respectively. The only differ-

ence is due to the different relations between r and t. In models A

and B, T approaches a finite value r , as t -» <*> and in models E and F

we have simply T * t.

The nucleation rate, which is determined by the time dependence

of the average cluster size DP (t), is entirely different in the

different models, especially at large times.

In many nucleation theories [1-5,7-11] the concentration c. (t) of

monomers is kept constant by coupling the system to an infinite

reservoir of monomers. This approximation simplifies the mathematics.
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Our results show, however, that the replacements by an infinite reser-

voir of either an initially given finite amount of monomers or of a

steady monomer source has strong effects on the growth rate of

clusters.

Table 1: properties of Che solutions Cor the various Models

A

B

c

E

F

Model

(s, -

<!! *

1)

1)

c

T

e

T

T

T

- 2 -

-.,„
• t

» t

•* c

(k-o:

( i ) ' OM,-' .+

•-(-f

(k-D/ek! • O^e"t/eJ

2"kCk-l)/k -«(e"')

Mo

0.37

0.21

0.97

t

t

t - • • •

1

t

3

*

! V
2 t

i«
I"'

'see e<1. (41)
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SAMENVATTING

Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift (hoofdstukken I, II en III)

gaan over de niet-lineaire Boltzmann-vergelijking, welke de tijdsevalua-

tie beschrijft van de ëéndeeltjessnelheidsverdelingsfunctie f(v,t) in

verdunde gassen. In het hier bestudeerde ruimtelijk homogene geval heeft

deze de gedaante:

3f(v,t)/3t - | dw* J dngl(g,x) |f(vf,t)f(w',t) -f(v,t)f(w,t)}

(O

waarin g » v-w de relatieve snelheid van botsende deeltjes is, en x de

verstrooiingshoek (S.g » cosx). De snelheden na de botsing v' en w' zijn

functies van v, w en 3, die volgen uit de behoudswetten van impuls en ener-

gie. De differentiële werkzame botsingsdoorsnede I(g,x) dient in principe

bepaald te worden uit de intermoleculaire potentiaal. In een mathema-

tisch model wordt voor deze functie een geschikte vorm gekozen.

Bij isotrope snelheidsverdelingen heeft het grote voordelen over te

gaan naar de energierepresentatie. Deze transformatie wordt uitgevoerd

in hoofdstuk I, waar de vergelijking voor de energieverdelingsfunctie ge-

definieerd als F(x,t)dx » f(|v|,t)dv met x • Jv wordt afgeleid. Deze

heeft de volgende algemene gedaante (scalaire Boltzmann-vergelijking):

o» u

3F(x,t)/3t » j du j dy |K(xy;u)F(y,t)F(u-y,t)

x o

- K(yx;u)F(x,t)F(u-x,t)J . (2)

De hierin voorkomende integraalkern K(xy;u), die de overgangswaarschijn-

lijkheid per tijdseenheid voorstelt voor het proces (y,u-y) -• (x,u-x),

is uit te drukken als een tweevoudige integraal die de differentiële

werkzame doorsnede bevat. Het voordeel van de nieuwe vergelijking (2) is
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het scalaire karakter ervan. Het aantal integraties in de botsingstenn

is teruggebracht tot twee, hetgeen de vergelijking veel geschikter naakt

voor numerieke berekeningen.

Door Futcher en Hoare is het zgn. "persistent scattering model" in-

gevoerd. Hierbij wordt uitgegaan van een systeem van deeltjes die hun

energie hebben opgeslagen in p + q vrijheidsgraden. Tijdens een inter-

actie wordt de energie in q vrijheidsgraden uitgewisseld en onmiddellijk

na de botsing de energie van elk molecuul statistisch verdeeld over alle

p + q vrijheidsgraden. Futcher en Hoare hebben hiervan de kern K(xy;u)

in (2) uitgerekend.

In hoofdstuk II wordt aangetoond dat de persistent scattering mo-

dellen vallen in een algemene klasse: die van Maxwell modellen, welke in

het algemeen beschreven kunnen worden door een werkzame doorsnede van de

gedaante I(g,x) " <*(x)/g« De verdelingsfunctie voor deze modellen kan

geschreven worden als een reeksontwikkeling waarvan de termen eigen-

functies zijn van de gelineariseerde vergelijking, met coëfficiënten

die voldoen aan een recursief oplosbaar stel gekoppelde differentiaal-

vergelijkingen, identiek aan die voor de genormeerde momenten.

Een relatief eenvoudig geval treedt op als de kern K(xy;u) in (2)

een constante is. Dit blijkt een twee-dimensionaal gas van deeltjes te

beschrijven waarvoor de werkzame doorsnede gegeven is door I(g,x) •

-gg|sinx|. Omdat deze functie harder groeit dan voor het hardebollengas,

waar hij begrensd blijft, is dit model het "very hard particle" (VHP)

model genoemd. Deze onfysische eigenschap is niet een ernstig nadeel om-

dat, bij een gegeven eindige totale energie er in het systeem geen deel-

tjes zijn die het gedrag van de werkzame doorsnede voor hoge energie-

waarden voelen.

In hoofdstuk III wordt de vergelijking van het VHP-model met

Laplace-transformatie opgelost. De oplossing kan geschreven worden als:
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F<*>C>-2SÏ 1
-t

γ-ioe

waarin de integratieweg geheel rechts dient te liggen van alle singula-

riteiten van de integrand. De functie $(z) wordt bepaald uit de begin-

verdeling, F(x,o). Het is uitzonderlijk dat de oplossing van een

Boltzmann-vergelijking, waarin de verdelingsfunctie op een niet-triviale

manier van de energie afhangt, in zo expliciete gedaante geschreven kan

worden. Deze vorm leent zich er uitstekend voor om allerlei eigenschap-

pen van F(x,t) te bepalen. Enige resultaten zijn: (i) de nadering tot de

evenwichtsverdeling (hier F(x,<») * e
 x
) is niet uniform in x; de ty-

pische relaxatietijd is evenredig met logx; (ii) het is mogelijk begin-

verdelingen te kiezen zodat de verdelingsfunctie enige malen (gedempt)

oscilleert rond de evenwichtswaarde; (iii) een beginverdeling die be-

staat uit een superpositie van evenwichtsverdelingen met verschillende

temperaturen behoudt deze structuur, waarbij de parameters functies van

de tijd worden.

De oplossing voor het VHP-gas wordt uitgebreid naar het geval van

een mengsel en een analoog geval van een gas waarin de energie van de

deeltjes alleen discrete waarden aannemen.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift (hoofdstukken IV, V en VI)

wordt de coagulatie-vergelijking van Smoluchowski bestudeerd:

c, • J I K.. cc. - c, T K, . c. .
k
 i+j-k

 1 J x J k
 j-1 «

 J
(4)

Deze beschrijft de tijdsevaluatie van het massaspectrum in coagulerende

systemen. Met de Boltzmann-vergelijking heeft hij gemeen de structuur

van winst- en verliesterm, de kwadratische niet-lineariteit en de

Stosszahlansatz, waaronder hij is afgeleid. De grootheid c. (t) stelt de

dichtheid voor van klusters (k-meren), die opgebouwd zijn uit k funda-
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mentele bouwstenen (monomeren), die onderworpen zijn aan een cluster-

mechanisme, beschreven door het reactieschema A-+A. -*• A.+.. Hen denke

hierbij aan processen als de vorming van aerosolen, polymerisatie, etc.

De omgekeerde reactie (fragmentatie) die in principe ook mogelijk is

wordt niet beschouwd in dit proefschrift. Voorts worden de invloeden van

diffusie verwaarloosd. De reactiesnelheden worden gegeven door de kern

K.. in (4). Allereerst wordt het model bestudeerd, waarin de coagulatie-

kern evenredig is met het produkt van de volumina van de twee reagerende

clusters, K.. * ij. Voor dit geval is de oplossing van (4) voor de spe-

ciale beginverdeling c,(o) * 6. . bekend. Na een zekere, gegeven tijd t

treedt een faseovergang op (gelatie). Dit blijkt doordat het systeem tot

aan het gelpunt (t ) alleen clusters van eindige grootte bevat, waarvan

de totale massa behouden is (sol-fase), terwijl voorbij t de oplossing

d L c

niet meer aan massabehoud voldoet, d.w.z. lim-rr £ kc.(t) < o. Dit
Ir». d t k-I k

verschijnsel kan geïnterpreteerd worden als veroorzaakt door het ont-

staan van een oneindig cluster (gel), ten gevolge van een cascade-proces.

In hoofdstuk IV worden twee coagulatiemodellen bestudeerd, beide

met K.. • ij. In de sol-fase zijn zij identiek; in een model (S-model)

kunnen de eindige clusters alleen bindingen aangaan met elkaar, in het

andere model (F-model) zowel met elkaar, als met de gel. De vergelijking

voor de twee modellen kan worden samengevat als:

CiCj -J

waarin y»l in het F-model en y(t) • £ k c v ^ *n h e t S"010061* W e geven

de oplossing van (5) voor willekeurige beginverdelingen. De eigenschap-

pen van de faseovergang - kritische experimenten en amplitudes - blijken

niet van de beginverdeling af te hangen, mits deze niet te singulier is,

d.w.z. geen algebraïsche staart heeft. In de buurt van het kritische
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punt gehoorzaamt het F-model aan een schaalwet, d.w.z. de verdeling laat

zich voor asymptotisch grote k-waarden beschrijven door:

c at k~T ®(k|t-t | ) , waarin © een scaling-functie is en T en a kri-

tische exponenten, die de klassieke waarden 5/2 resp. 1/2 aannemen. In

het S-model geldt dit alleen in de sol-fase terwijl in de gel-fase ^(t)

steeds een algebraïsche staart k T heeft.

Het is te verwachten dat de coagulatiecoefficiënten K.. toenemen

met de afmeting van het cluster, bijvoorbeeld evenredig met het volume i

2/3
of het oppervlak i of in het algemeen als een macht van het volume,

iu. Met deze overweging wordt in hoofdstuk V de coagulatievergelijking

bestudeerd voor het geval K.. * (ij)u. Het is niet gelukt de vergelij-

king voor algemene u> analytisch op te lossen, maar wel kunnen zekere ei-

genschappen van de oplossing bepaald worden. Enige resultaten zijn: de

faseovergang treedt op voor <o > 1/2 en niet voor w < 1/2. De kritische

exponent T wordt gegeven door x » u + 3/2. Onder de aanname dat de

schaalwet geldt - waar vooralsnog slechts niet-rigoreuze argumenten voor be-

staan - geldt ook nog a m u> - 1/2. Voor \ < u < 1 vindt de faseovergang

zeker niet plaats vóór een tijd t, <• |(2u-l)m \ waarin

m • \ k ci_(°) het tweede moment is van de verdeling op t » o.

In het laatste hoofdstuk beschouwen we sterk vereenvoudigde model-

len voor nucleatie, die beschreven worden door de Smoluchowski-vergelij-

king met coagulatiekern K.. * s.ó.. + s.S... Bij elke binaire wisselwer-

king is dus steeds tenminste één monomeer betrokken. Voor de speciale

gevallen s. * 1 en s, « k heeft de oplossing de gedaante:

T

dxf C J C T ' ^ T . T ' ) (6)

o

waarin A. (T,T') voor beide gevallen een bekende functie is van k, T en

T'. De parameter T hangt samen met t via de relatie dT » c.dt. De con-
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centratie van monomeren, c.(t), moet apart bepaald worden en hangt af

van de manier waarop het systeem van monomeren wordt voorzien. Dit kan

zijn: in een gegeven hoeveelheid op t • o, door middel van een statio-

naire bron of uit een oneindig reservoir. Het blijkt dat het grote k-

gedrag van de c. niet, maar het lange-txjd-gedrag vel sterk afhangt van

de bevoorradingswij ze.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

Exact results for the Boltzmarm equation and Smoluchowski's

coagulation equation

1. Het door Samsel en Ferelson geïntroduceerde model van condensatie-

polymerisatie voor rouleaux-vorming in bloed, met drie reactie-

constanten, kan analytisch worden opgelost, waarbij de concentraties

van rouleaux met grootte k recursief via kwadraturen gevonden kunnen

worden.

(R.W. Samsel and A.S. Perelson, Biophys. J. 37_ (1982) 493.)

2. Een kinetisch model voor coagulatie in de aanwezigheid van scavengers

(a. (t) > o) wordt beschreven door:

Indien a,(t) onafhankelijk is van k treedt een fase-overgang op na

een eindige tijd t , welke een oplossing is van de vergelijking

te

d
e

dt exp <- a.(sjdsf = 1 (mits die oplossing bestaat). Is

o o

a, (t) lineair in k, dan wordt de fase-overgang onderdrukt.

3. Aan het begin van een kaartspel hebben A en B een even grote stapel

met evenveel zwarte als rode kaarten. In iedere ronde trekken beide

spelers willekeurig een kaart uit hun eigen stapel. Zijn die gelijk

van kleur dan mag A ze aan de zijne toevoegen, in het andere geval

mag B dat doen. Degene die het eerst alle kaarten bezit, wint. Dat

zal met 75% kans B zijn, ongeacht het totaal aantal kaarten.

4. Kwalitatief kan de prikkelgeleiding door de AV-knoop in het rattehart

beschreven worden door een lineair model van elkaar successief stimu-

lerende cellen, waarbij de prikkelgeleidingstijd g(t) door elke cel

alleen afhangt van de tijd t, verlopen na doorkomst van de vooraf-

gaande prikkel. Echter, voor geen enkele keuze van de functie g(t) kun-

nen de metingen van Heethaar hiermee ook kwantitatief verklaard worden.

(R.M. Heethaar, A mathematical model of AV-aonduction in the vat

heart, proefschrift, Utrecht, 1972.)



5. Voor de monodisperse beginverdeling c.(o) - 5.. wordt het korte-

tijdgedrag van de oplossing van Smoluchowski's coagulatievergelijking

met reactieconstanten K.. * (ij)w, o < u < 1 gegeven door:
k-l "

c. (t) =* a.t (l+0(t)(t -• o)). De coëfficiënten a., die voldoen aan:

a - 1 ; (k-l) a - { \ (ij)w a a
1 K i+j-k x J

gedragen zich asymptotisch als a, =* C R k waarin C »

2r(2-2u)/r (l-o) en 4e"' < 4U R^ < 2.

6. De oplossing van de coagulatievergelijking met reactieconstanten K..

=• ij en die van de corresponderende continue versie daarvan vertonen

een kwalitatief verschillend lange-tijdgedrag, tenzij de (continue)

beginverdeling c(x,o) nul is op een eindig interval o < x < e.

(M.H. Ernst, R.M. Ziff and E.M. Hendriks, preprint, Utreoht, 1983.)

7. Ook voor ruimtelijk uniforme niet-isotrope snelheidsverdelingen kan

de oplossing van de niet-lineaire Boltzmann-vergelijking voor Maxwell-

moleculen geschreven worden als een ontwikkeling in eigenfuncties van

de gelineariseerde vergelijking, waarin de coëfficiënten voldoen aan

een recursief oplosbaar stelsel niet-lineaire differentiaalvergelij-

kingen.

(E.M. Hendriks and T.M. Nieuwenhuizen, Journ. of Stat. Phys. 29_

(1982) 591.)

8. Als bij een voordracht over een natuurkundig onderwerp bij de spreker

de wens bestaat dat de gemiddelde toehoorder er wat van opsteekt, kan

hij in de meeste gevallen beter geen overheadprojector gebruiken.


